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SUMMARY

An investigation has been made of the effectiveness of reinforced 
flexible hoses in decreasing pressure fluctuations in a hydraulic 
circuit. An understanding has been obtained of the properties and 
length of hose required to achieve a quieter system.

The existing theory of longitudinal wave propagation in hoses has been 
extended by considering the effect of fluid viscosity and by making an 
accurate allowance for the inner lining. The theory has been checked 
by comparing the wave properties obtained from resonance tests with 
those calculated from the physical properties of hose and fluid by 
using the theory.

A method of calculating pressure fluctuations in a complete hydraulic 
system consisting of one or more lengths of hose has been developed.
In many cases, motion of the ends of hoses can be neglected which 
simplifies the calculations. The results for simple circuits have 
been compared with those obtained experimentally.

A theoretical investigation has been made of the effects of the physical 
properties of a hose on the wave properties. It has been found helpful 
to split up wall stiffness into two components corresponding to actual 
or effective extension of the reinforcing cords and to changes in cord 
angle.

There are two ways in which hoses can be used to reduce the pressure 
fluctuations in a system. A short tuned length of hose can be used to
reduce pressure fluctuation at a particular frequency, or a longer length can
be used for broadband attenuation. Both approaches have been investigated 
theoretically and experimentally, although only the latter is of general 
practical applicability. High attenuation is achieved with extensible 
cords and with high loss factors associated with wall deformation. For 
this reason nylon reinforced hoses are effective.

The theory also enables the normal surface velocity of a hose, and
hence the sound power radiated from it, to be calculated.
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NOTATION

A cross sectional area of reinforcing cordc
A^ cross sectional area of inner lining

A cross sectional area of hose boreo
A^ cross sectional area of rigid pipe bore

A^ to A^ defined by equations 2.66 to 2.69

a speed of sound

B effective bulk modulus of fluid in rigid pipe

B^,B^ defined by equations 2.24 and 2.46

B ,B bulk modulus of fluid and hose lining

to defined by equations 2.70 to 2.73

dp internal diameter of rigid pipe

E Young's modulus of reinforcing cord

Ep Young's modulus of rigid pipe

E axial wall stiffness, i.e. the axial stiffness ofX
a unit square of hose wall

E^ hoop wall stiffness, i.e. the hoop stiffness of a
unit square of hose wall

E ,E axial and hoop wall stiffnesses due to extension in thexe ye
directions of the cords

E^^,Ey^ axial and hoop wall stiffnesses resisting trellissing
of the reinforcing cords

Ej_,E2  twice the tensile wall stiffnesses of one set of
reinforcing cords along and perpendicular to the 
cords

E^^,E^ 2  defined by equation 3.66
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E ,,E - defined by equation 3.67el e2
F axial force applied to hose in static test

F^,F^ force per unit hose length acting between lining and
reinforcement, and shear force per unit hose 
length due to viscous friction

F^ axial force acting on the termination end of the hose

F^,Fy forces given by equations 6.8 and 6.9

F ,F attenuation constants divided by frequency

^l'^2'"'^n constants in the representation of elasticity of the
reinforcement

G shear modulus of inner lining

G ^ 2  twice the shear wall stiffnesses of one set of
reinforcing cords along and perpendicular to the
cords

Gj^,G^ phase constants divided by frequency

H defined by equation 3.61

dimensionless quantity given by equation 2.31 

Hp to defined by equations 3.62 to 3.65

h wall thickness of rigid pipe

defined by equations 9.24 and 9.27El Ez
^T1'^T2 defined by equations 9.25 and 9.28

K ,K constants in equation 3.1

constants in equation 3.16

K T,K _ constants in equation 3.34cl c2
to constants in equation 2.60

k^ stiffness of cords given by equation 6.10

k^ equivalent torsional stiffness at cord pivoting points

^l'^2*‘*^n stiffnesses of springs representing elasticity of the 
reinforcement
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^l'^2 proportions of entry pressure forming waves 1 and 2

^Tl'^T2 proportions of axial stress resultant amplitudes at
hose inlet forming waves 1 and 2

Z length of hose

Z projected distance between cross-over points of cords

Z f Z ^ lengths of upstream and downstream pipes in a complete
system consisting of hose

steel pipe lengths

£p length of rigid pipe

Z mean circumference of reinforcementr
Mf,M2  propagation constants divided by frequency

^l'^2 defined by equation 2.94

m integer number

m mass

m,  ̂,m, . mass of a length of hose over which the phase of thehi h2
corresponding wave changes by one radian

m T,m  ̂ mass of a length of fluid column in hose over whichol o2
the phase of the corresponding wave changes by 
one radian

N^,N2  modal ratios, wall to fluid axial motion

n integer number

P complex amplitude of pressure distance x along hose

P^ complex amplitude of pressure in downstream circuit
distance x, from the valve d

P^ complex amplitude of pressure at the entry end of hose

P^ complex amplitude of pressure at the exit end of hose

P^ complex amplitude of pressure at junction

P real value of P„ when this is taken as phase referenceo E
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complex amplitude of pressure at pump

P^ complex amplitude of pressure at junction of two
different cross-sectional pipes

P^ complex amplitude of pressure in upstream circuit
distance x^ from the pump

P^^,P^ 2  complex amplitude of pressure before and after a valve

P^fP^fPg complex amplitude of pressure at distance x^/X^/X^
along pipeline

p pressure change relative to mean

p^ value of p at hose exit

p^ mean pressure

Q complex amplitude of flow

complex amplitude of flow in downstream circuit
distance x^ from the valve d

complex amplitude of flow at the entry end of hose

pump leakage flow

Qg source flow of pump

complex amplitude of flow at the exit end of hose

complex amplitude cf flow in upstream circuit distance x̂  
from the pump

Q source flow of upstream componentss
complex amplitude of flow in branch lines

^11'^12'^22'^66 given by equations 6.49 to 6.52

^11'^12'^22 given by equations 6.54 to 6.56

Q-, r f Q n r qiven by equations 6.57 to 6.5916 26 66
q flow change relative to mean

R pressure drop/unit length/unit flow in a pipe
—  2 R R X A o



XIV

diameters of circles in Kennedy and Pancu plot 

r mean radius of hose reinforcement

r^ inner radius of inner lining

r^ outer radius of inner lining

r radius of an annular element of inner lining

ratio of hoop to axial strain in hose walls 

^11'^12'^22 given by equations 6.65 to 6.67 

s spatial frequency

T axial stress resultant, i.e. axial tension in hose wallX
per unit circumference at the mid-surface of the 
reinforcement

T hoop stress resultant, i.e. hoop tension in hose wall
per unit axial length of hose

amplitude of axial stress resultant at hose entry

T ,T„ values of T at entry and exit of hoseo £ X
complex amplitude of axial stress resultant at distance x

along hose

complex amplitude of hoop stress resultant at distance x 
along hose

T shear stress resultant in hose wallxy
T^,T^ tensile stress resultant in one set of reinforcing

cords along and perpendicular to the cords

T ^ 2  shear stress resultant in one set of reinforcing cords
along and perpendicular to the cords

t time

t^ axial tension at hose exit end

U complex amplitude of axial fluid displacement

u axial displacement of fluid from mean position

V volume enclosed by hose in static test



volume of elemental length of inner lining

Vq volume of elemental length of fluid

normal surface velocity of hose

velocity of waves in hose

W complex amplitude of axial wall displacement

complex amplitude of axial wall displacement at downstream 
end of hose

sound power radiated from hose

complex amplitude of axial wall displacement at upstream 
end of hose

to W ^ 2  Fourier transforms of the component terms of W 

w axial displacement of hose wall

w^ axial motion of the centre of mass of a transverse
section of lining

w^ axial motion of the centre of mass of a transverse
section of lining relative to the reinforcement

w axial motion of an annular lining element

X distance along hose from entry end

x^,x^ distances along pipeline from pump and from termination
valve

x^,x^ distances along pipeline from hose entry and exit ends

Z fluid impedance at distance x from pump outlet, i.e. ratio
of complex amplitude of pressure to flow

entry fluid impedance

Z^ fluid impedance at junction

fluid impedance given by equation 3.52

Zg source impedance of pump

Z source impedance of upstream components



XVI

fluid impedance of termination 

Z^ fluid impedance of valve

Z T,Z _ characteristic displacement impedances of longitudinalpi p2
waves in a fluid-filled hose, i.e. ratio of complex 
pressure amplitude to fluid axial displacement

Z^^,Z^ 2  fluid impedance before and after a change in cross-section
of pipe

Z T,Z _ termination fluid impedancesTl t 2
Z ,,Z „ fluid impedance before and after a valvevl v2
Z^ pipeline characteristic impedance

Z^,Z2 ,Zg fluid impedances

Z w Z  2 mechanical impedances at hose entryMl M
Z ,Z mechanical impedances at hose exitNl N2
Z^^,Z^ 2  characteristic impedances of longitudinal waves in a

fluid-filled hose defined by equation 2.87

cXf, « 2  attenuation constants of longitudinal waves in a fluid-
filled hose

phase constant of fluid wave in rigid pipe

g^ , # 2  phase constants of longitudinal waves in a fluid-
filled hose

Y propagation constant

Yp propagation constant of fluid wave in rigid pipe

Y^, Y 2  propagation constants of longitudinal waves in a fluid-
filled hose

Y shear strain in hose wall xy
Y^ 2  shear strain in one set of reinforcing cords along and

perpendicular to the cords.
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r defined by equation 3.10

6 amplitude of cyclic displacementa
6 extension of one side of rhombic element given bys

equation 6.12

6 extension of rhombic element in axial directionX
6 extension of rhombic element in hoop direction
y
E ,E axial and hoop strains in hose wallX y
E ,£ axial and hoop strains due to cord extensionxe ye
E ^^Eyt axial and hoop strains due to cord trellissing

E complex amplitude of axial strain at distance x alongX
hose

E complex amplitude of hoop strain at distance x alongy
hose

E^pE^ tensile strains of one set of reinforcing cords along
and perpendicular to the cords

damping ratio

0,0 cord angles to axial directionn

a' b angles measured on Kennedy and Parcu plot

wavelengths of longitudinal waves in a fluid-filled hose

mass of hose lining per unit area of reinforcement

y total mass of hose wall per unit area of reinforcement

y mass of hose wall except lining per unit area ofw
reinforcement 

y viscosity of fluidV
y frequency dependent viscosity of fluidv'
V ,v axial and hoop Poisson's ratios
X y
V V axial and hoop Poisson's ratios for cord extensionxe ye
V ,v axial and hoop Poisson's ratios for cord trellissingxt' yt
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Poisson's ratios of one set of reinforcing cords along 
and perpendicular to the cords

p density of fluid

p ' effective density of fluid

p^ density of air

pg reflection coefficient at source

p^^p^ reflection coefficients at terminations

' J relative rotation between cords in trellissing 

phase angle

^l'^2 defined by equations 4.32 and 4.33

X defined by equation 2.11

area of lining/area of bore and lining 

area of bore/area of bore and lining 

0) circular frequencies
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pressure fluctuations in a hydraulic system consisting 
of a gear pump, 2.141m of 25 mm bore steel pipe,
1.97 3 m of double steel braid hose, variable termination 
steel pipe and a restrictor valve. Fundamental frequency 
350 Hz. Mean pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. 
Solid lines are theoretical results; crosses are measured 
values. Entry pressure measured 0.124 m from hose.

5.25b As Figure 5.25a, exit pressures measured 0.122 m from 
hose.

5.25c As Figure 5.25a, pressures measured 0.208 m upstream of 
termination valve.

5.26a Second harmonic components of entry pressure in the 
system as Figure 5.25a. Solid lines are theoretical 
results; crosses are measured values.

5.26b As Figure 5.26a, exit pressures measured 0.122 m from 
hose.

5.27c As Figure 5.26a, pressures measured 0.208 m upstream of 
termination valve.

6.1 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with axial 
wall stiffness. Ratio of hoop to axial wall stiffness and 
other properties as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose. 
Theoretical results at frequency of 350 Hz. Viscosity 
neglected.

6.2 Variation of modal ratios with axial wall stiffness.
Details as in Figure 6.1.

6.3 Variation of displacement characteristic impedances with 
axial wall stiffness. Details as in Figure 6.1.
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Fig.6.4 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with axial
wall stiffness. Hoop wall stiffness and other properties 
as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical 
results at frequency of 350 Hz. Viscosity neglected.

6.5 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with hoop 
wall stiffness. Axial wall stiffness and other properties 
as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical 
results at frequency of 350 Hz. Viscosity neglected.

6.6 Variation of attenuation constants with the loss factor of 
the hose walls. Theoretical results. All other properties 
as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Frequency 350 Hz. 
Viscosity neglected.

6.7 Element of reinforce
ment formed by counter 
wound pairs of adjacent 
cords crossing.

6.8 Deformation of element 
due to trellissing.

6.9 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with extensional 
wall stiffness. Dotted lines indicate the extensional wall 
stiffness of 2 5 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical 
results at frequency of 350 Hz.

6.10 Variation of modal ratios with extensional wall stiffness.
Dotted line indicates the extensional wall stiffness of
25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical result.

6.11 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with trellissing 
wall stiffness. Dotted lines indicate the trellissing wall
stiffness of 25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical
results at frequency of 350 Hz.

6.12 Variation of modal ratios with trellissing wall stiffness.
Dotted line indicates the trellissing wall stiffness of
25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical result.

6.13 Variation of attenuation constants with extensional wall stiff
ness for different loss factors in extension and trellissing. 
Details as in Figure 6.9.

6.14 Variation of attenuation constants with trellissing wall 
stiffness for different loss factors in extension and 
trellissing. Details as in Figure 6.11.

6.15 Proportion of hoop strain due to extensional deformation 
as extensional wall stiffness is varied. Dotted line 
indicates the extensional wall stiffness of 25 mm bore 
double steel braid hose. Theoretical result at frequency 
of 350 Hz.
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Fig.6.16 Proportion of hoop strain due to extensional deformation 
as trellissing wall stiffness is varied. Dotted line 
indicates the trellissing wall stiffness of 25 mm bore 
double steel braid hose. Theoretical result at frequency 
of 350 Hz.

6.17 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with mid
radius of reinforcement. All other properties as for 
25 mm bore double steel braid hose. Theoretical result 
at frequency of 350 Hz.

6.18 Variation of modal ratios and displacement characteristic 
impedances with mid-radius of reinforcement. All other 
properties af for Figure 6.17.

6.19 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with surface 
density of hose. All other properties as for 25 mm bore 
double steel braid hose. Theoretical result at frequency 
of 350 Hz.

6.20 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with density 
of oil. All properties as for 25 mm bore double steel 
braid hose. Theoretical result at frequency of 350 Hz.

6.21 Variation of attenuation and phase constants with bulk
modulus of oil. All properties as for 25 mm bore double
steel braid hose. Theoretical result at frequency of 
350 Hz.

6.22 Variation of attenuation constant with frequency. All 
properties as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose. 
Theoretical result. Solid lines are for zero viscous 
friction, dotted lines are with viscosity.

7.1 Predicted pressure amplitude at hose exit in the gear
pump circuit described in the text, plotted against 
downstream pipe length. Hose properties as for 25 mm 
bore double steel braid hose. Frequency 350 Hz. Mean 
pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Curve A is 
for 1.75 m length of hose and curve B is for 0.816 m 
length of hose. Impedance at termination of downstream
pipe (3 X 10^ + O.Oj) Nm/m^.

7.2 As Figure 7.1, termination impedance (9.6 x 10^ + O.Oj)Ns/m^

7.3 As Figure 7.1, termination impedance (24 x lO^ + O.Oj)Ns/m^.

7.4 As Figure 7.1, termination impedance (240 x 10^ + O.Oj)Ns/m^

7.5 Predicted pressure amplitudes at hose exit in the gear
pump circuit as hose length is varied. Frequency 350 Hz. 
Fluid impedance at hose exit (2.4 x lO^ + O.Oj)Ns/m^.
Hose properties as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose 
but with loss factor of wall as indicated.



Fig.7.6 Predicted pressure amplitudes at hose exit in the gear
pump circuit as hose length is varied. Frequency 350 Hz.
Hose properties as for 25 mm bore double steel braid hose.
Fluid impedances at hose exit real and as indicated.

7.7 As Figure 7.6. Fluid impedances at hose exit imaginary
and positive, as indicated.

7.8 As Figure 7.6. Fluid impedances at hose exit imaginary
and negative, as indicated.

7.9 Simplified diagram of test rig used to change test hose 
length.

7.10 Measured pressure amplitudes at hose entry and exit in
gear pump circuit with 25 mm bore double steel braid hose,
as the hose length is varied. Frequency 350 Hz. Mean 
pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Termination 
pipe length 1.65 m . Solid lines are theoretical results, 
crosses are measured values. Arrows indicate solutions
of equation 7.13.

7.11 As Figure 7.10 but with 1.95 m terminal pipe length.

7.12 Measured pressure amplitudes at positions shown in
Figure 7.9. The system consists of an axial pistion pump,
lO mm bore steel pipe, variable length of 10 mm bore
single steel braid hose, 4.08 m of 6 mm bore terminal 
pipe and a restrictor valve. Frequency 350 Hz. Mean 
pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Solid lines 
are theoretical results, crosses are measured values. 
Arrows indicate solutions of equation 7.13.

7.13 As Figure 7.12 but with 5.08 m terminal pipe length.

8.1 Calculated variation of hose entry and exit pressure with
length of hose. The system consists of an axial piston 
pump, 0.13 m of 10 mm bore steel pipe, variable length of 
hose, 2 m length of terminal pipe and a restrictor valve. 
Hose properties are those of 10 mm bore double steel braid 
hose. Frequency 350 Hz. Mean pressure 50 bar and oil 
temperature 30°C. The loss factor of hose wall is 0.18.

8.2 As Figure 8.1 but with the loss factor of hose wall 0.27.

8.3 As Figure 8.1 but with the wall stiffnesses decreased by
25%. Loss factor 0.18.

8.4 As Figure 8.1 but with the wall stiffnesses decreased by 
25%. Loss factor 0.27.

8.5 Amplitudes of harmonic components of pressure at entry and 
exit ends of 3.85 m of 10 mm bore four ply spiral steel 
hose in axial piston pump circuit. Fundamental frequency
175 Hz. Mean pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C.
□ -  entry pressure, oo- exit pressure. (Decibels relative

5 2to 0.15 X lO N/m )
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Fig.8.6 As Figure 8.5 but with double braid steel hose.

8.7 As Figure 8.5 but with double braid steel hose .

8.8 As Figure 8.5 but with single braid steel hose.

8.9 As Figure 8.5 but with single braid steel hose .

8.10 As Figure 8.5 
lining hose.

but with single braid steel,, polyester

8.11 As Figure 8.5 but with double braid textile hose.

8.12 As Figure 8.5 but with two ply spiral textile hose.

8.13 As Figure 8.5 but with double braid nylon hose.

8.14 As Figure 8.5 but with double braid nylon, nylon lining
hose.

8.15 Comparison of measured attenuation with the values calculated 
from resonance measurements for the hoses listed in Table 8.1, 
The measured values are obtained from the average of the 
seventh, eighth and ninth harmonic in Figures 8.5 to 8.14.

8.16 Calculated effect of extensional wall stiffness on the 
ratio of inlet pressure forming the lesser attenuated wave 
to that forming the more attenuated wave. Dotted line 
indicates the value of extensional wall stiffness of 25 mm 
bore double steel braid hose.

8.17 Calculated effect of trellissing wall stiffness on the ratio 
of inlet pressure forming the lesser attenuated wave to that 
forming the more attenuated wave. Dotted line indicates the 
value of trellissing wall stiffness of 25 mm bore double 
steel braid hose.

8.18 Calculated effect of extensional wall stiffness on 
attenuation of pressure amplitude at 350 Hz over a length 
of 20 m of hose in the system as for Figure 7.10 except 
the loss factors in extension and trellissing are as 
indicated. Vertical dotted line indicates the value of 
extensional wall stiffness of 25 mm bore double steel 
braid hose.

8.19 Calculated effect of trellissing wall stiffness on 
attenuation of pressure amplitude at 350 Hz over a 
length of 20 m of hose in the system as for Figure 7.10 
except the loss factors in extension and trellissing are 
as indicated. Vertical dotted line indicates the values 
of trellissing wall stiffness of 25 mm bore double steel 
braid hose.

8.20 Measured effect of oil temperature on attenuation of 
pressure amplitude over 3.85m of hose at 50 bar mean 
pressure. Average of results at 1225, 1400, and 1575 Hz. 
oo- double steel braid hose, double nylon braid 
nylon lining hose.
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Fig.8.21 Measured effect of mean pressure on attenuation of 
pressure amplitude over 3.85m of hose at 30°C oil 
temperature. Average of results at 1225, 1400 and 1575 Hz 
oo- double steel braid hose, double nylon braid
nylon lining hose,-14- four ply spiral steel hose.

9.1 Calculated tension in hose wall at termination. All
conditions are as for Figure 8.1.

9.2 Calculated tension in hose wall at termination. All
conditions are as for Figure 8.2.

9.3 Calculated tension in hose wall at termination. All
conditions are as for Figure 8.3.

9.4 Calculated tension in hose wall at termination. All
conditions are as for Figure 8.4.

9.5 Calculated effect of end mass on pressure amplitude at 
hose exit in a circuit consisting of an axial piston 
pump, 1.2 m of 10 mm bore steel pipe, 0.88 m of double 
steel braid hose, a 1.5 m length of steel pipe and a 
restrictor valve. Frequency 350 Hz. Mean pressure
50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Dotted line 1 and 
line 2 indicate the mass of hose length -over which the 
phase of the corresponding wave would change by one 
radian.

9.6 Calculated effect of end mass on tension in hose wall at 
hose exit in the circuit of Figure 9.5.

9.7 Piezo-electric pressure transducer and accelerometer 
mounting blocks used to alter the mass at hose ends.

9.8 Effect of mass of connecting block on pressure amplitudes 
at three different sections in the axial piston pump 
circuit with two 0.88 m double steel braid hoses 
connected via the block shown in Figure 9.7. Terminal 
pipe length 0.84 m. Fundamental frequency 175 Hz. Mean 
pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Solid lines 
are theoretical results, poins are experimental values.

o entry of first hose, ùk midway between hoses, □ exit 
of second hose.

9.9 As Figure 9.8 but with terminal pipe length 1.165 m.

9.10 As Figure 9.8 but mean pressure 100 bar.

9.11 Effect of mass of connecting block on the force acting
on it in the same circuit as for Figure 9.8. Solid lines
are theoretical results, circles are experimental values. 
Dotted line 1 indicates the force acting on exit end of 
first hose, line 2 indicates the force acting on entry 
end of second hose. Mean pressure 50 bar. Terminal pipe 
length 0.84 m.
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Fig.9.12 As Figure 9.11 but with terminal pipe length 1.165m.

9.13 As Figure 9.11 with mean pressure 100 bar.

10.1 Variation of hoop strain in hose wall along the length.
The system consists of an axial piston pump, a length of 
10 mm bore steel pipe 3 m of double steel braid hose, a
0.84 m terminal steel pipe and a restrictor valve.
Mean pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Fundamental 
frequency 175 Hz. First harmonic results. Solid lines 
are calculated results; crosses are measured values.

10.2 Variation of hoop strain in hose wall along the length.
All conditions are as for Figure 10.1. Second harmonic 
results.

Al.l Accelerometer mounting to measure axial wall movement of 
hose.

A1.2 Accelerometer mounting to measure radial wall movement 
of hose.

A2.1 Kennedy and Pancu plot for a system with one degree of 
freedom.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Generation of Noise in Hydraulic Systems and Methods of Reduction

Almost any energy transfer process produces noise as an undesirable 
by-product. The noise produced by hydraulic systems has usually been 
regarded as a necessary evil. However, hydraulic noise and its 
control is a subject that has rapidly increased in importance over 
the last few years and as a result much work has been done on it.
The work indicates that hydraulic system noise can be successfully 
controlled. This section contains a general discussion of the 
generation of noise in hydraulic systems and methods of reduction.
The particular aspect of hydraulic noise reduction which is the 
subject of the present work is then described in Section 1.5.

Where hydraulic power is used as an energy supply the pumps, motors 
and valves are usually the main sources of noise in the system 
although in general, they might be expected to be poor noise 
radiators, particularly at the lower frequencies, due to their small 
surface area. However, noise may be transmitted from these sources 
to the environment in three different ways:

- directly radiated airborne noise,
- fluid borne noise and,
- structure borne noise or vibration

The direct airborne noise problem might be solved by using sound 
barriers. For example an acoustical enclosure can be installed 
around the noise source. However, noise from the pump and valve may 
still be transmitted to the rest of the system via the other two 
media. Fluid borne noise refers to the transmission of flow and 
pressure fluctuations through the hydraulic fluid contained in system 
components and the connecting pipework. This causes the pipework and 
any associated components to vibrate and emit noise. Structure borne 
noise refers to the transmission of mechanical vibration along solid 
paths. Vibrations may be transmitted through the mounting brackets 
which connect components to the supporting structure, through the



drive shafts of rotating devices, or through the pipes which connect 
components.

1.1.1 Pump noise

Pumps do not deliver perfectly constant flow. Due to the action of 
the pistons and valves the fluid motion consists of a mean flow with 
a superimposed ripple or fluctuation. The range of this fluctuation 
is generally only a few percent of mean flow. However, if a fraction 
of one percent of the energy of the fluctuation were converted to 
sound, it might become intolerable.

The flow fluctuation in an axial piston pump can be shown by consider
ing an idealised 7-piston pump. In this ideal pump the pistons move 
with simple harmonic motion and the fluid is incompressible. Also the 
pump has perfect timing (1 ) so that each cylinder is connected to the 
delivery port just as the cylinder pressure equals the delivery line 
pressure. At any instant either three or four cylinders will be 
connected with the delivery port so that the total instantaneous flow 
will be the sum of the flow from each piston. The resulting flow 
fluctuation, which occurs at twice piston frequency, is shown in 
Figure 1.1. Each piston will produce a half-sine pulse, and the 
total flow has minimum fluctuation (2). However in practice it is 
very difficult to obtain the ideal conditions mentioned. This is due 
to variation in delivery line pressure, swash plate angle and port 
plate geometry.

Helgestad, Foster and Bannister (1, 3) have shown that if a piston 
pump is not properly timed each cylinder will be connected to the 
discharge port at a pressure level which is either higher or lower 
than the discharge line pressure, and as a result of this the flow 
ripple will be increased. When the port plate timing is too early 
the effect of discharge line pressure on the instantaneous pump flow- 
rate is shown in Figure 1.2. In this condition the cylinder 
initially contains a slightly lower pressure level than the discharge 
line. When it is suddenly connected to the high pressure delivery 
line there will be a transient backflow until the cylinder pressure



rises to the pressure of the delivery line. After that the piston 
will start discharging fluid into the line. The magnitude of this 
backflow is dependent upon the pressure difference between the 
cylinder and the delivery line, since the volume of fluid required is 
proportional to the pressure rise.

The instantaneous flow from other piston, vane and gear pumps may be 
shown to fluctuate in a similar manner. As a result of this flow 
fluctuation, a corresponding pressure fluctuation will occur, which 
is superimposed upon the mean pressure produced by the pump. This 
pressure fluctuation, which can be split into a series of sine waves 
at harmonics of the fundamental piston or gear tooth frequency, will 
propagate throughout the system causing the hydraulic circuit to 
vibrate and produce noise.

In addition to the pressure fluctuations described above, pumps also 
produce structural vibration. The structural vibration is mostly 
caused by the force pulsations due to the loading and unloading of 
the pistons. Also dynamic unbalance and bearing forces will cause 
the pump body to vibrate. Vibration of the pump body can be 
communicated to responsive elements of the surrounding structure 
through the pump mounting and pipework.

1.1.2 Valve noise

Valves are another common source of continuous noise in hydraulic 
systems, although their noise is usually less of a problem than that 
from pumps. The most common valve noise is caused by cavitation.
When the fluid passes through the orifice of the valve, its velocity 
increases and the pressure decreases. If the fluid pressure falls 
below the vapour pressure of the fluid, vapour bubbles form downstream 
of the valve. As the fluid travels further from the valve orifice the 
fluid velocity decreases and the fluid pressure increases causing the 
vapour bubbles to collapse violently, and produce high frequency 
random fluid borne noise. Air entrained in the fluid can aggravate 
the effect. This has been studied by Heron and Hansford (4). This 
intense broad-band fluid borne noise is then transmitted to the valve.



supporting structure and pipe walls causing them to vibrate and 
radiate airborne noise.

Other valve noise generation mechanisms are instability, which is 
affected by the dynamic characteristics of the upstream circuit, and 
turbulent flow. These can also cause both direct airborne noise and 
fluid borne noise.

1.1.3 Noise radiation from pipework and structure

Although pumps and valves are poor radiators of noise due to their 
small size, the other components which are connected to pumps and 
valves such as connecting pipes, the supporting structure and 
reservoirs may have larger surface areas and be better noise 
radiators. Pump induced vibrations or pressure pulsations can cause 
these other components to radiate audible noise which may often 
exceed that from the pump alone.

The way in which vibration of a system can be excited by pressure 
fluctuations is less obvious than in the case of direct structural 
excitation from the pumps or valve casing. The mechanism can be 
explained as follows.

The pressure fluctuations produced by a pump travel along the fluid 
in a hydraulic circuit. When they meet a discontinuity such as a 
valve, an actuator or a change in diameter of the pipeline, they will 
be partially reflected back towards the pump. Further multiple 
reflections will occur at the source and the discontinuity point.
The pressure at any point in the pipeline will be the sum of the 
forward and reflected waves and standing waves will be produced which 
will tend to give a sinusoidal variation in pressure along the pipe
line. At a certain frequency, if two points are one wavelength apart, 
the oscillations will be in phase. If points are half a wavelength 
apart, the pressure fluctuations will be in phase opposition. In the 
latter case, if there were two adjacent elbows at these points the 
consequent unbalanced forces on the pipe walls could excite flexural 
vibrations of the pipework which could then radiate noise to the air.



The airborne noise emitted directly by the pipe itself may not be 
very large, but if it is transmitted to and induces significant 
vibration levels in supporting structures then this can become a 
serious source of noise. This has been investigated by Hughes (5).

In addition to the above effect, the pipe will also emit direct 
airborne noise due to the radial expansion and contraction of the 
pipe walls in response to the pressure fluctuations in the pipe.
This may be important in cases where other sources of sound 
radiation have been minimised.

1.1.4 Mechanical isolation

It is necessary to prevent the mechanical vibration of pumps, motors 
and valves from being transmitted to other parts of the hydraulic 
circuit and to the supporting structure which may have larger surface 
areas in contact with the surrounding air. Maximum attenuation of 
mechanical vibration will be achieved by using flexible mounts.
There are two basic types of arrangement which can be used. Firstly, 
the pump and driving motor can be mounted separately and connected by 
sufficiently flexible couplings or secondly, they can be rigidly 
connected together and the combined unit can be flexibly mounted.
The first method is not usually recommended because vibration may be 
caused by misalignment of the two coupled shafts. The natural 
frequency of the isolated unit should not normally exceed one-quarter 
of the shaft frequency although it may be permissible to approach 
one-third of the shaft frequency if a stiffer mount is necessary.
The position on the supporting structure at which the pump is mounted 
should be chosen to have the highest possible mechanical impedance at 
important frequencies.

In providing mechanical isolation for a pump, it is obviously 
essential to use flexible hoses, which are very effective in reducing 
the transmission of structural vibration (6 ). This applies to both 
suction and delivery lines.



The same principles of structural isolation apply to pumps and to 
valves. However, isolation of a valve is usually much easier, 
mainly because the frequencies involved are higher. Heron and 
Hansford (6 ) have reported that shorter lengths of hose are adequate 
for effective isolation. Also the structural mounting can be quite 
simple, although it is still important to choose a good mounting 
position.

1.1.5 Reduction of pressure fluctuations by hydraulic silencers

Pressure fluctuations can be reduced at source by modifying the pump 
design. This would involve the valve plate design in piston pumps 
and possibly using internal rather than external gear pumps. It 
might also be beneficial to use a larger pump and run it at a lower 
speed with a lower discharge pressure. But all these can only be a 
partial solution and there will still be some pressure ripple present, 
particularly if conditions are varied. So some method is desirable to 
reduce propagation of pressure ripple from the source to the rest of 
the system. This can be achieved by inserting a hydraulic silencer 
(7, 8 ) or attenuator in the circuit, usually near the discharge of 
the pump or other noise source. There are three types of hydraulic 
silencer, classified according to the operating principles. These 
are (i) active, (ii) dissipative and (iii) reactive. Most of 
the hydraulic silencers used are primarily reactive types.

(i) Active : This type of silencer senses the pressure ripple and 
generates its own ripple from an external source which will be in 
phase opposition with the ripple in the line.

(ii) Dissipative : This type works by absorbing energy as the pressure
ripple travels through the silencer, and then dissipating it as heat.

(iii) Reactive : These silencers work on the principle of mismatched
impedance. Due to geometry change in the line some of the wave 
energy is reflected back towards the source, and concels generated 
noise at a specified frequency. If they are not used at the 
specified frequency they will increase the noise instead of decreas-



ing it. There are various types of reactive silencer used in high 
pressure fluid power systems. Expansion chamber, side branch and 
Quincke tube are the common types.

Expansion chambers: These basically have two discontinuities
(expansion and contraction) at a distance apart which is equal to a 
quarter wavelength for a specified frequency. These are effective at 
the specified frequency and at odd multiples of it. The amount of 
attenuation achieved is a function of the ratio of the inlet pipe and 
chamber cross section areas.

Side branches: These employ the principle of the pressure wave
travelling up a side tube, being reflected from the end, and 
reappearing at the junction 180 deg. out of phase. They are effective 
when the length of the branch is an odd multiple of a quarter wave
length .

Quinchke tube : This type of reactive silencer uses two unequal
length legs that recombine so that destructive interference takes 
place, eliminating, as before, a specified frequency and odd multiples 
of it. As with the other types of tuned silencer, they are sensitive 
to speed, temperature and pressure changes in the system.

1.1.6 Reduction of pressure fluctuations by flexible hoses

Since the bending and axial flexibility of hoses is used to provide 
structural isolation, it is useful to consider whether their expand- 
ibility can be used for the isolation of pressure fluctuations as well. 
This is the subject of the work described in this thesis. It will be 
shown that hoses can be used both reactively and dissipatively 
although the latter is of more general practical value, particularly 
at high frequencies.

The investigation of the transmission of pressure fluctuations by hoses 
also has some relevance to structural transmission. Lateral vibration 
of the end of a hose is transmitted by bending waves which, for 
typical amounts of curvature of the hose centreline, are largely



independent of pressure waves in the fluid. This has been invest
igated by Longmore and Stammers (9). However axial motion of the 
hose is inherently coupled to pressure fluctuations and therefore 
this form of structural transmission has to be considered in 
conjunction with the behaviour in the fluid.

1.2 Construction of a Hydraulic Hose 

Reinforced hydraulic hoses usually consist of

- inner tube or lining to convey and retain the fluid
- reinforcement or carcass to allow the tube to withstand 

inner pressure and
- cover or outer protection to protect the reinforcement from 

environmental and physical abuse.

The functions of these three components are described below (10). 
Pictures of three different types of hose construction are given in 
Figures 1.3 to 1.5.

1.2.1 Inner lining

The lining is the innermost element of a hose and its function is to 
contain the fluid without changing its own characteristics or the 
characteristics of the fluid being conducted. The material used for 
the inner tube construction depends on the type of fluids to be 
conducted and the temperature variation. There is of course, an 
extremely wide range of rubbers and plastics to use for lining tube. 
Nylons, neoprenes, urethanes, silicones and ethylene propylene, 
terpolymers (1 1 ) are the most common materials to be used.

1.2.2 Hose cover

The cover is the outermost part of the hose. The only purpose of the 
cover is to protect the reinforcement from weather, abrasion, chemical 
attack and other elements. The cover also may serve to identify the



hose by colour coding or other means. Some materials used for hose 
covers are neoprene, cotton, polyester, polyurethane and nylon.

1.2.3 Reinforcement

The most important part, from the point of view of properties of hose 
walls and the pressure rating is the reinforement that surrounds the 
lining and provides the strength to withstand the internal pressure 
of the fluid. The type of reinforcement used depends upon the 
service conditions and performance of the hose. Hose used within 
hydraulic systems is normally reinforced with textile material for 
the lower operating pressure applications and with high tensile 
steel wire for the higher operating pressure range. The reinforcement 
may be applied by braiding or by spiralling techniques or, occasionally, 
by a combination of both methods. In the braided construction a
number of cords are laid side by side to form a ribbon. The ribbons
are then woven as shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. In the double braided 
hoses a thin synthetic rubber sheeting is used to separate the two 
plies of reinforcement material.

Spiral reinforcements are not woven. They have all of the cords in 
one ply applied in a single direction as shown in Figure 1.5 and the
next ply in the opposite direction to provide the proper balance. In
spiral hose there are two or more plies usually four, and each ply is 
separated by a thin sheet of rubber. There is no rubbing action at 
points of high contact stress, and therefore little tendency for the 
cords to wear.

Materials that might be used for the reinforcement of braided and 
spiral types of hose are nylon, cotton, rayon, polyester, carbon 
steel wire or stainless steel wire.

The braiding angle which the cords make with the axial direction of 
the hose is important. If this angle has a particular value, 
referred to as the neutral angle, then there will be no tendency for 
it to change under internal static pressure. Higher or lower angles 
will, under pressure, tend towards the neutral angle, giving changes
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in the length and diameter of the hose which are undesirable. The 
neutral angle is approximately 54° 44' and at this angle the stresses 
due to internal pressure are taken entirely by tension in the cords.
If the braid angle is higher than neutral, the hose will increase in 
length under pressure and the diameter will decrease. If the braid 
angle is lower than neutral, the hose will decrease in length and the 
diameter will increase. Most single braid hose is manufactured with 
the reinforcement laid as close to 54° 44' as possible so that this 
lengthening-shortening effect under pressure can be kept within 
tolerances which are +2% -4% of the length of the hose. This
limitation is given by SAE (12) specifications for hydraulic hose and 
it applies to both braided and spiral constructions. In double braid 
hoses the inner and outer plies may have different braiding angles to 
prevent an excessive proportion of the load being taken by the inner 
layer. Entwistle and White (13) have shown that in a typical double 
steel braid hose, satisfactory load sharing can be achieved if the two 
layers have angles which are 2  degrees above and below the neutral 
angle. Initial pressure then expands the inner braid more than the 
outer, so compressing the interply rubber and transferring load to the 
outer braid. Also, in textile hoses, when very extensible cords are 
used, some modification to the angle may be necessary, so that axial 
contraction of the hose due to change of angle can compensate for 
axial extension due to extension of the cords.

1.3 Review of Previous Work

This section contains a brief review of previous work on propagation 
of pressure variations in hydraulic pipelines, and wave motion in 
fluid filled elastic tubes.
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1.3.1 Propagation of pressure variations in pipelines

Periodic oscillations of flow and pressure have been studied for many 
years. Waller (14) is one of the early investigators on the subject 
of unsteady pressure variations in a pipeline. This work is based 
upon the distributed parameter electrical transmission line theory, 
and the impedance approach has been used in the investigation of 
water hummer type pressure pulses and forced oscillations at a 
definite frequency. The concept of hydraulic impedance is discussed 
in Section 1.4. Wylie (15) has investigated the resonance charact
eristics of a number of hydraulic systems. He also employed the 
impedance approach for steady-state oscillations. The calculated 
resonating frequencies are compared with experimental results, and 
found to give good agreement. In the same year Holland, Blade and 
Dorsch (16) investigated the effects of frequency on the attenuation 
constant for sinusoidal pressure and flow perturbations superimposed 
on the laminar flow of a viscous liquid in a long, straight, 
cylindrical hydraulic line. Both theoretical and experimental 
results are given and show that attenuation constants increase with 
frequency. A more recent paper on the subject is by Willekens (17) 
who considered a hydraulic system as a network whose elements are 
characterised by a capacity, an inductance and a resistance. He 
pointed out that the vibrations in the form of flow and pressure 
variations generate mechanical vibrations which in turn produce 
noise.

Up to this time, measurements were restricted to presssure fluct
uations. In 1976 a transient flowmeter was developed by Tilley (18) 
who then used it for a more thorough investigation into the 
generation of pressure and flow variations in a simple hydraulic 
system. These periodic variations were analysed into their harmonic 
components. As with earlier investigators, the concept of a 
hydraulic impedance was used. The transient flowmeter, together with 
a pressure transducer, enabled the impedance at any point to be 
measured directly. It was found that a circuit consisting of a pump, 
pipeline and valve could be modelled very accurately. McCandlish,
Edge and Tilley (19) discuss methods of measuring pump and
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termination characteristics and give measured values for four 
different types of pump. More recent methods of measurement are 
described in Chapter 4. A general description of the formulation of 
a mathematical model of a simple hydraulic system based upon the 
impedance concept has been given by Bowns and McCandlish (20).

1.3.2 Wave propagation in fluid filled elastic tubes

Wave propagation along fluid filled tubes has also received 
considerable attention for a long time by many investigators. One 
application has been in the modelling of arterial blood flow. An 
investigation was made as early as 1898 by Lamb (21) on the velocity 
of sound in a tube as influenced by the elasticity of the tube wall. 
In the investigation it was assumed that wavelengths were long 
compared with the circumference of the tube and that the fluid was 
compressible and inviscid in a thin walled elastic tube. He took a 
wave equation for the pressure inside and obtained a 'frequency 
equation' for the wave velocity in terms of the dimensions of the 
tube and the elastic constants of the material. He pointed out that 
the forced vibration of the tube wall, due to waves of expansion in 
the contained liquid, are mainly longitudinal. An increase of 
pressure in any part of the tube tends to produce in the first 
instance a radial expansion, but this in turn tends to produce a 
longitudinal contraction as a result of Poisson's ratio. The result
ant displacements are mainly longitudinal because of the length of 
the waves. Womersley (22) considered the wave motion of viscous 
liquid in a thin-walled elastic tube. In the investigation it is 
assumed that the effect of inertia can be neglected. It is shown 
that when the liquid contained in the tube is viscous, a pressure 
wave cannot be propagated without distortion and the longitudinal 
oscillation of the walls of the elastic tube is important in deter
mining the rate of flow, which may be greater than that in a rigid 
tube under the same pressure gradient. Another analysis was 
presented by Lin and Morgan (23) . The work is restricted to waves 
which have axial symmetry and purely sinusoidal variation along the 
axis. They studied the interaction of the compressible fluid and 
the elastic shell in the transmission of a wave along the axis.



Rubinow and Keller (24), DeArmond and Rouleau (25) , Rogers and 
Clements (26), Flaud, Geiger, Odou and Quemada (27) are recent 
investigators in the field of wave propagation in elastic tubes. It
has been shown, mainly theoretically, by all these workers that two 
types of axisymmetric wave exist when the tube radius is small 
compared with the wavelength. Further modes are possible when the 
variation of fluid motion with radius is important. Nakano and 
Ismail (28) obtained the propagation constants of the two fundamental 
modes and the constants are explicitly expressed in terms of 
frequency and system parameters. They also discussed the effects of 
compressibility of the liquid, Poisson's ratio and the viscoelasticity 
of the tube material on the propagation constant of the first mode.

All the work described above is concerned with elastic tubes made of 
isotropic material. Many practical applications use piping made of 
anisotropic materials such as reinforced hydraulic hoses or filament 
wound reinforced plastic piping. The first analysis to consider 
vibration of an orthotropic cylindrical shell containing a fluid was 
given by Jain (29). He considered the problem of a shell orientated 
vertically and either partially or completely filled with fluid.
Bert and Chen (30) also considered the same problem except that their 
work involves a shell containing a flowing fluid. The latter work is 
the more relevant to hydraulic hose. The authors derive theoretically 
the wave velocities along a fluid filled orthotropic tube when 
damping is neglected.

The only work which is specifically concerned with hydraulic hose, 
and which considered the boundary conditions that apply at the ends 
of a hose forming part of a hydraulic circuit, is that reported by 
Longmore ( 31 ) . A theoretical model for a hose is described which is 
shown to be adequate for axisymmetric modes at typical pump 
excitation frequencies. The model enables the pressure in composite 
hydraulic systems (i.e. pump, pipe, hose and termination) to be. 
calculated. The theoretical analysis given in Chapter 2 is a further 
development of this work.
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1.4 Hydraulic Impedance

For steady-state pressure oscillations of the fluid at any point x 
along a pipeline we can write

p = . ^ e (1 .1 )

and the flow oscillations at the same point x at the same frequency, 
ID, can be written

Icu/
(1 .2 )

where p and q are the instantaneous pressure and flow variations, 
relative to mean values, at time t, P(x) and Q(x) are the complex 
amplitudes of pressure and flow respectively. By analogy with 
electrical systems the complex ratio of the oscillatory pressure to 
the oscillatory flow at any point x is defined as the hydraulic 
impedance Z(x);

7(X') - (1.3)
Q M

In general the flow is not in phase with pressure, so that the 
hydraulic impedance is seen to be a complex number.

Following the method used by Tilley (18), the pressure and flow 
fluctuations produced by a pump can be analysed into harmonic 
components of the basic piston or gear tooth frequency. At each 
frequency, the pump will produce a flow amplitude which will depend 
on the entry impedance of the circuit to which it is connected.
This can be allowed for by modelling the pump as a source producing 
a constant flow amplitude or source flow, , together with a shunt
hydraulic impedance, or source impedance, . This is shown in
Figure 1.6 and is analogous to the constant current model for an 
electrical generator.



In the circuit represents the lost flow fluctuation occurring in
the casing and is made up of leakage in the pump, elasticity of the
casing, compressibility of the fluid and other effects, is the
flow fluctuations at the entry of the circuit and is taken as the
phasor difference between the source flow Q and the lost flow Q, .ŝ L
The source impedance provides for the way that the lost flow 
varies with pressure fluctuation at the entry of the circuit. We 
can write

(1.4)

so that the flow fluctuation into the circuit is given by

^  ^ ---- ^  (1-5)

The hydraulic equivalents of Thevenins and Nortons theorems may be 
proved, showing that any source which behaves linearly may be 
modelled in either in this way, or as a source with constant 
pressure amplitude combined with a series hydraulic impedance.

1.5 Scope of Present Work

It has been explained in earlier sections that noise in hydraulic 
systems is largely the result of mechanical vibration and pressure 
fluctuations from pumps and valves being transmitted to pipework and 
other parts of hydraulic circuits which may act as efficient sound 
radiators.

The object of the present work is to investigate and understand how 
flexible hoses can be used to reduce pressure fluctuations in 
circuits. The work also has some relevance to transmission of axial 
vibration as mentioned in Section 1.1.6, but structural transmission
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by bending waves in the hose is not considered. The latter has been 
the subject of other investigations by Hughes and Sanders (32), 
Schlesinger (33) and Longmore and Stammers (9).

In Chapter 2 the simple model for longitudinal wave propagation in a 
fluid filled hose, as proposed by Longmore (31) is extended to allow 
for viscosity of the fluid, and a more accurate allowance for the 
hose lining is made. This analysis is then incorporated in Chapter 3 
in a mathematical model which can be used to predict pressure 
fluctuations in any complete hydraulic circuit consisting of a pump, 
sections of pipe, hoses and valves.

Methods of obtaining the required properties of the circuit components 
are described in Chapter 4. This allows the theoretical work to be 
verified experimentally. The theory is then used, together with 
further experimental checks to investigate the behaviour of hoses in 
circuits, and to see how they can be most effectively used to control 
pressure fluctuations.

Having verified the theory in Chapter 5, the way in which the 
dynamic properties of a hose are related to its construction are 
investigated in Chapter 6 .

The use of a tuned length of hose to block pressure fluctuations at a 
particular frequency is considered in Chapter 7, whilst Chapter 8  

looks at how the dissipative effect of damping in the hose walls can 
be used to give broadband attenuation. Subsequent chapters are 
concerned with the effect of rigidity of the end fixings and with 
airborne noise directly radiated from the hose.
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2. THEORY OF WAVE PROPAGATION ALONG A FLUID FILLED REINFORCED HOSE

2.1 Theoretical Analysis

The basic theory of wave propagation along fluid filled reinforced 
hoses has been developed by Longmore (31). In this chapter, the 
theory is extended to include viscosity of the fluid. A more accurate 
allowance is also made for the effect of the lining of the hose. A 
similar allowance was also made by Longmore and Stammers (9).

2.1.1 Assumptions

(i) Any bends in the hose are assumed to be of sufficiently large 
radius so that transverse bending vibrations are not coupled with 
longitudinal vibrations, and curvature of the hose centreline can be 
neglected.

(ii) The radius of the hose is assumed to be small compared with the 
wavelengths to be derived. For normal hydraulic hoses, this has been 
shown to be reasonable up to about 5000 Hz. (31). Making certain 
approximations with regard to viscosity which are discussed later it 
can be assumed that there is no variation of fluid motion with radius, 
that only axisymmetric vibrations occur, and that radial inertia can 
be neglected.

(iii) Wall tensions are taken entirely by the reinforcement in the 
usual types of medium and high pressure hose. Therefore, when 
relating tensions and strains, the hose is regarded as a thin 
cylindrical shell having the same mid-radius r, and behaving as if 
made of homogeneous material with material symmetry axes coinciding 
with the axial and circumferential directions. At audible frequencies 
the thickness of the hose lining and cover are much less than the 
length of shear waves in them. It is therefore assumed that the 
surface density of the cover can be added to that of the reinforcement 
and that the motion of the lining relative to the reinforcement is not 
influenced by the density of the lining, only by its modulus.
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(iv) The mean flow velocity is assumed to be much less than the wave 
velocities, and it is neglected when considering the vibratory 
behaviour of the fluid.

The effect of curvature of the hose centreline has been investigated 
theoretically and experimentally by Longmore and Stammers (9). The 
investigation shows that there are some changes in the resonant 
frequencies with changes in curvature of a length of fluid filled 
reinforced hose, which is fixed at one end and vibrated axially at the 
other end. In some cases the change in the hose curvature also 
results in a reduction of peak pressure. However, these changes only 
become significant when the tangent to the hose centreline turns 
through an appreciable angle over one wavelength. In addition to this, 
the present investigation has included experimental work on the effect 
of hose curvature on pressure fluctuations in a hydraulic system.
This also suggests that small amounts of curvature do not greatly 
affect longitudinal wave propagation. The experiments on the effect 
of curvature are described in Chapter 8.

2.1.2 Elastic relationships between stress resultants and strains

Considering the assumptions made above, Hooke's Law applied to the 
hose wall gives:

where T is the axial stress resultant, i.e. axial tension in hoseX
wall per unit circumference at the mid-surface of the reinforcement, T^ 
is the hoop stress resultant, i.e. hoop tension in hose wall per unit 
axial length of hose, and are the axial and hoop strains in the 
hose wall at the point concerned, E^ is the axial wall stiffness, i.e. 
the axial stiffness of a unit square of hose wall or the ratio of 
axial stress resultant to axial strain, E^ is the hoop wall stiffness.
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i.e. the hoop stiffness of a unit square of hose wall or the ratio of 
hoop stress resultant to hoop strain, and and are the two 
corresponding Poisson's ratios. It is desirable to work with the 
above quantities rather than with stress and Young's moduli because of 
the composite nature of the hose wall.

By Maxwell's reciprocal theorem, the coefficient of in equation 2.1 
is equal to the coefficient of in equation 2.2, that is

^  ^  (2.3)
4  4

so that only three independent elastic constants are required.

When a stress is applied to rubber, it does not instantaneously take 
up the degree of strain corresponding to this stress. The strain, in 
fact, always lags slightly behind the stress, and this lag can be 
important if stress is varying rapidly, as for instance in a 
reinforced rubber hose subjected to fluctuating internal pressure at 
the typical frequencies generated by a pump. When dealing with 
harmonic motion, angle of lag is termed the mechanical loss angle, and 
the tangent of this angle is called loss factor. The term 'loss' is 
used because the existence of this lag cuases some of the energy input 
CO be lost by conversion into heat. This loss factor is one of the 
properties, which enables the hose to reduce the transmission of 
fluid borne noise in a hydraulic system, and it can be taken into 
account most conveniently by making and E^ complex.

2.1.3 Movement of hose lining

The assumptions given above, and the assumption that the lining is 
much less stiff than the reinforcement so that the latter carries the 
hoop stress, imply that there is negligible change in pressure with 
radius through the lining. Consider the section of reinforced hose 
shown in Figure 2.1a. A free body diagram of an annular element of 
lining showing, schematically, the total axial forces acting on each 
surface is given in Figure 2.1b. If p is the pressure in the fluid
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at distance x along the hose, w is the axial motion of the annular 
lining element, r is the radius of this element, r^, and r^ are the 
outer and inner radii of the lining, and G is the shear modulus of 
lining, the application of Newton's Second Law gives :

p  _  / r
3r 3r^ S Sf (2.4)

When r is equal to the inner radius of the lining r , the shear stress,
9 w—  is taken as zero. The viscous friction force is very small compared or
with the force due to the pressure, so that the variation of shear stress 
in the lining caused by the viscous friction force is small and can be 
neglected. Using the zero shear stress condition, the first inte
gration of equation 2.4 with respect to r gives :

^ ^   ) (2.5)

and the second integration of equation 2.4 gives :

w  =z V- COf^s/a/)/J (2.6)

When r is equal to the outer radius of the lining r^, the axial motion
of the lining is equal to the axial motion of the reinforcement w.
Hence, equation 2.6 can be written as below,

Ç-f-co/Js/a/i/1 (2.7)
So the motion of the lining relative to the reinforcement is

The areal average of this axial motion gives the motion, w^, of the 
centre of a transverse section of lining relative to the reinforcement.

r

M/-- / 2FFc/r (2.9)

Substituting equation 2.8 into 2.9 and integrating gives

«/ =  - " X  - (2 .1 0 )

where
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2.1.4 Relationship between pressure and volume change within the hose

Let A and A„ be the cross-sectional areas of the fluid and lining in o X.
the absence of vibration, and let w^ be the absolute axial motion of 
the centre of mass of a transverse section of hose lining, so that

(2.12)

If u is the axial motion of the fluid then the volume changes in a 
section of reinforced hose lining and in the fluid are respectively :

(2.13)
r  7 ,. 4

4 1 /  d a  4 4O —  O (2.14)

From the definitions of bulk modulus the pressure is

(2.15)

where B is the bulk modulus of fluid and B is the bulk modulus o L
of the hose lining.

Combining equations 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 and putting

4 =  (2.16)

(2.17)

where

4 ^  = 4 ^ ^  4 ^ (2.18)
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gives the increases in and at any instant due to the vibration:

d u (2.19)

(2.20)
A  dx-

Hence the total change in the area is

/ (2.21)

This is related to the hoop strain in the reinforcement by

2 é  _  ‘d ' ^ T (2 .2 2 )

Putting equation 2.22 into 2.21 and re-arranging gives

(2.23)

where ij; and are the proportions of the cross-sectional area 
within the reinforcement occupied by the oil and the liner 
respectively and.

Combining equations 2.10 and 2.12 gives

uy = u / - y -  (2.25)
3 x

differentiation gives,

c)lC' '\y' ^̂ (2.26)
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Combining equations 2.23 and 2.26 an equation can be obtained that will 
give the relation between pressure and volume change in a reinforced 
fluid filled hydraulic hose.

(2.27)

2.1.5 Equations of motion

The free body diagrams of reinforcement, lining and fluid are shown
in Figure 2.2. is the shear force per unit length due to the
viscous friction. F^ is the force per unit length acting between
the lining and reinforcement. is the mass of the wall
including the lining and cover, is the mass of the lining, both
per unit surface area at the mid-radius of the reinforcement, y isw
the mass per unit area of reinforcement and p is the density of the 
fluid.

i) Shear force due to viscous friction

When flow is steady and laminar, for lines having a circular cross- 
section, the velocity distribution across the pipe diameter, 2 r^, is 
parabolic, and the pressure drop per unit length is given by 
Poiseuille's equation. If q is the flow.

o
y (2.28)

or

(2.29)
c/x ^

where R is the rëïstance coefficient given by

F r ' 'o

and y^ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

When we are concerned with fluctuating flow due to wave propagation.

(2.30)
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it has been shown by Uchida (34) that the velocity distribution 
tends to a plane profile as the frequency of oscillation increases, 
and the transitional shapes depend upon the values of a 
dimensionless quantity H^, where

Hence, for the wave propagation conditions some form of correction 
must be included to allow for the non-plane shape. Foster and 
Par)cer (35) found that allowance for the transition of the velocity 
profile from parabolic to plane shape may be achieved by applying a ' 
correction factor to the fluid density and Poiseuille friction co
efficient.

Hence the effective density and viscosity become frequency dependent 
as given by the equations, (for H^>10),

By making these corrections we can assume a plane profile for the 
fluid so that u is the displacement at all points on a cross-section. 
Substituting for y^ (equation 2.30) gives resistance coefficient.

/f= / 0 . 4 ’2 5 - ^ 0 . / 7 S / / ,  ) (2.34)
(O

Hence R will increase in magnitude as the frequency increases because 
the dimensionless parameter H^ will increase.

Using equation 2.29 the shear force due to the viscous friction can 
be written
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or

f r f  =  -  —  I (2.35)
' ' PK d {  /

f x £ ^ P  3 L ] f x  - (2.36)
' 3^ 3é /

where (2.37)

/f = / f  2 ?^o

ii) Equations of motion

Application of Newtons Second Law to reinforcement and lining 
respectively, and using equation 2.36, gives :

(2.39)

adding equations 2.38 and 2.39 and combining with equation 2.25 and 
putting

(2.40)

we obtain

22r i / = 2P r _ ^  _A. 3 î. ]
Y 3£ 3x  ̂3>r I P/ 3//

+ 2 f r u - X ^ ^ ___

Applying Newtons Second Law to the fluid, and again using 
equation 2.36, we have

(2.41)
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p ' A .  ) =  Û  (2.42)

Neglecting radial inertia of the Hose wall we have

(2.43)

Combining equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.27 and 2.43 and setting

3).C  C'lK/ 
)C ~

djP

gives

n , 1 / 3 ^

where

a-

(2.44)

Combining equations 2.1, 2.3, 2.43 and 2.44 gives

Substituting equation 2.47 into 2.41 gives

1(2 (2.48)

2 .I0 6  Harmonic solution of equations

Solution for harmonic motion at frequency w can be obtained by 
making substitutions of the following form for axial motion of fluid u, 
axial motion of reinforcement w, and pressure change relative to mean p, 
in equations 2.42, 2.45 and 2.48
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a = 3 l e / L / e ^ ‘̂ U  (2.49)

iüu {

î =z fïef 1 4 /  ̂ (2.50)

where

/Czz (2.51)

C /  ~  l / G ^  (2.52)

(2.53)
-/CL /T/p ^ (2.54)

and U, W and P are the complex amplitudes.

Having made the substitutions the following equations will be 
obtained.

/p'cû _ juj /  jl/̂ r'ay -/- IV-f £ £ =  O (2.55)
' 4 / 4

^  \ r p ^ o  a . s 6 )
£

and

J t u P l /  r  ̂  2 P r ^ u > ^ - J u j P y p £

J -2Pyy/X u^£P= a a.si)

Substituting equation 2.55 into 2.56 and 2.57, and re-arranging 
gives the following equations in terms of complex amplitude U and W.
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(2.58)

;?/%%- 'y 'Z /f

(2.59)

These equations are satisfied by two values of and hence by four 
values of y. These will be written as ±y^ and iŷ  where y^ and .ŷ  
are the two complex propagation constants of the system. Putting 
N^, as the modal ratios W/U, (i.e. ratio of wall to fluid axial
motion), and Zp^, Zp^ as the displacement characteristic impedances 
P/U, (i.e. ratio of pressure to fluid motion), corresponding no
the value of y^ and y^, the complex amplitudes of u, w and p for a 
hose can be written as follows ;

.-Ax , , ^ / x (2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

where x is distance along the hose. and are constants
depending on the conditions at each end of the hose. These conditions 
could be pressure, fluid displacement or flow, axial wall displacement, 
fluid impedance or mechanical impedance.

Putting the determinant of the coefficients of U and W in equations 
2.58 and 2.59 equal to zero we obtain

(2.63)

where the constants are as below.
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Substituting these values back into either equation 2.58 or 2.59 
gives

Equation 2.55 then gives,

t  =  7 , 2

The constants are;

]£ (2.66)

i  =  (2.69)
y

C  =  7 CL/

If viscosity is neglected, the solutions simplify to

(2.67)

7 ^ - ^  (2.70)
4

C - - j ù U  ^  (2.71)J 'Z

^  =  y  (2.72)

(2.74)
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.1

H - t )

4"'
(2.76)

where i = 1,2

(2.77)

4 = V
+ pcv^(2'^^-'^)!^(2'0_}7ry(JUy^Kj (2.78)

4  =  (2.79)

A^= ^A^—'4 (2.80)

2.2 Wave Propagation Properties of Fluid Filled Reinforced Hoses

The theoretical analysis given in the previous sections reveals that 
harmonic pressure fluctuations at pumping frequencies in typical hydraulic 
hoses are propagated by two types of wave each of which can be character
ised by a propagation constant, by a modal ratio, and by a displacement 
characteristic impedance.

2.2.1 Propagation constants

The two complex propagation constants may be divided into their real and 
imaginary components

/ =  «=< / = / 2  (2.81)

The real parts of the propagation constants are called attenuation
constants and determine the rate of decay of the waves with distance

-1along the hose. Their units are radians per unit length (L ) . The 
imaginary parts of the propagation constants 3^ are the two phase 
constants and represent the phase change per unit length in the wave 
propagating along the reinforced hose. The phase constants can be 
related to the velocities V^, of each wave,

; 'iL- =̂',2 (2.82)
4"'

They can also be related to wave lengths A^, A^. The wave lengths are



defined as the distances in which the phases change by a complete 
revolution, so

\ =  (2.83)
4 '

2.2.2 Modal ratios

Each wave is also characterised by its modal ratio, i.e. the ratio 
of axial wall motion to axial fluid motion. As will be shown later 
the modal ratios are mostly real and have opposite signs for the two 
waves. That is to say, in one wave the fluid and wall move in the 
same directions, and in the other wave they move in opposite directions. 
In both cases the amplitudes of the fluid and of the wall have the 
same order of magnitude. When the fluid and wall move in opposite 
directions viscous friction has more effect than when they move in the 
same direction and this will be important for some types of hoses.
The imaginary parts of the modal ratios are very small and have little 
effect on wave motion in hoses. They may be neglected in many
cases.

2.2.3 Displacement characteristic impedances

The remaining complex quantities which characterize the wave motion 
in a hose are the two displacement characteristic impedances. For* 
convenience, these impedances have been defined in the present study 
as the ratio of pressure to fluid displacement rather than the ratio 
of pressure to flow. If the flow is considered, we can write

' (2.84)

in which case, if A is the cross-sectional of the hose bore theo
complex amplitude of flow

Q ^ J l u A ^ U  (2.85)

or substituting equation 2.60 into 2.85

(2.86)
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Then the two corresponding characteristic impedances are

Z - =  7 ^ 7 . 2  (2.87)

Consider the case of no damping in the hose walls and no viscosity. 
For this case, the propagation constants can be written

(2.88)

Substituting this into equation 2.75, the displacement characteristic 
impedances are then

_ (2.89)

or in terms of characteristic impedances

Z.-= / = / 2  (2.90)~OI

It can be seen from equation 2.7 4 that if the viscosity is zero the 
two phase constants are proportional to frequency if the physical 
properties of the hose stay constant, and hence the two characteristic 
impedances are independent of the disturbing frequency. This result 
is similar to one given in (20) for fluid in a steel pipe when the 
viscosity is ignored. Also an increase in hose bore area, will give 
a proportionate reduction in characteristic impedances if the phase 
constants remain unchanged.

2.3 Axial and H-Oop Strains in Hose Walls Due to Pressure Fluctuation

The theory given in previous sections enables the axial and hoop 
strains in hose walls to be determined. At any exciting frequency co, 
the axial stress resultant in the hose wall can be written in the same 
form as that used for the fluid and wall motions and pressure, namely

/ (2.91)

where T^(x) is the complex amplitude of axial stress resultant in
hose walls.



Substituting equations 2.49, 2.SO, 2.51 and 2.91 into 2.41 and 
differentiating with respect to time and re-arranging gives

c/r
= 4  / w  u )

Y ^/7 /~  Zr 27rr ( /

I / / Y C U ^  4  (2.92)
Y  ^

Substituting equations 2.50, 2.51 and 2.52 into 2.92 and solving 
gives the axial stress resultant along the hose wall.

Tm=a7/ (2 .93)

where

N - =  Â . (2.94)

The value of the second term in equation 2.94 is found to be very 
small. For example, in 10 mm bore double steel braid hose used in the 
experimental work described later, the axial stress resultant would be 
changed by less than 1% at 350 Hz by taking account of the term 
mentioned above. We can therefore simplify equation 2.94 by 
neglecting the second term. It then becomes

(2.95)

The hoop stress resultant in the hose wall T^(x) can also be 
determined simply by substituting equation 2.52 into 2.43.

=  .   ...    , (2-96)
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Substituting equations 2.93 and 2.96 into equations 2.1 and 2.2 and 
re-arranging gives the axial and hoop strains in the hose wall.

f  ' 4

(2.97)

(2.98)
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3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS IN A HYDRAULIC 
CIRCUIT CONTAINING ONE OR MORE HOSES

3.1 Introduction

Using the theory of wave propagation in fluid filled hoses given in 
Chapter 2, it is possible to model a complete hydraulic system. Very 
commonly, there will be only a single hose which is inserted to 
isolate the pump from the rest of the circuit. Initially, a simple 
versionof such a system is considered consisting of a pump, a pipe, a 
hose, and a further length of pipe terminated by a restrictor valve. 
This is the type of system on which experimental measurements have 
been made. The method of analysis can be readily extended to cope 
with more complicated circuits on the downstream side of the hose, and 
is therefore of wide applicability. The way in which such compli
cations can be incorporated is decribed in Section 3.3.

More generally, a circuit may contain several hoses as well as branches 
etc. A somewhat different approach is then required and this is 
described in Section 3.4.

3.2 Mathematical Model of a Simple System Incorporating a Single Hose

If we have a system consisting of a pump, pipe, hose, further pipe and 
valve, the simpliest way to establish a numerical model for the 
calculation of pressure fluctuations at any section is to regard the 
upstream components, in this case the pump and steel pipe connecting 
it to the hose entry, as providing an effective source flow into 
the hose, together with an effective shunt fluid impedance Z^. Also 
the downstream components, in this case the valve and steel pipe 
connecting it to the hose exit, can be regarded as providing a 
termination fluid impedance at the hose exit end. This gives two 
of the four boundary conditions from which to obtain the four constants 
in the solution of the equations for the hose.

In general, the supports at each end of the hose will not be completely 
rigid, but will have some finite mechanical impedance. These axial



impedances can be used as additional boundary conditions. The effect 
of different mechanical impedances at the ends of the hose is 
investigated in Chapter 9 where it shows that in most practical 
situations they are sufficiently high for motion of the ends of the 
hose to be neglected. The exception to this is if the supports are at 
resonance. In this chapter the ends of the hose are assumed to be 
rigidly fixed. This gives a good guide to the behaviour of typical 
circuits without introducing unnecessary complications.

A hose used in a hydraulic circuit will have, at each end, fittings 
enabling it to be connected to the rest of the pipework. In modelling 
the circuit these fittings are included as part of the pipework, the 
length of the hose being taken as that of the flexible part.

The impedance representation of the system with which we are concerned 
is shown in Figure 3.1a. The upstream part of the circuit consists of 
a pump having a source flow and having a source shunt impedance Z^. 
The pump is connected to the hose entry by a steel pipe of length 
The downstream circuit consists of a terminating valve having a fluid 
impedance and this is connected to the exit end of the hose by a 
steel pipe of length It is assumed that both of the steel pipes
have the same propagation constant and characteristic impedance Z^.

3.2.1 Effective source flow and source impedance

If we consider the upstream circuit shown in Figure 3.1a, the equation 
of pressure and flow variation along the steel pipe may be written (20) 
as

(3.1,

If and Qg are the pressure and flow at the pipe entry, then from 
equations 3.1 and 3.2 at x = O.u

o
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or using equation 1.5

<?- -y----

Hence, the two constants are.

and  (3.4)

Consider the conditions at = £^. Putting pressure and flow at this
point as P and Q ^ u u

(3.5)

and (3-6)

(3.7)

Substituting equations 3.3 and 3.4 into 3.5 and 3.6, and rearranging 
gives,

/ 7 =

(3.8)
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Combining equations 3.7 and 3.8 and rearranging gives,

(3.9)

where

(3.10)

/ _

"  7 7 ? ? ^

where 4^= __£
4 ^ 4

(3.12)

p^ is known as the 'reflection coefficient' at the source, and is a 
measure of how much of the backward wave approaching the source is 
reflected back down the pipeline.

If we consider the conditions at the entry of the hose to be represented 
by an effective source flow and effective source impedance as shown 
in Figure 3.1b, then we have

Flow entering hose = effective pump flow - effective source
impedance flow

Comparing equation 3.13 with equation 3.9 we will have the same 
relationship between flow and pressure at the entry of the hose, 
if effective source flow and effective source impedance are given as 
follows :
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(3.14)

4 ------------------------------------------------------------ (3.15r

where F is given by equation 3.10.

3.2.2 Effective termination fluid impedance

Using the notation shown in Figure 3.1a, the equations of pressure and 
flow variation along the steel pipe downstream of the hose are

yf
(3-16)

<3.17,

Consider the condition at = O, 

  =  -  % 2

and

or

4
—  ^ ! +

where the termination impedance

f  (3.18)

Hence, the two constants are,

) (3.19)
I ^ 4  4  /

and f  / 4 - 4  ] (3.20)
( ^ 4 4  /
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Consider the condition at x. =d d

f (3.21)

and (3.22)
cr

Substituting equations 3.19 and 3.20 into 3.21 and 3.22 and rearranging 
gives

^ /  (3-23)

and û  =  /  0 .24)

If the conditions at the end of the hose are represented by a term
ination impedance Z_̂ , then we must have

J L = _ ^  (3.25)

Using equations 3.2 3 and 3.24, this gives

4 = 4 (3.26)

where

4=4 (3.27)

4-4 (3.28)
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is the 'reflection coefficient' at the line termination, and 
indicates how much of the wave approaching the termination is 
reflected back to the source.

3.2.3 Calculation of pressure fluctuation along the hose

Once the effective source flow, effective source impedance and effect
ive termination impedance are calculated by using equations 3.10, 3.14, 
3.15 and 3.25, the hydraulic system shown in Figure 3.1a will be 
reduced to the equivalent system shown in Figure 3.1b. The effective 
parameters so calculated then provide two boundary conditions for the 
hose. The other two are given by the axial mechanical impedances or 
the axial wall motions at the ends of hose. Here we are taking the 
ends to be fixed, so the four boundary conditions are;

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

where u indicates the upstream end, and d indicates the downstream 
end of the hose. Substituting equations 2.61, 2.62 and 2.86 into 
3.29 to 3.32 gives

y y £ < 0

2 0

< 0

(3.33)
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Hence, constants to in equations 2.61, 2.62 and 2.86 can be
calculated. The pressure fluctuation and motion at any point along
the hose can then be obtained from these equations. In particular,
the values of P and P, can be found. These then enable the pressure u d
fluctuations along the steel pipes of the upstream and downstream 
circuits to be calculated as given below.

3.2.4 Calculation of pressure in upstream and downstream pipes

It is convenient to rewrite equation 3.1 and 3.2 in terms of (see 
Figure 3.1a), giving

(3.34)

(3.35)

At the hose entry we know tlie pressure P and we can write the corres-u
ponding flow in terms of the effective source parameters. Thus we 
have (from equation 1.5)

(3.36)
4

Substituting into equations 3.34 and 3.35 enables the constants
and K _ to be evaluated. c2

Thus, at X = O we have u

4
giving

4  =  } (3.37)
2  2

 ^  ^  /  1 (3.38)
4 4



Substituting back into equations 3.34 and 3.35 gives

At the downstream end of the hose the pressure is P and the flow isd
given by

P
Q = JL. (3.40)
" 4

Hence in the same way as for the upstream pipe the pressure at
treaidistance along the downstream pipe can be shown to be

3.3 Pressure Calculations With a More General Circuit Downstream of 
the Hose

The method of modelling the simple circuit described in the previous 
section can be extended to cover the case of more complicated 
circuits downstream of the hose. The complications which are 
considered are branched pipelines, discontinuities of section and 
valves in series. The general principle is the same as before, 
namely to calculate the fluid impedance presented at the termination 
of the hose by the downstream circuit. Together with the effective 
source flow and shunt impedance at the hose entry, this allows the 
pressure and flow to be calculated along the hose and in particular 
at the ends, as described in the previous section. This in turn 
allows the pressure in the downstream circuit to be calculated.

In calculating the fluid impedance presented at the downstream end of 
the hose, and likewise in calculating the pressure amplitudes at 
different points in the downstream circuit, it is convenient to split 
up the downstream circuit into simple elements as described below.
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3.3.1 A length of rigid pipe

One simple element in a downstream circuit can be a single rigid pipe 
with a constant cross-section as shown in Figure 3.2a. If the pipe 
length is £^, and the fluid impedance at the termination end is 
then one can calculate the fluid impedance at the entry of the 
pipe by applying equation 3.26. If the pressure at the entry of the 
pipe Pg is known, the pressure along the rigid pipe can be determined 
by using equation 3.41.

3.3.2 Series connection

The downstream circuit may consist of two different cross-sections of 
rigid pipe that are connected as shown in Figure 3.2b. In a series 
connection a common pressure exists at the junction of the two pipes, 
and continuity of the flow also must be satisfied. Hence the term
ination impedance at the end of the first pipe Z^^, must be equal to 
the entry impedance Z^^ of the second pipe.

^S/ —  ̂ 52 (3.42)

3.3.3 Branch line

At any multiple junction in the downstream circuit of the hose, the 
complex amplitude of the pressure at the junction P^, is common to 
each branch line. A single branch line is shown in Figure 3.2c. The 
complex amplitude of the flow, Q^, in line 1 must be equal to the sum 
of the flows and in each branch line.

^  = (3.43)

Hence, considering the impedances at the junction, one can determine 
the fluid impedance, Z^, presented at the exit end of line 1 as below

V- - â _  (3.44)
f  f  f
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or _ 1 _  =  _ J _  -f. __L_ (3.45)
4  4  4

3.3.4 Valve in series

When a valve is in series in the circuit as shown in Figure 3.2d the 
valve can be taken as a lumped element, so that there will be no wave 
propagation across the valve seat. A system involving a valve in 
series has been studied theoretically and experimentally by Tilley 
and Butler (36). For flow continuity, the flow variations on either 
side of the valve must be the same, hence

<^=<^ (3.46)

If the entry impedance downstream of the valve is the pressure at
the exit of the valve is

4 = 4 4  (3.47)

If the impedance across the valve is Z^, we have

(3.48)

Substituting equations 3.46 and 3.47 into 3.48, and rearranging gives
p

- j —  =  (3.49)

or in terms of impedance at the entry of the valve

(3.50)

It can also be shown that if the pressure at valve entry is known, 
the pressure at exit of the valve P^ can be determined as below

7̂  Pp _  ^^27 (3.51)

3.3.5 Application of the method

By way of example, consider a complete system with a circuit down
stream of the hose consisting of a valve in series, a discontinuity 
of section and branch lines, shown as an impedance representation in 
Figure 3.3. It is assumed that the fluid impedance across the
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valve Z^, and the two termination impedances of the branch lines Z^^, 
Z, ^ 2 known, and that we also know the propagation constants and
characteristic impedances of the various pipelines.

If we start from the known termination impedance and work back
wards (ie. to the source) the first discontinuity is the valve.
The entry impedance at the upstream end of pipeline 4, Z^^, may be 
calculated as explained in Subsection 3.3.1. Knowing the impedance 
of the valve Z^ and impedance at the exit of the valve Z^^, the 
impedance at the entry of the valve Z^^ can be obtained from equation 
3.50. Z^^ is the fluid impedance of the downstream end of pipeline 3,
presented by the combination of termination impedance Z^^, pipelines 
4, and the valve- If we continue to work backwards, the second 
discontinuity is the junction of pipelines 2 and 3 which have
different cross-sections. The impedance at the entry of pipeline 3,
Z^ 2  is calculated using equation 3.26. As explained in Subsection 
3.3.2, this is also the termination impedance of pipeline 2. The 
third discontinuity on the line is the junction of the branch line.
The impedances at the entry of pipelines 2 and 5 can be calculated 
from the impedances Z^^ and Z ^ ^  the wave properties of the pipe
lines as before. Havig calculated these two impedances then the 
fluid impedance of the downstream end of pipeline 1 can be determined 
using equation 3.45. Equation 3.26 can then be used to obtain the 
terminating impedance, Z ^  at the end of the hose.

The circuit following the hose has now been lumped as an equivalent
terminal impedance. If the pump and pipework leading to the hose are 
lumped as an equivalent source flow and source impedance as discussed 
in Section 3.2, then one can calculate the pressure along the hose, 
and at the exit end of the hose as explained in the previous section-

Having calculated the exit pressure of the hose , we can work 
forwards (ie. to the terminations) by determining the pressure at 
each successive discontinuity. The pressure at the junction of the 
branch line can be calculated by applying equation 3.41. As 
mentioned previously this pressure is common to the three lines.
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The pressure at the junction of pipelines 2 and 3, can be obtained
using the pressure in same way. The pressure P^ enables the 
pressure at entry of valve P^^ to be calculated. Pressure across the 
valve P^ 2  is given by equation 3.51. Using thi's pressure, the 
pressure at the end of pipeline 4 can be calculated by applying 
equation 3.41. Likewise the pressure at the end of pipeline 5 can be 
obtained from P^.

The general principles of the above procedure can be employed when the 
circuit downstream of a hose contains any combination of the elements 
mentioned.

3.4 General Circuit Containing Any Number of Hoses

When a circuit contains only a single hose, and this is fitted between 
pump and the rest of the circuit, the approach described above 
provides a convenient method of analysis which can be readily extended, 
as described in Chapter 9, to take account of axial motions of the 
hose end fittings. However, the procedure of regarding the circuits 
upstream and downstream of the hose as providing boundary conditions 
for calculating pressure amplitudes along the hose, is not directly 
applicable if there is more than one hose. When this is the case, the 
procedure adopted is somewhat different.

If a hose can be regarded as having no axial movement at the ends, it 
is possible to calculate, in terms of the hose properties, the fluid 
impedance at the entry of the hose as a function of the fluid 
impedance at the termination. This means that the method described in 
Section 3.3 for calculating the entry impedance of a circuit downstream 
of a hose, can be used even when that circuit contains one or more 
hoses. As one progresses upstream, calculating the entry impedance at 
each discontinuity and taking that as the terminating impedance of the 
next upstream element, a hose is simply regarded as another element in 
the same way as a rigid pipeline is so regarded. Just as the entry 
impedance of a hose can be calculated from its termination impedance.
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so the pressure amplitude along the hose, and in particular at its 
termination, can be calculated from the entry pressure. Thus having 
calculated an entry impedance at a suitable point in the circuit, the 
pressure amplitude at that point can be obtained, and from this the 
pressure in the rest of the circuit can be derived.

It would be possible to use the procedure just described, to calculate 
the boundary conditions for the first hose in the circuit, and then to 
proceed as in previous sections. Alternatively, one can work back to 
the entry impedance of the circuit downstream of the pump. This is 
the load impedance seen by the pump and, together with the source flow 
and source shunt impedance of the pump itself, it can be used to 
calculate the pressure amplitude at the pump as follows.

If the entry impedance of the circuit is Z^, then using equation 3.45 
the total impedance presented to the source flow, is given by

^  =  i-jf—  (3.52)

Hence, the pressure at the pump is given by

(3.53)

Thus ^   ̂ (3.54)

The relationship between the entry and termination impedance of a hose 
with fixed ends is derived in the next subsection. Calculation of the 
termination pressure from the pressure amplitude at entry is described 
in Subsection 3.4.3.
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3.4.1 Entry impedance of a hose

It is assumed that a hose of length £ is mechanically fixed at both 
ends by being connected to points of very high mechanical impedance. 
Let the entry impedance of the hose be at the upstream end when it
is connected to a termination fluid impedance, Z^, at the downstream 
end. The pressure and flow at any point along the hose are given by 
equations 2.62 and 2.86. For this system the four boundary conditions 
are:

at

li/ro j = o

2?: Q ^ o )  = 0

and at f

W / ' J  =  o

= 0

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)
(3.58)

Hence, the following equation can be written by substituting equations 
2.61, 2.62 and 2.86 into 3.55 to 3.58.

£

■) A
£.

M

0

0

o

0

(3.59)
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3.4.2 Entry impedance of an infinite length of hose

In an infinitely long hose there are no reflected waves and equation 
3.59 reduce to

0

1 r
=

03

_ _ _

(3.68)

Solving the determinant gives the entry impedance of an infinitely long 
length of hose as below.

z (3.69)

3.4.3 Calculation of the pressure amplitude along a hose from the 
entry pressure ____________________________________

If the entry pressure P^, and entry impedance Z^, of a length of hose 
are known the flow at that point can be determined. Two boundary, 
conditions for the hose are then

(3.70)

(3.71)

The other two boundary conditions are the same as in Subsection 3.4.1, 
equations 3.55 and 3.57, namely no axial motion at each end.

Substituting equations 2.61, 2.62 and 2.86 into 3.55, 3.57, 3.70 and 
3.71 and solving gives the four constants to as before. By 
substituting these constants into equation 2.62 one can calculate the 
pressure amplitude along the hose and at the termination.
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4. METHODS OF OBTAINING THE PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUIT 
COMPONENTS

4.1 Introduction

In order to calculate pressure fluctuations in a complete hydraulic 
system using the mathematical model given in Chapter 3, the 
properties of each of the component in the system must be known.
The properties which are required are the impedance of each valve 
or other termination, the source flow and source impedance of the 
pump, the propagation constant and characteristic impedance of 
each section of rigid pipe, and the wave propagation properties 
of the reinforced hose. Methods of obtaining these properties 
are described in the following sections. These are the methods 
which have been used in the experimental work described in the next 
chapter. The procedures for pumps, pipelines and valves have been 
developed and used by other investigators (19,20). The resonance 
method of obtaining hose properties was devised for the present work,

4.2 Determination of Wave Properties of a pipeline

4.2.1 Propagation constant of a pipeline

The propagation constant of the sinusoidal wave motion in a steel pipe 
can be calculated from the properties of the fluid by using the 
following equation (20).

(4.1)

where R - pressure drop/unit length/unit flow in the pipe given 
by equation 2.34

A^ - pipe cross-sectional area (i.e. bore area)

p - fluid density

w - frequency

B - effective bulk modulus of fluid in the pipe given as
below
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B - bulk modulus of fluid o
dp - diameter of pipe

Ep - elastic modulus of pipe material 

h - wall thickness of pipe

If the line is considered lossless, R = o

'/2 (4.2)

or =  — --- (4.3)
67

where O  —  { /  ^  (4.4)

a is the local speed of sound.

4.2.2 Characteristic impedance of pipeline

The characteristic impedance of fluid in a rigid pipe is given 
by (20)

 -/ (4-5)

If the line is considered lossless, R = O

(4-5)

which is independent of the disturbing frequency

4.3 Determination of Termination impedance

The pressure fluctuation at any point x along a pipeline length 
of £ in a simple pump-pipeline-termination system is given by (20)
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where and p^ are the reflection coefficients at the pump and 
termination, given by

(4.8)

and p  - F s  (4.9)

If such a circuit is set up with the impedance to be measured as 
the termination, and readings of pressure are obtained at two points 
along the pipeline, say at a position from the pump, and at 
a position x^ from the pump in a pipeline of length , the ratio of 
these values is given, using equation 4.7, by :

_ L    C L ____________ (4.10)

where only p^ is unknown. Hence p̂  can be evaluated. Calculating 
from equation 4.5, the termination impedance can then be determined 
by re-arranging equation 4.9 as follows

These equations have been used by McCandlish, Edge and Tilley (19). 
for finding the impedance of valves. Although, in principle the 
termination impedance could be obtained from measurements at only two 
points, in practice the results may then be very sensitive to small 
measuring errors. McCandlish et al therefore measure the pressure
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at different distances along the pipe and plot the ratio of each 
pressure to the pressure at the pump, against distance along the 
pipe. The value of is then found which makes equation 4.10 most 
closely fit the experimental points.

4.4 Source Flow and S ource Impedance

The source flow and source impedance of a pump can be determined by 
using the same simple configuration of pump, pipe-line and terminating 
valve, but this time taking pressure measurements with different 
lengths of pipe.

Let be the pressure measured at a distance x^ along the pipeline 
when the distance between the pump and the valve is and let P^ be
the pressure distance x^ along a pipeline of length everything 
else being unchanged. Then from equation 4.7 we can write

(4.12)

If the pipeline and termination parameters have been obtained as 
described previously, then the only unknown in equation 4.12 is|Z . 
^  before, it is necessary to take measurements with a substantial 
number of different pipe lengths and then to adjust P in equation 
4.12 so as to match the plot of pressure ratio against pipe length.

Having obtained the source impedance Z can be determined by re
arranging equation 4.8.

(4.13 )

Referring back to equation 4.7, everything in this equation is now 
known except the source flow Q^. Hence we can use the pressure at 
any point to determine this. It would generally be most convenient to 
use the pressure measured at the pump.
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The curve fitting referred to above has been investigated in detail 
by Wing (37) who has developed convenient least square error 
procedures.

4.5 Determination of Wave Propagation Properties of Fluid Filled 
Reinforced Hoses

4.5.1 Calculation of wave properties from measured physical properties

Wave properties of a fluid filled reinforced hose may be calculated, 
by using the theory given in Chapter 2, from the physical properties 
of the hose and fluid.

In the calculations required for the experimental work of Chapter 5 
the properties of the fluid and rubber were obtained from 
manufacturers data. Hose dimensions were found by cutting cross- 
sections, and the surface density was obtained by weighing. The 
properties which were more difficult to measure were the axial and 
hoop wall stiffnesses.

It is reasonable to suppose that, in general, the wall stiffnesses 
of the hose will depend on the mean pressure in the hose, the 
temperature, the amplitude of deformation and the frequency.
Ideally, the method of measuring the wall stiffnesses should enable all 
these factors to be varied over realistic ranges. In practice this 
was difficult to achieve. The test which was used allowed all the 
factors to be arbitrarily chosen except frequency which was restricted 
to a low value so that the measurement was independent of any wave or 
inertia considerations.

The test method for obtaining the wall stiffnesses is a slight 
development of that described by Longmore (31) . In order to determine 
the elastic constants of the hose, the required test conditions are 
achieved by suspending a short length of hose vertically. The upper 
end of the hose is connected to a plunger, as shown in Figure 4.1, and 
anchored to a support. The lower end is sealed with a fitting 
incorporating a pressure transducer having negligible ccmpliance and 
this is free to move axially. The temperature is accurately controlled
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by blowing heated air through a jacket surrounding the hose. The 
air enters near the ends of the hose and exhausts at the centre.
This allows for heat loss through the end fittings. The heater is 
controlled from a thermocouple taped to the surface of the hose.

A quasi-static pressure-volume test is carried out by filling the 
hose with oil and cycling the plunger at the fixed end by means of 
hydraulic actuator. The following equations apply. If the pressure 
is considered to be static then the axial and hoop stress resultants 
respectively are

(4.14)

^  =  (4.15)

and the two strains are, allowing for the volume change in the oil

£  =  (4.16)
/

(4.17)

where £ is the hose length, 6£ is the change in the length, V is the 
internal volume of the hose and 5v is the change in the internal volume 
of the hose, i.e. the change in volume given by the plunger, minus 
the compression of the trapped oil.

An axial load extension test is also carried out on the same rig. In 
this test the hose is filled with oil and the plunger is fixed in its 
lower position and disconnected from its actuator. The actuator is 
then used to provide the axial cyclic load via a cable arrangement to 
the lower end of the hose. The axial strain e is measured, and theX
axial stress resultant in the hose is given by
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where F is the axial force applied to the test hose. Putting all 
the values obtained from the two tests into equations 2.1 and 2.2, 
and using 2.3, enables the values of the wall stiffnesses to be 
calculated. Having got all the physical properties of the hose and 
fluid, one may determine the corresponding wave properties using 
equations 2.53, 2.64 and 2.65. It should, however, be borne in 
mind that the physical properties are those obtained at low 
frequency (1 Hz was used) and will not necessarily be accurate at 
acoustic frequencies. This is discussed in Chapter 5.

4.5.2 Determination of wave properties by Fourier transformation

Suppose we have a length of fluid filled hose forming part of a 
hydraulic circuit, and there are pressure fluctuations in the fluid. 
Using small accelerometers as described in APPendix 1 the amplitude 
and phase of the axial wall motion can be measured as a function of 
distance along the hose. If the hose is sufficiently long this 
information can be used to determine the propagation constants in the 
following way (31).

Equation 2.61 can be written as below when the propagation constants 
are considered in terms of attenuation and phase constants.

K  A / A ; e  A / / ^  e

-h f ^  ,4.19,

If the magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of each of the individual 
terms are denoted by W^^(s) to #^^( 2 ), then for the first and third 
terms, which represent forward travelling waves, they are given by

 z __________/  y  (4.20)

where m = 1,3 and i = 1,2.
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Similarly, for the second and fourth terms, representing the backward 
travelling waves, we have,

where n = 2,4

The plot of the amplitude of the Fourier transform W ( s) againstF 1
spatial frequency s will give a high value for the amplitude when
s = -6^ with an additional fluctuation due to the term cos(s+3^)£.
Similarly W ( s) , W ( s) and W (s) will tend to have peaks at values Fz F j F 4
of s of 3^, -3^ and respectively. Assuming that near each of 
these peaks that particular term dominates the other three, then a 
plot of the magnitude of the sum of the complex Fourier transforms 
of the four individual terms will show these four peaks and hence 
the values of the two phase constants 3^ and can be determined. 
Also, the values of the two attenuation constants and can be 
determined from the half power bandwidths of the peaks.

The method has been used by Longmore (31) to determine the propagation 
constants for a 25 mm bore double steel braided hose. The two phase 
constants have been determined successfully but the corresponding 
attenuation constants were very inaccurate due to the fact that for 
the level of attenuation present and the length of hose used, changes 
in attenuation had only a small effect on the bandwidth of the peaks.

4.5.3 Direct measurement of wave properties

A convenient method of directly measuring the wave properties of a 
fluid filled hose has been derived. This consists basically of a 
resonance test on a short length of the fluid filled hose. The test 
method is as follows. As shown in Figure 4.2 one end of the test 
hose is attached to a ball valve via a short length of pipe which is 
firmly fixed to a large concrete block; the hose end fitting is also 
clamped to give additional rigidity. The other end of the hose is
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closed by a plug and attached to a vibrator so as to provide a 
controlled axial motion. The closing plug ensures that the end of 
the fluid column coincides with the junction between the hose and its 
end fitting. Controlled temperatures are achieved by blowing warm 
air through a surrounding enclosure. The required mean pressure is 
obtained from a hand pump and the valve is then closed.

A resonance test is carried out, measuring the pressure at the fixed 
end with a piezo-electric transducer/charge amplifier unit as 
discussed in the following chapter. The axial motion at points 
along the hose is also measured using small accelerometers as 
described in Appendix 1. The frequencies, bandwidths and amplitudes 
of the resonance peaks which occur as the vibrator frequency is varied 
enable the wave properties to be calculated. A brief description of 
the method has been published (38) . The analysis of the test 
results is as follows.

As discussed earlier, the propagation constants and y^ tend to be 
proportional to frequency, variation from proportionality being due to 
frequency dependence of wall stiffnesses and the effect of fluid 
viscosity. It is therefore convenient to write the propagation 
constants as

(4.22)

The equations 2.61 and 2.62 can then be written as below

(4.24)

If damping is not too large, the imaginary parts of the modal ratios 
N^, and the real parts of the displacement charactieristic 
impedances Z^^ small and would not have a significant effect
on pressure in a circuit. We can therefore make the approximation
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that the values of the modal ratios are real, and that the 
displacement characteristic impedances are given (from equation 2.89) 
as follows

(4.25)
4 -

The fixed end of the test hose is terminated by a closed ended pipe 
formed by the end fitting, pressure transducer housing and valve.
This will have an entry impedance which can be calculated (39) , 
neglecting damping, by

<4-26)

where £ is the length of pipe, is the characteristic impedance
and 3^ is the phase constant for the pipe. If the extra pipe is
kept short the entry impedance will be very large. If as an initial
approximation, the entry impedance is taken to be infinite then at
this end there will not be any motion of either the hose or the fluid.
These give two boundary conditions. Two more boundary conditions
are obtained from the known sinusoidal axial motion of the hose and the
fluid at the other end. Using these four boundary conditions the
four constants to can be determined. Substituting the
constants into equations 4.23 and 4.24, the ratio of pressure at the fixed
end of the hose, P (o) , to the displacement amplitude at the moving end,
W(£), is given for a hose length £ by

(4.27)
2

The ratio of the displacement amplitude at mid span W(V2 )/ bo the
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displacement amplitude at the moving end is given by

Equations 4.27 and 4.28 show the usual resonant response. For 
normal amounts of damping the frequencies (n=l,2 etc.) at which
the first term in each equation reaches maximum values, can be taken 
to be the same as the frequencies at which the denominator is zero 
when the attenuation constant is zero, i.e.

Û

or s i n 6 ; ù U ^ ^ /  =  0

Hence can be found from

S  =  .   (4.29)

Similarly if the peaks of the second term are at then

9 - J M _  (4.30)
^ U J  /  z n

If “ 'Iy I is plotted in polar form with frequency as a parameter, the 
standard techniques of analysing a Kennedy and Pancu plot can be 
applied (40). Thus in most cases, near the first term in
equation 4.27 will be changing with frequency much more rapidly than 
the second, and the first term will usually have the greater value.
The plot will therefore dscribe part of a circle, the diameter of 
which will be a good approximation to the peak value of the first term.
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W(V2 )
Similarly, near the polar plot of ' w (£) against frequency will
tend to describe a circle whose diameter will be the peak value of
the first term in equation 4.28. Hence, if the ratio of the

p (o) W (S/o)diameter on the -— — plot to that on the  zl plot is R, ,W (£) W(£) 1
neglecting the second terms in equations 4.27 and 4.28 gives

(4.31)

Substitituting equations 4.29 and 4.25 into equation 4.31 and bearing 
in mind equation 4.22, we obtained

4 / -  7^4% X ______ ■£._______  I (4.32)

where ^ ^  ^
9 2 ' "  2 p

Similarly, near the diameters of the circles on the two polar
plots will approximate to the peak values of the second terms in 
equations 4.27 and 4.28, and hence if is the ratio of the 
diameters

(4.33)

where ^

Similar calculations can be carried out with the diameters of the 
circles corresponding to higher modes. However, it should be noted 
that near and ^ 2 2 ' example, measurement of the axial wall
motion needs to be made at the quarter positions of the hose rather 
than the middle position, with an appropriate adjustment of the 
analysis.

The accuracy of the above approximations depend, as with normal 
Kennedy and Pancu analysis, on the frequency separation between 
resonant peaks.
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Suppose C is the damping ratio measured in the usual way. For 
example, it could be measured from the half power bandwidth of the 
resonant peaks. Alternatively,'if and are any two frequencies
close to the resonant frequency , and if 0^ and 8^ are the angles 
subtended at the centre of the circular part of the curve on a Kennedy 
and Pancu plot by points corresponding respectively to frequencies 
0 )̂  and and frequencies and , then the damping ratio is given 
by

-^4^ (4.34)

By considering equation 4.34, it is shown in Appendix 2 that for the 
n ^  mode associated with wave i the following approximate relationship 
holds.

4L- = y /ZL_ ) / n / /  ç, ) r ~ / . 2 (4.35)
//

The most critical wave properties are and G^. These, and
consequently the two displacement characteristic impedances given by
equation 4.25, Z . and Z „, can be obtained more accurately by pi p2
allowing for the additional pipe length at the fixed end of the 
test hose. In this case we can neglect damping. Using the four 
boundary conditions given earlier for the resonant test system, the 
following equations can be written.

At the fixed end, x = O

■ (4.36)

/
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At the fixed end, x = £

o (4.38)

o (4.39)

At the resonant frequency and in the absence of damping, possible 
to have non-zero values of the constants to , with no 
excitation W(£) at the vibrator end of the hose. Hence the
determinant of the above equations must be zero. We therefore have
the following equation for the undamped resonant frequencies, or 
natural frequencies.

(f

^ 0  (4.40)

The solution of this determinant will give the following equation 
which would be satisfied for both waves.

where i = 1,2

When is considered the first term usually dominates the second,
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so this equation can be used to find an improved by using the 
previously obtained estimates for G ^ , and N^. Similarly, the 
equation in can be used to refine G^, provided is not too 
close to 2w^. Wave properties of various types of hose, obtained 
using the foregoing method, are discussed in Chapter 5.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

5.1 Introduction

The main object of this chapter is to provide a check on the validity 
of the theory and the mathematical model described in Chapters 2 and 3 
In order to verify the basic wave theory a comparison has been made 
between the wave properties of hoses calculated from their physical 
properties, and the wave properties measured directly from the 
resonance test as discussed in the previous chapter. Pressures are 
then measured in systems containing one or two hoses and the results 
are compared with calculated values. In this way the system 
modelling part of the theory is checked. Since the main object of 
the work described in this thesis is to investigate the behaviour of 
reinforced hoses in realistic hydraulic systems, verification of the 
systan pressure calculations is particularly important.

In order to carry out the system experiments to be described a test 
rig was constructed which could have either of the following 
configurations :

- a composite system consisting of a pump, a steel pipe, a
reinforced hose, a steel pipe and a termination valve,

- a composite system consisting of a pump, a steel pipe, two
reinforced hoses connecting with a steel pipe, a steel pipe
and a termination valve.

The test rig with two hoses is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.1.

Some further tests (41) had been carried out earlier with a similar 
circuit but with a different pump and larger bore lines. The
results of these tests are also compared with theoretical 
predictions.

Other experimental work is discussed in later chapters. However, the 
instrumentation used for the measurement and analysis of pressure
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fluctuations is in all cases the same, so the details given here apply 
also to the subsequent work. The details of individual components can 
be found in Appendix 3.

5.2 Wave Properties of Hoses

5.2.1 Wave properties of hoses obtained by resonance testing

In order to determine the wave properties of all the common types of 
reinforced hose, resonant measurements have been made by using the 
test configuration described in Section 4.5 (42). A list of the
hoses tested is given in Table 5.1, together with their physical
properties. The resonance tests were performed at 50 bar mean pres
sure and 30°C oil temperature for all the hoses given in the table. 
The frequency range was 50 Hz to 300 Hz.

The wave properties of all the different types of hose construction in 
the table were satisfactorily measured by the standard test except for 
tlié spiral steel reinforced hose. The reason is that the value of the 
positive signed modal ratio is close to unity for this hose. The end 
conditions in the resonance test are such that they can be almost 
completely satisfied by a wave with a model ratio of unity. The other 
wave is then not significantly excited, so that its wave properties 
cannot be obtained from the standard test. A modified form of test 
was therefore used in order to determine the wave properties of spiral 
hose. This consisted of taking frequency response measurements with 
both a short and a long length of steel pipe at the fixed end of the 
test hose. The simple method of analysing the results is not 
applicable in this case. Instead, a numerical model of the resonance 
test was used. Densities and dimensions were put into the model, 
and then the elastic properties of the hose were varied until the 
calculated results agreed with the measured ones. These elastic 
properties were then used to calculate wave properties.

The measured values of the wave properties of the various hoses, 
namely the two attenuation and two phase constants divided by 
frequency, , F^ and , G^, and the modal ratios, are given
in Table 5.2. Further details of the testing are given in Appendix 4.
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For convenience the wave having a negative model ratio, so that the 
fluid and wall are out of phase, is always designated wave 1, and 
the other wave, in which the fluid and wall move in the same 
direction is designated wave 2.

It can be seen from the table that F^ and are higher than F^ and 
G^ for all the hoses tested.

To see the effects of mean pressure, and vibration amplitude on wave 
properties, the resonance tests have also been performed on double 
steel braided hose at different mean pressure and with different 
acceleration amplitudes at the vibrated end. The measured values of 
Ff, F^ and G^, G^ are given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.

It will be shown in the following chapter that the wall stiffnesses of 
the hoses are the result of a combination of extensional and 
trellissing types of deformation, the former being due to actual or 
effective cord extension and the latter being the deformation resulting 
from change of cord angle. The two waves in a hose involve different 
amounts of these two types of deformation. The relative amounts are 
shown in Table 6.2r As discussed in Chapter 6, the accuracy of the 
ratios given in this table is not high, but it is clear that wave 1 
involves mostly extensional deformation of the hose wall, and wave 2 
involves mostly trellissing. This is particularly clear cut for 
the steel braided hoses.

Inspection of the braid in typical hoses shows that where the ribbons 
of cords cross there is little or no rubber separating them. The 
relative movement which occurs in trellissing is therefore likely to 
be resisted by Coulomb type friction. Increasing the mean pressure 
in a hose increases the normal contact forces between ribbons which 
will have the effect of increasing this Coulomb friction. This 
provides a possible explanation for the variations of G^, G^, F^ and 
F^ with amplitude and mean pressure shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.

Since there are large numbers of cross-over points in the braid of a 
hose, and the amount of friction is likely to vary somewhat from one to
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another, a model for the stress-strain behaviour of a hose is 
proposed which consists of a spring in parallel with elements formed 
by springs and Coulomb dampers in series. The model is shown in 
Figure 5.4. It is not suggested that there is precise correspondence 
between the elements of the model and the constituent parts of the braid, 
but merely that the braid is likely to behave in the same general manner 
as tlie model. In particular, the multiple series elements could 
represent changes in the sliding area at a particular cross-over point 
rather than motions of different numbers of cross-over points.

Consider the variation of properties with amplitude of motion. At
small amplitudes, the friction in most of the dampers will be 
sufficient to keep them locked. Thus the overall stiffness will be 
high, and there will be very little energy dissipation. As the 
amplitude increases, more and more dampers will start to slide, the 
overall stiffness will decrease, and the amount of energy dissipated 
will increase more rapidly than the elastically stored energy. The 
decrease in trellissing stiffness with amplitude provides a possible 
explanation for the increase of shown in Figure 5.2a. G^ would 
not be similarly affected because wave 1 involves very little 
trellissing. The increase in trellissing loss factor as a result of 
more dampers sliding explains why F^ increases with amplitude. It 
may also be noted that the loss factor associated with each series 
element in the model continuous to increase with amplitude after 
break-away since the maximum stored energy in the spring is limited 
by the frictional force whereas the energy dissipated in the damper 
increases with the increased motion across it. Thus one would 
expect F^ to increase with amplitude even if there were total sliding.

The variations shown in Figure 5.3 can be accounted for by the effect 
of mean pressure on the friction values. As the mean pressure is 
increased, so the forces required to overcome friction in the dampers 
increase. Fewer dampers will slide so that the stiffness will 
increase, thereby reducing G^. Likewise there will be less energy 
dissipated, causing F^ to diminish. In a particular series element 
which is sliding, the maximum stored energy is proportional to the 
square of the friction force. On the other hand, the energy dis-
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sipated depends on the product of the frictional force and a 
displacement which diminishes with increasing friction since more 
of the total amplitude comes from extension of the spring. Thus the 
loss factor would decrease with increasing values of friction, and 
hence with increasing mean pressure, whether or not there was 
complete sliding.

It is possible to see how the effects of amplitude and mean pressure
are related in the model. Suppose the stiffness of the spring in
the nth series element is and the corresponding frictional force
is f p where f is a constant and p is the mean pressure. If the n m n m
amplitude of cyclic displacement is 6^, the contribution of the nth
series element to the overall k Ô is less or greater than f p .n a n m
It is therefore reasonable to consider the overall stiffness and 
damping to be function of

k,6 k ,5 k 6l a  2 a n a

and hence to be functions of —  . Comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.3
fm

it can be seen that F^ tends to be proportional to amplitude and
inversely proportional to mean pressure. Similarly there is an 
approximately inverse relationship between the variation of with 
amplitude and its variation with mean pressure.

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that the Coulomb friction 
model is qualitatively consistent with the observed wave properties.

5.2.2 Comparison with wave properties calculated from physical properties

The measured wave properties of the range of hose constructions listed in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 have been compared with their wave properties as 
calculated from their physical properties. The calculated wave 
properties were obtained by using the theory of Chapter 2 and plotted 
against the wave properties obtained from the resonance tests. The 
two phase constants divided by frequency, G^ and G^, and the real parts
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of the two modal ratios, and are given in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 
respectively. Each number corresponds to a different type of hose 
construction as listed in Table 5.1.

The elastic constants of walls of the hoses were obtained from the 
cyclic pressure-volume and axial load extension tests described in 
Section 4.5. In using the elastic constants from these load and 
pressure cycling tests to predict wave properties, there are two main 
problems.

Firstly, the cycling tests were necessarily carried out at low 
frequency, namely 1 Hz, whereas the resonance measurements of the 
wave properties were done at frequencies between 50 Hz and 300 Hz. 
There could well be significant changes in the elastic properties over 
this range. In general, the stiffness of rubbers and polymers 
increases with frequency. Since and G^ decrease with increasing 
hose wall stiffness, it is therefore reasonable that in Figures 5.5a 
and b the resonance tests tend to give lower values of G^ and G^ than 
those calculated from the results of the low frequency cycling tests.

The relative amounts of extensional and trellissing deformation in the 
two waves have been referred to in the previous subsection, where it was 
seen that wave 1 involved mostly extensional deformation and wave 2 
mostly trellissing. Although it is suggested in Chapter 6 that 
cord extensibility is not the only factor affecting the effective 
extensional stiffness of the hose walls, it is clearly an important 
one. Cord extensibility in steel reinforced hoses is independent
of frequency and so one might expect that in these hoses the low 
frequency elastic properties would give calculated values of Ĝ  ̂
reasonably close to those measured at the higher frequencies of the 
resonance test. This is indeed the case, as shown in Figure 5.5a.
The two hoses which are furthest above the line in this figure are 
the ones reinforced with nylon, the properties of which are 
substantially frequency dependent (43) .

The second problem which arises, when trying to relate the results of 
the low frequency cycling test to those of the resonance test, is
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associated with amplitude. It has been seen in the previous sub
section that the wave properties vary with amplitude. It has been 
suggested that it is mainly the trellissing deformation which is 
amplitude dependent, and a Coulomb friction model has been proposed. 
This implies that for accurate prediction of wave properties, one 
would require the elastic constants of the wall which corresponded to 
the same amount of trellissing strain as occurred in the wave motion, 
and this, of course, varies along the length of the hose in the 
resonance test. Even if an appropriate average value were calculated
for each test condition, the variability of friction would be likely 
to cause errors. For hoses in circuits, both waves may be present
and there may be simultaneous motion at many frequencies. Since 
superposition does not rigorously apply when Coulomb friction is 
present, further errors would be introduced. If the variability in
hose manufacture is also considered, it becomes clear that very
accurate prediction of wave properties cannot be expected.

In the low frequency cycling tests, the pressure varying test mostly 
involves extensional wall deformation and the axial loading test mostly 
involves trellissing. Figures 5.7 to 5.9 show the effect of amplitude 
on the results of typical tests. It can be seen that the results of 
the axial loading tests show a marked increase in stiffness at small 
strains. This is consistent with the Coulomb model for trellissing.
The same feature is not present in the pressure cycling results
although there is a slight uniform decrease of stiffness with increas
ing strain in some cases.

In view of the problems of determining the appropriate amplitude at 
which the wall stiffnesses would need to be specified in order to 
correspond with each resonance test, the wall stiffnesses used to 
calculate the wave properties in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 were obtained 
from the cycling test results at different amplitudes by separately 
extrapolating back to zero amplitude the pressure cycling and axial 
load cycling results. The elastic properties could then be 
calculated by combining the two results, both of which were for the 
same, zero, amplitude.
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In most cases the maximum strains occurring in the resonance tests 
tended to be towards the lower end of the ranges over which the 
cycling tests were carried out. Nevertheless, the wall stiffnesses 
in the resonance tests might be expected to be somewhat lower than 
those obtained by extrapolating the cycling test results to zero 
amplitude. This would tend to offset some of the discrepancy due 
to frequency difference in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.

A source of error in the low frequency cycling tests which has not 
previously been mentioned is the difficulty of keeping the hose 
straight in the axial test without applying steady axial tension. 
Curvature of the hose would give an underestimate of the axial 
stiffness; initial tension would tend to change the cord angle so 
as to increase the axial stiffness. A compromise was attempted in 
the experiments but this could be a significant source of error. It 
would primarily affect trellissing and hence the results for wave 2, 
which are the ones which do exhibit most scatter.

Bearing in mind the problems discussed above the discrepancies shown 
in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are no greater than might be expected.

Since the quasi-static tests do not give the loss factor of hose 
walls, we are not able to compare the measured attenuation constants 
divided by frequency, F^ and F^ with any calculated values. We can, 
however, compare the relationship between F^ and F^ with and without 
viscous friction included in the calculations. As indicated earlier, 
viscosity mostly effects the wave with negative signed modal ratio, 
i.e. when the motion of the fluid and the hose walls are in opposite 
directions, due to the higher values of relative velocity.

If we choose a value for the loss factor which would give a calculated 
value of F^ equal to the measured one, then a value can be obtained 
for F^ by using the same loss factor. The values of F^ obtained as 
above are plotted against the measured values in Figure 5.10 when the 
viscosity effect is neglected. If the same calculation is repeated 
including the viscosity effect, the results are as in Figure 5.11.

In both figures the scatter may be attributed to the considerations
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explained above. Comparison of Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 shows 
that in general the inclusion of viscosity in the calculations 
slightly improves the agreement between measured and calculated 
values.

5.3 Experimental Work on Hoses in Circuits - Description of Test Rig
5.3.1 Source of pressure fluctuation

The hydraulic pump for the experimental work on complete circuits was
a Reyrolle A200 unit, having seven axial pistons and variable swash 
angle with a delivery of O to 33 cm^/rev. The swash angle 
adjustment was manually controlled by a hand wheel, and it was set 
to give a flow of 0.11 cm^/rev. This was not varied during the 
experiments.

The hydraulic pump was driven by a 3 phase, 18.6 kW, electric motor 
running at a speed of 1470 rev/min. Both units were installed on a 
common bedplate, the motor and pump shafts being connected via a 
rigid coupling.

A tank having a capacity of 200 litres was positioned about 2.5 m 
above the pump-motor unit to supply oil to the system. The tank was 
connected to the pump inlet via a flexible hose. It was found that 
this arrangement gave sufficient static head to prevent the 
occurrence of cavitation at the pump inlet.

The pump and motor provided a source of structural vibration as well 
as pressure fluctuations. In these experiments only the effect of 
pressure fluctuations was being investigated so it was necessary to 
isolate the section of the circuit containing the test hoses from 
mechanically transmitted vibration and to provide effectively fixed 
ends for the hoses. This could be achieved most readily by having 
a further hose between the pump and the test section. However, this 
also reduced the pressure fluctuations, particularly the higher 
frequency components, to levels which made measurement difficult.
To minimise the transmission of structural vibration to the test hoses.
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without significantly reducing the pressure fluctuations created by 
the pump, a 1.20m length of lOmm bore steel pipe was used to connect 
the pump outlet to a heavy steel block, which then formed the entry 
to the test section of hoses and pipes as shown in Figure 5.1. The 
connecting pipe contained two bends and therefore provided some 
flexibility in all directions. The flow passed through a hole bored 
centrally through the steel block which had a mass of 2.0 kg. A further 
mass of 15.0 kg was clamped to the block which was isolated from the 
floor by vibration isolation pads. Measurements with a piezo-electric 
accelerometer and charge amplifier showed that vibration of this entry 
block was negligible in comparison with vibrations along the test hoses.

5.3.2 Test line and termination

The inlet of the test line was connected to the steel block. In 
the first experiment the test line consisted of a 0.13m length of lOmm 
bore steel pipe which included the hose end fitting, a 0.88m length of 
double steel braid reinforced hose and a variable length of termination 
pipe. In the second experiment the test line consisted of the same 
short steel pipe and reinforced hose but with a further 0.558m length 
of steel pipe, and 0.88m length of double steel braid reinforced hose 
before the variable length of termination pipe. Except for the end 
fittings of the hoses, all the fittings used to connect the various 
lengths of pipe and hoses were modified where necessary to provide an 
internal diameter identical to that of the hose and pipeline and thus 
to remove any internal changes in the cross-section of the line.

A needle type restrictor valve was used to terminate the test line and, 
thereby, create the required system pressure during the experimental 
work. A ball type shut-off valve was installed at the entry end of 
the termination pipeline to avoid any oil loss while the pipe length 
was being changed. When open, this type of valve causes no 
construction in the bore of the line.

The restrictor valve was connected to the oil tank through a cooler 
and a 10pm nominal mesh size filter, by means of a flexible hose.
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As shown in Figure 5.1 the test line was clamped on to a 50 x 50 mm 
square 5.5 m length of steel tube. One end of the tube was clamped 
to the steel block and the other end was clamped on to another steel 
block which had a mass of 10 kg. The tube and the 10 kg steel 
block were also mounted on vibration isolation pads to prevent 
vibration effects from the floor.

During the measurements of pressure fluctuations care was taken to 
ensure that there was negligible axial movement at both ends of the 
hoses. This was achieved by clamping the hose end fittings on to 
the same square steel tube given above. The hoses were supported at 
a uniform height above ground level by 50 mm thick soft foam rubber 
pads, so that the test hoses were virtually unconstrained. Moreover, 
it was also ensured that there was no axial tension and twisting in 
the hose walls.

5.4 Instrumentation

The instrumentation used during the measurements of pressure 
fluctuations is given in block diagram representation in Figure 5,. 12, 
and it is discussed in the following subsections.

5.4.1 Measurement of system mean pressure

The mean pressure in the system was measured by using a Bourdan 
pressure gauge covering O to 200 bar. The pressure gauge was 
connected to the line at a point close to the pump outlet. In order 
to eliminate any effects of the branch connection, the pressure tapping 
was made through a very small bleed hole and a shut off valve was used 
between the tapping and gauge line. During all the measurements of 
pressure fluctuations the valve to the Bourdan gauge line was kept 
closed.

5.4.2 Temperature control

In the pressure fluctuation tests it was necessary to have good tempera
ture control in order to keep the fluid and hose properties constant.
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The temperature was controlled by attaching a thermocouple to the 
pipe wall of the test section. The signal from the thermocouple was 
fed to an electronic controller which accordingly adjusted the flow 
of cooling water through the heat exchanger. It was found that the 
temperatures were maintained within a limit of ±2°C (44).

5.4.3 Measurement of mean flow

In order to measure mean flow in the system a turbine flowmeter was 
incorporated in the return line of the circuit. Details are given 
in Appendix 3.

5.4.4 Measurement of pressure fluctuations

The measurement of pressure fluctuations within the test line were 
made using piezo-electric transducers having very good dynamic 
performance (natural frequency 67 KHz). The transducers were 
mounted in specially made 5o x 50 x 50 mm sized steel blocks. The 
transducers were positioned to ensure that in each case the pressure 
sensitive face was flush with the internal surface of the mounting 
block, which had the same cross-section as the steel pipe.

Pressure transducers were positioned at four points in each test 
circuit, namely, as shown in Figure 5.1, at the entry and exit ends 
of the hoses in the system with two hoses and corresponding points in 
the system with one hose.

Signals from the transducers were taken to charge amplifiers. The 
overall calibration factors of the transducer/charge amplifier units 
were obtained from manufacturers data. The overall calibration 
factors and other details of the pressure transducers are also given 
in Appendix 3.

5.4.5 Analysis of pressure transducer signals

For direct analysis of the complex pressure signals registered by the 
transducer/charge amplifier units a Solarton 1170 Frequency Response 
Analyser was used. This consisted of a variable frequency reference
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voltage generator which could be locked, in frequency and phase, to an 
external periodic source. A correlator section could then accept a 
signal, in this case from a pressure transducer, compare it with the 
reference voltage, and then display the amplitude and phase of any of 
the first ten Fourier components of the signal. This was ideally 
suited to the analysis of the pressure signals, and it was only 
necessary to provide synchronisation pulses corresponding to the 
fundamental piston frequency of the pump. The synchronisation pulses 
were obtained from a magnetic pick-up positioned on a disc mounted on 
the pump drive shaft. A number of equi-spaced screws corresponding 
to the number of pistons in the pump were set around the circumference 
of the disc. As the pump shaft rotated, each screw passed the 
stationary magnetic pick-up transducer, producing a signal. A 
conditioning card consisting of a Schmidt trigger and monostable unit 
was used to transform this signal into an accurate square wave 
representing the exact fundamental frequency of the pump. This was 
then used as the input to the Frequency Response Analyser. Great 
care had to be taken in locating the screws on the disc, to ensure 
that the screws were evenly spaced around the circumference. Any 
slight error could lead to the Frequency Response Analyser locking 
into the wrong frequency which would cause scatter in the measured 
results.

The phase of the output of the Frequency Response Analyser was given 
relative to the synchronizing frequency and as displayed corresponded 
to the phase advance of the evaluated harmonic component compared to 
the reference signal. In order to accord with common usage, values 
of phase given in this thesis are quoted as the amount by which the 
measured signal lagged the reference. Also the pressure signals were 
observed by using an oscilloscope.

Since the test involved a considerable amount of experimental data, 
namely the amplitude and phase for each harmonic considered for each 
transducer/charge amplifier unit, a PDF 8E computer was used to control 
the Frequency Response Analyser whilst taking measurements and to print 
out the results in convenient form. The program which was used was 
capable of cycling through five harmonics of each pressure reading, 
averaging a set number of readings at each harmonic, normally five, and 
then automatically switching to the next pressure transducer.
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5.5 Experimental Results

Pressure fluctuations have been measured at the points given in 
Section 5.4 for various termination pipe lengths. The range of 
termination pipe lengths used gave a wide variation in the fluid 
impedance presented at the hose exit. As the ends of the hose were 
fixed mechanically, the only property of the subsequent circuit which 
was relevant to the behaviour of the hose was the effective impedance 
seen at the hose exit. Varying the terminal length of steel pipe 
can therefore be regarded as simulating a wide range of hydraulic 
systems after the hose. The termination pipe lengths were extended 
from a minimum of 1.8 m up to a maximum of 4.5 m for the system with 
one hose, and from 0.20 m to 3.0 m for the system with two hoses.
The increments of pipe lengths were about 20 cm for both tests.
This provided adequate resoltuion of the variations with pipe length 
up to the fifth harmonics of pump piston frequency. Phase measurements 
were referenced to the pulse produced by the magnetic pick-up as given 
in Subsection 5.4.5.

Reults were obtained for the first five harmonics of pumping frequency 
at mean system pressures of 50 bar and lOO bar. The oil temperature 
was kept constant at 30°C during the measurements.

5.6 Prediction of Pressure Fluctuations

A numerical model of the pressure fluctuations in the hydraulic 
circuit used for the experiment was obtained by using the theoretical 
analysis given previously. The numerical model calculates the 
pressure fluctuations at the four points in the circuit corresponding 
to the experimental pressure measurement points. The model was 
developed for tl\e complete system with one hose, and with two hoses 
in series. It gives the predicted pressure in the form of the 
amplitude and phase of each harmonic. The computer program of the 
model is given in Appendix 3.

In order to carry out the calculations, it was necessary to know the 
source flow and source impedance. The effective values of these were 
measured at the first pressure reading point in the test rig shown in
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Figure 5.1. This measurement and that of the termination fluid 
impedance of the valve were made by using the method developed by 
Wing (37) and described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

For these measurements the hoses were replaced by steel pipes.
Pressure fluctuations were measured with 15 different lengths of line, 
using the pressure transducers previously described. The values of 
source flow, source impedance and valve termination impedance which 
were obtained are given in Appendix 3, together with the values used 
for the propagation constant and characteristic impedance of the 
fluid in the pipeline. The latter were calculated using equations
4.1 and 4.5.

In order to see the accuracy of the measured source flow, source 
impedance and valve termination impedance, a comparison has been made 
between predicted and measured pressure amplitudes and phases at the 
four pressure reading points. These points correspond to the entry
and exit ends of hoses in the system with two hoses. Figures 5.13a
to 5.14d show the predicted and measured results for the second 
harmonic of pump piston frequency at 50 bar and 100 bar system 
pressure when the line is all steel.

The agreement between the two results, predicted and measured, is very
good. This indicates that the accuracy of the measured source flow, 
source and termination impedances are very good for the second 
harmonic. Similar results were also obtained for the other 
harmonics.

Having accurately determined the source flow, source and termination 
impedances, the pressure fluctuations in the composite system used 
for experimental work consisting of one or two hoses can be calculated 
either by using the physical properties of the hose and fluid, or 
simply by using the wave properties obtained from resonant tests.
If one wanted to use the physical properties, it would be necessary 
to alter the measured axial and hoop wall stiffnesses of hose, to take 
account of the differences between quasi-static and dynamic conditions. 
The calculated results given in the following section were obtained 
by using the wave properties determined from the resonance tests.
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These values are also given in Appendix 3.

5.7 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Pressure Fluctuations 
With Increasing Termination Pipelength

The experimental results for the two different test configurations are 
shown with the predicted results at 50 bar and ICO bar mean pressures 
in Figures 5.15a to 5.24d. The results are given as amplitude and 
phase of the pressure at the various positions in the circuit against 
the variable termination pipelengths. Crosses show the experimental 
values and solid lines are the theoretical ones calculated by using 
the numerical model. In general the results show very good 
agreement. Figures 5.15a to 5.19b show the results up to the fifth 
harmonic at the entry and exit ends of hose in the test rig with one 
length of hose. Figures 5.l6c and d are the results for pressure 
reading points in the termination pipeline. Although, the agreement 
at the first, second and third harmonics are very good, the agreement 
at the higher harmonics diminishes, as can be seen in Figures 5.18a 
to 5.19b. This is not unreasonable as the wave properties were 
based on measurements at lower frequencies and generally, larger 
amplitudes than those of the higher harmonics. Also non-linear effects 
and the consequent inapplicability of superposition could become 
important when the small amplitudes of the higher harmonics are 
measured in the presence of the larger amplitudes of the lower 
harmonics.

Figures 5.20 a to 5.21d are the results from the same test rig but 
at 100 bar mean pressure. At the higher pressure the hose elastic 
constants, and hence the wave properties were not much different from 
those at the lower pressure, but the source flow, source impedance 
and the termination impedances were different as given in Appendix 3. 
These differences result in higher pressure amplitudes at the 
higher system pressure, as in Figures 5.20a to 5.21d. The amplitudes 
at all pressure points are roughly doubled by doubling the system 
pressure. These results are also in good agreement.

Figures 5.22a to 5.24d are the predicted and measured pressure
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100 bar mean pressures. The hoses used in this system were 
identical and had the same length. Again the agreement is generally 
very satisfactory. Such discrepancies as exist are within the levels 
that might be expected from the accuracy with which the circuit 
properties are known.

5.8 Gear Pump Test Results

As a further verification of the theory and the model, the results of 
earlier tests (41) on a circuit having a 25 mm bore reinforced hose 
have been compared with results calculated using the theory of 
Chapters 2 and 3. In these tests the pump was a Plessey external 
gear pump with a constant displacement of 26.5 cm^/rev. An electric 
motor was coupled to the pump as a prime mover running at a constant 
speed of 1500 rev/min. The gear pump was connected to the entry end of
approximately 2 m length of 25 mm bore double steel braided hose by means
of a further 2.141 m length of the same bore of steel pipe, and a 
restrictor valve was connected to the termination end of the hose by 
means of various lengths of 25 mm bore steel pipe. A further hose was
used as a return line to the tank as discussed previously.

Pressure fluctuations were measured at four positions, namely the pump
outlet, P , either end of the hose, P^ and P^, and at the termination, pump 2 3
^term" The signals registered by piezo-electric pressure transducer/ 
charge amplifier units were analysed in terms of amplitude and phase 
at the first five harmonics of pumping frequency which was 350 Hz.
Tests were performed at a mean system pressure of 50 bar, and an oil 
temperature of 30°C.

The pressure amplitudes and phases at the first and second harmonics 
for the three transducer positions which were at both ends of the hose 
and at the termination section, are shown in Figures 5.25a to 5.26c.
The predicted pressure variations are also included in the figures.
In calculating these, the pump and valve parameters were obtained from 
earlier measurements made by other investigators (19). The method used 
for the measurement was the same as that given in Chapter 4. The steel
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pipe parameters were obtained using equations 4.1 and 4.5. The wave 
properties of the reinforced hose were calculated from the physical 
properties given in Reference 31.

As can be seen from the Figures 5.25a to 5.26c, there is good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical results.

The extent of the agreement obtained in this chapter indicates that 
the theory given in Chapters 2 and 3 is adequate to investigate methods 
of using hoses for the reduction of pressure fluctuations in hydraulic 
systems. This will be the subject of the following chapters.
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6. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF HOW THE WAVE PROPERTIES OF A FLUID 
FILLED HOSE ARE RELATED TO THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE HOSE 
AND FLUID

6.1 Introduction

The wave motion in fluid filled reinforced hoses is governed primarily 
by the wave propagation properties defined in Chapter 2. These are 
namely the two propagation constants, the two modal ratios and the two 
displacement characteristic impedances. Given these quantities, and 
the relevant properties of other components of a complete hydraulic 
system, one can calculate pressure fluctuations at any section of the 
system as explained in previous chapters. One may also derive the wave 
properties of a hose that would be required for effective reduction of 
pressure fluctuations in the system. However, these ideal wave prop
erties may not necessarily correspond to feasible physical properties.
In order to enable improved hoses to be produced, it is necessary to 
relate the wave properties to the physical properties of hoses and the 
contained fluid.

The physical properties of a hose which could effect its dynamic 
behaviour are the axial and hoop wall stiffnesses, E^, E^, and corres
ponding Poisson's ratios v^, v^, the bulk modulus of the inner lining 
B^, the surface density of the hose wall y^, the loss factor of the wall 
n , and dimensions. The density p , and bulk modulus B^, of the contained 
fluid also affect wave motion in fluid filled reinforced hoses.

In the following sections the wave properties are discussed, together 
with the theoretical predictions of the way they are related to the 
physical properties. The physical properties of a typical 25 mm bore 
double steel braid hose are used as a basis, and the effect of 
variations from these values is investigated. This ensures that the 
range of values considered is realistic. For simplicity, fluid 
viscosity is taken as zero when examining the effect of other physical 
properties. Results are calculated at a frequency of 350 Hz. In the 
absence of viscosity results at other frequencies can be obtained by 
noting that the propagation constants and displacement characteristic 
impedances are proportional to frequency and the modal ratios are
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independent of frequency. The effect of viscosity at different 
frequencies is then considered separately.

6.2 Restrictions on Elastic Constants of the Hose Wall

Before going any further, it is necessary to indicate certain relation
ships between the elastic constants which must be satisfied. The 
first restriction is given by equation 2.3 which is known as Maxwell's 
reciprocal theorem. When axial and hoop wall stiffnesses are changed 
the hoop Poisson's ratio may be obtained from this equation for a given 
axial Poisson's ratio.

The second restriction can be determined by considering the axial and 
hoop strains at any point of the hose wall. If we take a small square 
element of hose wall having a unit side and apply stress resultants 
T^ and T^ in the x and y directions, the corresponding strains will be 
given by equations 2.1 and 2.2. The total work done on the element is 
given as follows:

Work done ^  i ^

Substituting equations 2.1 and 2.2 into 6.1, multiplying both side by 
two and combining with 2.3 and rearranging gives

(6.2)

The sum of the work done by all stress components must be positive in 
order to avoid the creation of energy. Thus, the righthand side of 
equation 6.2 must be bigger than zero.

(6.3)

Z  (Work donej
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E
Multiplying equation 6.3 by —  ̂ and rearranging gives the following
condition

The work done by any stress resultants must be positive, so the above 
inequality must hold regardless of what values T^ and T̂  ̂take. The 
lowest value which the righthand side can take is zero. Thus for 
condition 6.4 to hold for any stress resultants we must have

(6.5)
X-

Dividing both sides by and rearranging the condition as

^  / (6.6)

This condition is also given by Jones (45).

6.3 Effects of Elastic Constants of Hose Walls on Wave Properties

6.3.1 Axial and hoop wall stiffnesses

In order to see the effect of the elastic constants of hose walls on 
wave properties, the axial and hoop wall stiffnesses, E^, E^, are 
first varied together, keeping the ratio the same as in the typical 
double steel braid hose. The loss factor is taken as 0.11 and other 
properties are as in Appendix 3.

It is clear that for maximum broadband reduction of fluid borne noise, 
the attenuation constants should be large. As can be seen in Figure
6.1 one of the attenuation constant is substantially greater than the 
other. The transmitted fluid borne noise will then be determined 
mainly by the smaller attenuation constant, as discussed in Chapter 8.
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For an effective reduction of fluid borne noise, the value of the 
smaller attenuation constant must be increased. As shown in Figure
6.1 this can be achieved by making the hoses softer. But in practice, 
hoses with low wall stiffnesses tend to have low mean working 
pressures. Thus, making the hoses expandible is limited by working 
pressure.

The two phase constants vary with wall stiffnesses of hose as shown in 
Figure 6.1. Making the hoses stiffer decreases the phase constants 
for a given frequency. As the wall stiffnesses tend to infinity, the 
phase constant corresponding to the wave with the smaller attenuation 
constant tends to zero, and the other one tends to the phase constant 
for wave motion in a rigid pipe.

Figure 6.2 shows the variation of complex modal ratios with wall 
stiffnesses. As can be seen from the figures the modal ratios are 
mostly real. As stated previously they have opposite signs for each 
wave. Both waves involve significant motion of wall and fluid. The 
positive signed modal ratio means that the fluid and wall move in the 
same direction, whereas with the negative signed modal ratio the fluid 
and wall move in opposite directions.

The displacement characteristic impedances are mostly imaginary. They 
increase with increasing wall stiffnesses, the lower one tending to 
that for a fluid column in a rigid tube, and the other one tending to 
infinity. These are shown in Figure 6.3. In the absence of damping 
the displacement characteristic impedances are entirely imaginary as 
given by equation 2.89. Their variations are the results of the 
variations in phase constants.

The imaginary parts of the modal ratios and the real parts of the 
displacement characteristic impedances are very small as shown in 
Figures 6.2 and 6.3, so they can be neglected in most cases.

The wave properties can also be altered by changing the wall stiff
nesses separately, keeping the remaining properties at the original 
values for the double steel braided hose. For a given axial Poisson's
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ratio there are then limits on the values which the axial and hoop 
wall stiffness can take. This is because the corresponding hoop 
Poisson's ratio may be calculated from Maxwell relation given by 
equation 2.3 and the two Poisson's ratios must satisfy the conditions 
given by equation 6.6. The limitation on the wall stiffnesses can be 
written as

(6.7)
V

The variations of the propagation constants with axial wall stiffness 
and with hoop wall stiffness are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 resp
ectively. The dotted lines indicate the restrictions on the elastic 
constants. Making the hoses softer in the axial direction does not 
increase the smaller attenuation constant as shown in Figure 6.4. It 
can be seen from Figure 6.5 that making the hoses softer in the hoop 
direction increases both attenuation constants. The two phase 
constants show variations with axial and hoop wall stiffnesses 
similar to those of the attenuation constants. These are also shown 
in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.

Axial Poisson's ratio, v^, is another elastic constant which cannot 
be independently varied easily, and the values must be close to 0.5. 
As shown in Appendix 5, if the axial Poisson's ratio differs from 
half there is some change in hose length under pressure, and this is 
unacceptable in practice.

6.3.2 Loss factor

The attenuation constants are directly proportional to the loss 
factor of the hose wall as might be expected. This is shown in 
Figure 6.6. It follows that there will be no change in the ratio of 
the two attenuation constants at different loss factors. The relative 
effects of loss factor is discussed again in the following chapters in 
terms of pressure variations in a typical circuit.

The real parts of the modal ratios and the imaginary parts of the 
displacement characteristic impedances are not effected by loss factor,
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6.4 Cord Extension and Trellissing

The axial and hoop wall stiffnesses of a hose are the obvious ones to 
measure and to use in calculations. However, if one is considering 
how the construction of a hose might be modified in order to provide 
more desirable wave properties, it is helpful to think in terms of 
elastic constants which are more directly related to construction.
Use has already been made, in Chapter 5, of the ooncept of splitting 
up in-plane wall deformations into extensional and trellissing 
components. This is considered in detail here.

The construction of the wall of a braided hose differs from that of 
many other composite materials, partly because of its woven nature and 
partly because of the generally poor penetration of the rubber or 
plastic around the cords. When a hose wall undergoes in-plane deform
ation, it is reasonable to suppose that a number of mechanisms 
contribute to this deformation. The cords may extend. The curvature 
of the cords, resulting from them passing under and over counterwound 
cords, may change. This would be influenced by the bending stiffness 
of the cords and the extent to which the cord cross section is 
flattened. Also, the angle of the cords may change. This may involve 
shearing within the ribbons of cords or rotation of complete ribbons, 
or both. Where adjacent cords are separated by rubber or plastic, 
relative movement can be accommodated by deformation of the intervening 
material. In other cases, there may be sliding accompanied by Coulomb 
friction, evidence of which has been discussed in Chapter 5.

A rigorous derivation of the elastic properties of the hose wall in 
terms of its construction would be extremely difficult, and beyond the 
scope of the present work. Instead, we take an idealised model for 
the structure of the reinforcement and relate the wall properties to 
the constituent parts of this model. Although the features of the 
model may not correspond rigorously with those of the real reinforce
ment, nevertheless the behaviour of themodel gives a very useful 
insight into how the properties of the real hose arise.
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It is reasonable, particularly in the case of steel reinforced hoses, 
to suppose that the tensile stiffness of the reinforcement in the 
direction of either set of cords comes mostly from the effective 
tensile stiffness of that set of cords. The stiffness in one cord 
direction, contributed by the counterwound cords, is likely to be 
small, as also is the stiffness of the surrounding rubber and plastic. 
If this were not so, the cords would not carry most of the stress, and 
the purpose of the reinforcement would be defeated.

In the idealised model, all the cords are effectively considered to 
lie at the mid-radius of the reinforcement. Their tensile stiffness 
is reduced to allow for the effect of the cords straightening out under 
tension in a braided construction. The set of cords would in one 
direction are assumed to contribute no stiffness in the perpendicular 
direction. The cords are assumed to be uniformly spaced out rather 
than grouped into ribbons. At every point where oppositely wound cords 
cross there is assumed to be freedom for relative rotation resisted by 
a rotational stiffness. As previously suggested, there may actually 
be rotation of complete ribbons, as well as rotation of individual 
cords accompanied by shearing or sliding within the ribbon. This is 
accommodated in the model by allowing the resistance to rotation 
between individual crossing cords to take an appropriate value, which 
may be dependent on the resistance to rotation between crossing ribbons 
as well as being dependent on the shear stiffness between the cords 
within each ribbon.

Bearing in mind the above comments, we consider the total strains in 
the axial and hoop directions to be obtained by adding together the 
strains due to extension of the cords in the idealised model and the 
strains due to pivoting at the points where the cords cross. The 
deformation of a hose wall resulting from either actual or effective 
extension of the cords will be referred to as extensional deformation. 
This is the deformation that would occur if the angle between the 
cords were held fixed. The deformation which would occur due solely 
to a change of cord angle if there were no extensional deformation is 
referred to as trellissing deformation since in the model it 
corresponds to the mode of deformation of a piece of pin-jointed 
trellis.
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Extensional elastic constants can be defined as those that would occur
if the cord angle were prevented from changing. The extensional wall
stiffnesses in the axial and hoop directions will be denoted by E andxe
E , and the extensional Poisson's ratios by v and v . Similarly, ye xe ye
the trellissing elastic constants that would occur if extensional
deformation were prevented, will be denoted by E , E , v and vxt yt' xt yt

In the following subsections the extensional and trellissing elastic 
constants are derived in terms of the properties of the individual 
components of the idealised model of the construction of the hose wall. 
This serves to show the relationships that must exist between the 
extensional elastic constants, and between the trellissing elastic 
constants and the cord angle. The overall axial and hoop wall 
stiffnesses can be written in terms of the extensional and trellissing 
stiffnesses. More importantly, using the above mentioned relationships, 
the extensional and trellissing wall stiffnesses can be obtained from 
the overall stiffnesses.

The assumptions implicit in the model, and its range of validity, are 
considered more fully in Subsection 6.4.4 and Appendix 6.

6.4.1 Extensional elastic constants

Consider the radial projections of the centrelines of the reinforcing 
cords on the mid-plane of the reinforcement. In a double braided hose 
we consider each braid separately. It is assumed that the cords are 
equally spaced. Where an adjacent pair of cords spiralling in one 
direction crosses an adjacent pair laid in the opposite direction, a 
rhombus is formed as shown in Figure 6.7. The relationships between 
axial and hoop stress resultants and the corresponding strains can be 
obtained by considering the deformation of such a representative 
rhombus.

In the idealised model of the reinforcement we are considering a 
situation in which there is uniform strain around the circumference 
of the hose and in which the axial strain does not change significantly 
over a length equal to the spacing between adjacent cords. We can
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therefore regard each cross-over point as being pin-jointed. If this 
were not so the translational shearing movement would build up over many 
cross-over points to an impossibly large value. In a real braided 
reinforcement, it is likely that there would be such shearing at cross
over points near the edges of ribbons, due to the ribbons tending 
to rotate as rigid bands. However, this would not build up from
one ribbon to the next, and as already discussed, we can allow for the 
effect in the trellissing stiffness.

Suppose the effective Young's modulus and cross-sectional area of a
cord are E and A where these values allow for the fact that a cord c
may be twisted from many strands, that flattening of the cross-section 
may occur and that in the woven construction of a braid there may be 
some straightening out under tension which will affect the apparent 
strain when the cord length is projected onto the mid circumferential 
plane. The projected distance between cross-over points is The
extensional elastic constants can be evaiiated by requiring the cord 
angle 6 to stay constant.

The axial and hoop stress resultants in the hose wall will cause the 
forces shown in Figure 6.7 to act at the joints; namely

f (6.8)

(6.9)

If, as already mentioned, we assume that the stress gradients are small, 
then adjacent rhombic elements will have approximately the same 
deformation and so no significant in-plane bending moments will be 
exerted across a joint. In the absence of tension in the hose, there 
will be no shear forces in the axial and hoop directions.

The stiffness of a length of cord Z isc

/ -   ̂ (6.10)
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As previously discussed, the tensile stiffness between adjacent 
parallel cords is neglected.

If the extension of the rhombic element in the axial direction is 6 ,X
and in the hoop direction 6^, then the extension of one side, 6^ will be

S  =   ( ___  (6.11)
2  C o S  S-

and we also have the relationship

(6.12)

The total work done in extending the four sides is

Work done = ---/ -------   /
i > /  / /

(6.13)

The work done by the axial and hoop forces, F^, F^; is

work done ^  ( c o s â S ^  J  (6.14)

Equating equations 6.13 and 6.14, and substituting 6.12 gives the 
displacement

2

^ T s / n S ^ c o s ^ â T  S / n / 2 c o s ^ â J  (6.15)

Then strains due to the extension in the cords are

£  =  f  ^  S m â c o s f f ] T  ̂ / _ û - S r n â c a s A \ T  (6.16)I J [fÂ
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and _  f  - e  (6.17)

Comparing equations 6.16 and 6.17 with equations 2.1 and 2.2, it can 
be seen that the axial and hoop extensional wall stiffnesses are 
given by

—  =   E—  S / h â - c o s &  (6.18)

/ (6.19)

V  V . /
(6.20) 

4 ^

and __£g_ =   Mf—  =    ^ s / / ? ^ c o s ^

giving V  z= \ )  —    / (6.21)
^ x e  jff

6.4.2 Trellissing elastic constants

To calculate the strains caused by trellissing flexibility we assume 
that the cords are inextensible, or more precisely, that the sides 
of the rhombus shown in Figure 6.7 do not change in length. Resistance 
to trellissing will come from a number of sources as already discussed. 
There will be shearing of the rubber between adjacent parallel cords in 
each ribbon or within each ply in a multi-spiral reinforcement. Where 
ribbons cross there may be shearing of any rubber between the layers, 
and there will be frictional forces where cords are in contact. In 
the model the simple approach is taken of lumping all these resistances 
together as an equivalent angular stiffness k^ at each cord cross-over 
point. This is adequate for deriving the relationships between the 
trellissing elastic constants and the cord angle, as given below. In 
sinusoidal motion, friction would cause the effective angular stiffness
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to vary with amplitude as discussed in Chapter 5.

If 6^ is the axial extension of the rhombic element, now caused by 
trellissing only, then the relative rotation between the cords at 
each cross-over point, cf)̂, (see Figure 6.8) will be

(6.22)

We can associate one cross-over point with each rhombic element in 
the reinforcement. The work done in relative rotation at this point 
is

Work done = (6.23)^  J 'J

or substituting equation 6.22 into 6.23

<TWork done

Circumferential extension of the rhombic element due to trellissing 
is

Z -  _  (6.25)

The work done by the axial and hoop stress resultants is

Work done = /- (6.26)

or substituting equations 6.8 and 6.9 into 6.26

work done ^ P J (G'??)

Equating equations 6.24 and 6.27 and re-arranging gives the 
extensions of the rhombic element in the axial and hoop directions.
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and hence the strains c , e due to trellissing arext yt

^  ^  (6.28) 
3 /cos A

or ^ ^ ^  T C O S ^ A J  / a / > â - (6.29)

^ ^ ______  (6-30)
2 ̂  s//? ̂-/a/f/9-

or  4 - ^  c o s ^ / j  col 'f i - (6.31)

Comparing equations 6.29 and 6.31 with equations 2.1 and 2.2 the two 
wall stiffnesses resisting trellissing of the reinforcing cords are.

(6.32)/ S//7̂ à"

aos ̂

/
s/n Û-

_ _
4^ 4

(6.33)

Substituting equations 6.32 and 6.33 into 6.34 and re-arranging gives

'd, =   C  (6.35)

A  / =  / a A / '  (6,36)
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6.4.3 Relating the overall elastic constants to extensional and 
trellissing elastic constants

The set of cords running in each direction has been assumed to 
contribute tensile stiffness only in the direction of the cords; the 
resistance to trellissing has been lumped as an angular stiffness at 
each cross-over point. It follows that if the change of cord angle 
and extension of the cords when the hose is deformed are small, then 
the amount of extensional deformation caused by given stress resultants 
is independent of the amount of trellissing deformation which may also be 
present. Likewise,the trellissing deformation resulting from given 
stress resultants does not depend on how much simultaneous extensional 
deformation is taking place. This can be seen from equations 6.16,
6.17, 6.29 and 6.31. These equations can be written as

(6.37)

(6.38)

(6-39)

The total strains in the x and y directions are the sums of the 
corresponding extensional and trellissing strains.

(6.42)

Substituting equations 2.1, 2.2, 6.37, 6.39 and 6.40 into 6.41 and 
6.42, and comparing coefficients of T^ and T^, we obtain
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—  = -J—  ■+ -1— (6.43)
f  4^ 4)

/ _  / , / (6.44)

and ■ =  -ÎÉ- ^  — liL (6.45)
<  4:  c ,

We also have the following relationships. From equations 6.18 and 6.19

= /  (6.46)
4a

and from equations 6.32 and 6.33

= ^ o c n ^ â -  (6.47)

For normal hoses 9 is close to the neutral angle, which is 54° 44 , 
and the ratio in equation 6.47 can be taken as 4. Equations 6.43,
6.44, 6.46 and 6.47 then enable the measured values of axial and 
hoop wall stiffnesses to be split into their extensional and 
trellissing components. Table 6.1 gives the wall stiffnesses due 
to extension and due to trellissing for different types of hoses. 
These are calculated from the measured values of their overall wall 
stiffnesses given in Table 5.1. An important result can be seen 
from Table 6.1, namely that trellissing flexibility is high in the 
spiral wound construction. The double braid nylon hose with rubber 
lining is the most extensible one.
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6.4.4 Determination of relationships between extensional and trellissing 
elastic constants by using the theory of laminated composite 
materials

In the previous subsections the relationships between extensional and - 
trellissing elastic constants have been derived. The same relationships 
can also be determined by using classical lamination theory (45) . This 
helps to provide a clearer indication of the range of validity of the 
approximations that have been made. The theory is directly applicable
only to spiral wound reinforcement. However, the simple idealised
model that we have taken for a braided hose, as well as for a spiral 
construction, is amenable to the theory if we think of the cords wound 
in the two directions as separate laminae.

Consider one such lamina in which all the cords are parallel. Denoting 
the direction of the cords by suffix 1 and the perpendicular direction 
in the lamina by suffix 2, the relationship between the tensile stress 
resultants T^, T^, the shear stress resultant T^^, and the corresponding
tensile strains e 
following form.

1' and shear strain may he written in the

I

«

2 /

O a

£2

!Z

(6.48)

Let the tensile wall stiffnesses of the lamina be h. and h E^, 
defined as tensile force per unit width per unit tensile strain; let 
the shear wall stiffness be h and let the corresponding Poisson's
ratios for the lamina be and
equation 6.48 are

Then the matrix elements in

Q.= (6.49)
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{ / -  ^2 q , )  ( / -

‘̂ 2=
0 -  U )

<?.= C

(6.50)

(6.51)

(6.52)

Consider a lamina in which the cords lie at angle 6 to the axial
direction of the hose. Equation 6.48 can be transformed to give the
force-strain relationships in the axial and hoop directions. Using
subscripts x and y to denote these directions, the tensile stress
resultants T (0), T (0) and the shear stress resultant T (0) in the X y xy
single lamina will be given by

> 4 ? ; '

_  /

Ty(^)

n

1
y

yrtj

(6.53)

where

q / â )  =  ûcosâ-^2(Ç ^^^2Q ^^'jsln&cos&^Û ^£}nl9' (6.54)

(6.55)

(6.56)
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€r4*=/^,-q-2/?̂ )sJ&cosâ+(ç,̂  - j5,>>l9caŝ(̂ (6.58)

)  (6.59)

We are concerned only with in-plane forces and strains. We assume 
that the curvature of the reinforcement does not change and therefore 
we can take the strains in the two laminae making up the reinforcement 
to be the same. This is equivalent to the assumption made previously 
that the points where counterwound cords crossed could be considered 
pin-jointed; it is justified, as before, if the strains do not change 
appreciably over a distance equal to the cord spacing.

Since the reinforcement is made up of two laminae with equal and 
opposite cord angles, the total stress resultants in the hose wall 
will be given by

4' €44+€44* €
/ €44̂ €4€ 4 (6.60)

4 €44̂ €44/ C44.C44 4

It can be seen from equations 6.57 and 6.58 that

(6.61)

(6.62)
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so the coupling between tensile and shear forces and strains 
disappears in an antisymmetric angle ply laminate. All the other 
matrix elements are even functions of 6, so we have

€ 4 4  € 4 4

€ 4 4  4 4 4

Inverting equation 6.63 we obtain

>  1r

r =
a

€
(6.63)

" 4 '

=
5

€
(6.64)

where

€  = -

€ 2 =

^22 -

€
7)2

(6.65)

(6.66)

(6.67)

Comparing equation 6.64 with equations 2.1 and 2.2 it can be seen 
that

/ £

€  _
4 4

4 °'
2 1

(6.68)

(6.69)

(6.70)
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Combining equations 5.54 to 5.59 and 6.65 to 6.70 we obtain

4 :

/

4

Equations 6.71 - 6.73 may be written as follows :

(6.71)

(6.72)

(6.73)

<
(6.74)

75)
4  4

4

(6.76)
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For a cord angle of 45°, the expressions within the { } brackets in 
equations 6.74 to 6.76 are zero. This is not the case when the 
cords lie at the neutral angle 6^, for which

^  (6.77)

In the previous analysis of the wall strains into extension and 
trellissing, it was assumed that the effective tensile stiffness in 
the direction of each set of cords was caused almost entirely by the 
cords running in that direction. The classical lamination theory 
used in the present subsection enables this assumption to be viewed 
in a somewhat different and more precise manner. For each individual 
lamina, or ply, we make the following assumption

(6-78)

Using equations 6.49 to 6.51 this becomes

(6-79)

As discussed earlier, the stiffness of each ply transverse to the 
cord direction must be much less than the stiffness in the direction 
of the cords. This is necessary in order to ensure that in each 
cord direction the forces in the wall are taken by those cords rather 
than by the rubber or plastic between the cords of the counterwound 
ply. Also, the Poisson's ratio for a single lamina in the
direction of the cords will lie somewhere between the value for the 
cords and the value for the surrounding matrix in a simple cord 
reinforced material (45). Even if the braiding is taken into account 
the effective Poisson's ratio is not likely to be much higher than that 
of the cord material. Condition 6.79 is therefore likely to be
reasonably true for most hoses. If this is so, the expressions in the 
{ } brackets in equations 6.74 to 6.76 can be neglected, even when the 
cords are at the neutral angle rather than at 45°.
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Neglecting the expressions in the { } brackets enables the equations 
to be written in the following form.

— — =  -----   f -----5------------ -2— 5-- (6.80)

= _________ zL__ .y____ , (6.81)
4jr X22

 L +- ---- - °-A -------------------------- (6.82)

If shear of the individual plies were prevented (Q_^ °°) only the56
first terms in equations 6.00 to 6.82 would be present. This would 
mean that there would be no change of angle between the cords and 
deformation would be due only to apparent cord extension. Likewise, 
if cord extension were prevented (Q^^ °°) , only the second terms in
the equations would be present, and deformation would be due only to 
trellissing, as previously defined. Equations 6.80 to 6.82 are 
therefore equivalent to equations 6.43 to 6.45, and it can be seen that

^  ^ (6.84)

^  ^  - / a n â -  (6.86)
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y . =  / (6.87)

\ / =  (6.88)

The ratios of E to E , E to E and the values of the ye xe yt xt
extensional and trellissing Poisson's ratios are the same as those 
obtained by the previous method of analysis.

The actual errors involved in neglecting the expressions in { } 
brackets in equations 6.74 to 6.76 depend on ^12 as well as on

E2
4  °12—  and V . Taking a value of 0.25 for v ,  -- is likely to12 12 E^
range from 0.4 downwards as the reinforcement becomes more anisotropic.
Based upon these values, Appendix 6 gives an indication of the likely
magnitude of the errors for different ratios ^2, together with the

corresponding values of ---  as calculated from equation 6.83 and 6.85.
^xe EComparison of these values with the values of xt in Table 6.1 suggests

E

that for steel reinforced hoses the ratio — - is of the order of 0.1,

so that the errors involved in specifying the elastic constants of 
the hose wall by extensional and trellissing wall stiffnesses are of 
the order of 20%. This is not a large error when compared with
the general variability of properties typically exhibited by cord- 
rubber composites. For hoses with more extensible cords, particularly 
the very highly expandible nylon reinforced hoses, the errors become 
larger. These errors apply to the values of the extensional and 
trellissing wall stiffnesses given in Table 6.1, which provides an 
explanation, in addition to experimental error, for why the values of 
\ t  for the nylon hoses are higher than would be anticipated from
^xe E^
consideration of --- We can assume that the transverse stiffness of a

ply will not be greater than the stiffness along the cords. If —  is
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taken to be as high as 0.5 for the nylon hoses, the value of axial 
wall stiffness calculated from the extensional and trellissing 
stiffnesses will be approximately 20% too low, and the hoop wall stiff
ness 50% too high (for *̂ 12 = 0.4) . The biggest error is in Poisson's

^2
ratio. Clearly for such highly expandable hoses the concept of 
extensional and trellissing deformation can only be used as a guide to 
behaviour, and not in a precise way.

6.4.5 Amount of extensional and trellissing deformation in each wave

It is useful to know the relative amounts of extensional and trellissing 
deformation associated with each of the two types of wave motion that 
occur. In order to do this, suppose that the ratio of hoop to axial 
strain in a wave is S.

From equation 6.17 we have the following relation

^  =  / (6.89)
4 .

and from equations 6.29 and 6.31 we have

/

For the neutral angle of cords equation 6.90 gives

4  _  /

(6.90)

(6.91)

Combining equations 5.41, 6.42 and 6.89, 6.91 and also considering 
the ratio of the total hoop and axial strains, S, we obtain the 
following relations.

In the axial direction we have.

(6.92)
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4
f  s

(6.93)

and in hoop direction we have

_ É _  =
4
4  _

4 ,s (
///_ ^3 ( 6  ̂,

(6.94)

(6.95)

The ratio of hoop to axial strain S can be obtained from equations
2.97 and 2.98. If we first consider wave 1 the equations 2.97 and
2.98 are as follows ;

(6.96)

A (6-97)

Combining equation 2.3 with 6.96 and 6.97 and also putting 2
(see equation 2.75), and re-arranging gives

I

(6.98)

(6.99)

Taking the ratio of equation 6.99 to 6.98 and re-arranging gives

(6.100)
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Similarly for wave 2

2 Î L / A
(jJ(j^Hz^

î WAWrA
5 = __L__Z____________Y________ (6.101)

The ratios of hoop to axial strain together with the ratios of e /s ,xe X
Exf/^x ^ye^^y' are given in Table 6.2. The calculations
have been made by using the measured physical properties given in 
Table 5.1 and the modal ratios which were obtained from the measured 
physical properties.

Equation 6.100 is very sensitive to the values of physical
properties. For example 5% decrease in the value of the outer radius
of the lining gives about 17% decrease in e /e in Table 6.2. Asye y
can be seen from the cross-sections of the hoses given in Figures 1.2
to 1.5, the accuracy of the measurements of the outer radius of the
lining cannot be higher than 5%; in fact it may be lower for some
hoses, as in the case of the single braid steel hose in Figure 1.3.
The sensitivity of equation 6.100 is particularly high for the
nylon braided nylon lined hose, and a very small error in the values
of any of the physical properties gives a very high error in
and £ /e . This accounts for the negative value of £ /£ inye' y ^ ye y
Table 6.2. In fact, as previously discussed, the concept of 
extensional and trellissing deformation cannot be applied with rigour 
to the nylon hoses because the high extensibility of the cords evident 
in their measured properties mean thatcondition 6.79 is becoming less 
valid. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suppose that the general 
conclusions about extensibility and trellissing obtained from the hoses 
with less extensible cords, can still provide a useful pointer to the 
behaviour of the nylon hoses.

The fact that emerges from the figures for the different hoses given 
in Table 6.2, is that wave 1 mostly involves extension and wave 2 
mostly involves trellissing.
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6.4.6 Effect of extensional and trellissing elastic constants on 
wave properties

Keeping the cord angle unchanged one can vary the extensional and 
trellissing wall stiffnesses separately to see their effect on the 
wave properties. The relations given by equations 6.43, 6.44 and 
6.45 enable the corresponding overall wall stiffnesses and Poisson's 
ratios to be determined, from which the wave properties can be 
calculated.

Figures 6.9 to 6.12 are the theoretical plots showing how the wave 
properties are affected by the extensional and trellissing elastic 
constants. The dotted lines indicate the values of wall stiffnesses 
for the typical steel braided 25 ram bore hose. The loss factors for 
both extension and trellissing are taken to be 0.11.

As the ratio of trellissing to extensional wall stiffness is increased, 
the error involved in neglecting the expressions in { } brackets in 
equations 6.74 to 6.76 tends to increase,as shown in Appendix 6.
For this reason the curves shown in Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.13 and 6.15 
become invalid at low values of extensional wall stiffness.
Similarly, the curves shown in Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.14 and 6.16 
become invalid at high values of trellissing wall stiffness. At 
these extremes the concept of extensional and trellissing wall 
stiffnesses could only be used if the cord angle were close to 45°.
For this reason the comments which follow are based on the behaviour 
of the various curves in the region of the typical steel braided 
hose, where extensional and trellissing elastic constants specify 
the elastic behaviour of the hose wall with reasonable accuracy.

Figure 6.9 shows that making the cords more extensible increases the 
smaller attenuation constant. Figure 6.10 is the corresponding 
plot of the variations of modal ratios with extensional wall stiffness. 
In contrast to decreasing the extensional stiffness. Figure 6.11 shows 
that decreasing the resistance to trellissing increases only the 
higher attenuation constant; the lower one, which dominates the wave 
propagation, gets smaller. The variations of modal ratios with 
trellissing wall stiffness are given in Figure 6.12. In both cases 
the phase constants show similar variations to the attenuation
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constants. Comparison of Figure 6.9 and 6.11 shows that wave 1 is 
mostly affected by extensional stiffness whereas wave 2 is affected 
mostly by trellissing stiffness.

Energy losses in a hose are also the result of the two different 
deformation mechanisms, i.e. extension and trellissing of the cords. 
Experimentally, there is no way to obtain separately the loss 
factors due to extension and due to trellissing deformation. 
Nevertheless, it is useful to split up the loss factor theoretically 
into its extensional and trellissing components. Figures 6.13 and 
6.14 show the variations of attenuation constants with extensional 
and trellissing wall stiffnesses for different loss factors in 
extension and in trellissing. Again the dotted lines indicate the 
values of axial wall stiffness corresponding to the typical 25 mm 
bore double steel braided hose. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 are 
discussed in relation to overall attenuation of pressure in a system 
in Chapter 8.

S eFigures 6.15 and 6.16 show the variations o f   with axial

wall stiffnesses due to extension and due to trellissing. As in 
Table 6.2, it can be seen that wave 2 consists mostly of trellissing, 
and that there is much more extensional deformation involved in wave 1 
As might be expected, the amount of extensional deformation in both 
waves increases if the extensional wall stiffness is decreased or if 
the trellissing wall stiffness is increased.

6.5 Effect of Diameter of Hose on Wave properties

If the diameter of the wires or cords, and the number of cords per 
unit circumference of hose wall are the same for different diameters 
of the same types of hoses, one would expect that the elastic 
constants of the walls should be similar. In this case it is useful 
to know the effects of hose diameter on wave properties.

Inspection of cross sections of different diameters of hoses shows 
that the thickness of the reinforcement and outer cover do not change 
with diameter, but the thickness of the lining does. As the mid radius 
of the reinforcement is varied, the outer and inner radii of the lining
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and the surface density of the hose typically vary according to the 
relations given below:

r^ = - (0.002, - 0.9 r:

r^ = - (0.002 - r)

= ( 6. + 762.4 r)

Figures 6.17 and 6.18 are the plots of the variations of wave 
properties with mid-radius of reinforcement assuming the above 
relationships. As can be seen from the figures, it is mostly wave 2, 
that is affected by hose diameter. This is the wave which has the 
higher attenuation constant.

6.6 Effects of Remaining Physical Properties on Wave Properties

6.6.1 Surface density of hose wall and density of fluid

The effects of the surface density of a hose and the density of the 
fluid on the propagation constants are shown in Figures 6.19 and 6.20 
respectively. As can be seen from the figures, the bigger attenuation 
constant increases with increasing surface density, but the smaller 
attenuation constant is not changed very much with density of hose or 
density of oil as in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. As one might expect the 
phase constant corresponding to the bigger attenuation constant is 
proportional to the surface density of the hose wall and the density 
of the fluid as shown in figures

6.6.2 Bulk modulus of hose lining and fluid

As one would expect, the effects of the bulk modulus of the hose 
lining and the bulk modulus of the fluid on wave properties are 
similar. Figure 6.21 shows the variation of attenuation and phase 
constants with bulk modulus of the oil. As can be seen from the 
figure, for a wide range of bulk modulus of the oil there is very
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little change in the attenuation and phase constants. The bulk
modulus of the hose lining also shows a similar variation in the
attenuation and phase constants. During the investigation of hose
behaviour in circuits the bulk modulus of the hose lining has been

9 2taken as a typical value of = 1.2 x 10 N/m . This is reasonable 
since the effect of bulk modulus on wave properties is not 
significant.

6.7 Effect of Viscous Friction on Wave Properties

Figure 6.22 shows the variations of attenuation constants with 
frequency. The solid lines are the results when viscous friction 
is neglected, dotted lines are the results when viscous friction is 
allowed for. It can be seen from the figure that the attenuation 
c onstants are directly proportional to frequency when viscous friction 
is neglected, but that this is not the case when viscous friction is 
considered. As stated in previous chapters, the attenuation constant 
corresponding to the wave with the negative signed modal ratio is the 
one mostly affected by viscous friction, and this effect increases 
with increasing frequency.

Real parts of modal ratios and imaginary parts of displacement 
characteristic impedances are not affected by viscous friction.
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7. REDUCTION OF PRESSURE FLUCTUATION BY TUNING

7.1 Introduction

It has been shown that the theory of Chapters 2 and 3 can be used to 
predict successfully the pressure fluctuations in hydraulic circuits 
containing hoses. This theory is now used to investigate how hoses 
can be most effectively deployed to reduce pressure fluctuations. The 
conclusions are then checked experimentally.

As discussed in Chapter 1, methods of reducing pressure fluctuations 
can be grouped into two basic categories which may be labelled 
reactive and resistive. The former implies that energy is prevented 
from leaving or reflected back to the source; in the latter case 
energy is dissipated by some damping mechanism, which in a hose is 
mostly the damping associated with deformation of the walls. The use 
of a hose in a resistive manner is considered in the next chapter.
This chapter is concerned with its reactive use.

If one is relying on a reactive mechanism to block the flow of energy 
from the source into the rest of the system, then standing waves are 
likely to be set up, and the behaviour is likely to be dominated by 
resonances. This implies that performance will be good at some 
frequencies and bad at others. Clearly this is a disadvantage, 
particularly in the case of hoses because their properties cannot be 
accurately controlled and are to some extent dependant on the mean 
pressure in the system and on temperature. This means that accurate 
tuning to remove pressure fluctuations at particular frequencies is 
practically very difficult. Nevertheless, it is important to 
investigate the possibilities in this respect.
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7.2 Possibilities of Tuning For Reducing Pressure Fluctuations

Unless the damping is very high, the pressure fluctuations in any 
circuit will exhibit resonant behaviour. This is true regardless of 
whether there are any hoses in the circuit. The resonance frequencies 
depend on the properties of the various components and on the line 
lengths. If excitation is from a fixed speed pump or hydraulic motor, 
and therefore is at a limited number of discrete frequencies, one 
method of controlling the pressure fluctuation is to modify line 
lengths so as to avoid resonance. In principle at least, this can 
always be done for one frequency component, and it may be possible to 
arrange for several frequency components to miss resonant frequencies 
depending on which harmonics are present in the excitation.
McCandlish, Edge and Tilley (19) have shown that in a system 
containing only a pump, steel pipeline and valve, there can be a 
difference of 5 or more to 1 in pressure amplitudes between a 
resonant and non-resonant pipe length. When a hose is included this 
ratio is likely to be reduced because of the greater damping, but it 
is clear that overall tuning of any circuit can be beneficial. In 
carrying out such tuning, the theory of Chapter 3 can be employed. 
Although the properties of the circuit components may not be known 
with great precision, the theory can still be helpful in deciding the 
general direction in which modifications to the line lengths should 
be made. The main, and often very important, limitation on the 
utility of the technique is the variability of the operating 
conditions, this being a limitation on everything proposed in this 
chapter.

So far we have considered overall tuning of a complete circuit. This 
is applicable to any low damping circuit, with or without a hose, and 
the reduced pressure amplitudes at antiresonance can be thought of as 
resulting from destructive interference between forward and reflected 
waves. However, in the special case of a hose, there is a further 
possibility of destructive interference since there are two separate 
forward travelling waves and two reflected waves. In the next 
chapter, where non-reflecting conditions are considered, results are 
shown which demonstrate interference between the two forward waves in
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a hose. In this chapter we wish to see whether this effect can be 
utilised under conditions in which attenuation of the waves due to 
damping is small, that is to say, in a comparatively short length of 
low damping hose.

Suppose such a hose is mechanically fixed at both ends and has a 
source of pressure fluctuation at a particular frequency at one end.
We want to know whether it is possible for both the pressure 
amplitude and the flow amplitude to be zero at the other end. For 
fluid in a rigid pipe it is only possible for the pressure amplitude 
at the end to be zero if the fluid impedance presented at the 
termination by the subsequent downstream circuit is zero. Then the 
flow will not be zero. Similarly, an infinite termination impedance 
would give no flow but a finite pressure amplitude. In the following 
section it is shown that for a hose it is possible to have both zero 
pressure and zero flow amplitudes or, put another way, it is possible 
to have zero pressure amplitude at the end regardless of the term
ination impedance. This is only exactly true for a hose without any 
damping and the effect of increasing amounts of damping is investigated 
subsequently.

The significance is that if both pressure and flow can be made zero 
at the end of the hose, no energy is transmitted to the downstream 
circuit and the hose acts as a hydraulic silencer. Since the effect 
is basically due to interference between the two forward waves, it can 
be achieved either by modifying the physical properties of the hose in 
order to alter the relative wave speeds, or by adjusting the length of 
the hose. Clearly the latter is the simpler method. It follows then, 
that in the absence of damping, the length of a hose can be chosen so 
as to block the transmission of particular frequencies. Furthermore, 
the length required is independent of the remainder of the hydraulic 
circuit. Tuning of the hose is therefore distinct from the overall 
tuning of the circuit mentioned earlier, although it will be seen 
further on that this becomes less true with increasing damping.
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7.3 Conditions under which a Hose will completely block Transmission 
of Pressure Fluctuations

Suppose we have a hose of length £, which is fixed at both ends, 
and that the upstream conditions can be represented by a source 
flow and a shunt fluid impedance at a frequency o). We want 
to see whether a closed form algebraic solution can be found for hose 
lengths which would give zero pressure and flow amplitudes at the 
downstream end of the hose. There would then be no pressure
fluctuation in the subsequent circuit. The conditions for this
to happen may be derived as follows.

As in Chapter 2 the axial fluid motion u, the axial wall motion w, 
and the pressure p, at distance x along the hose are given by 
equations 2.49 to 2.51 and the complex amplitudes are given by
equations 2.60 to 2.62.

The constants to are obtained by using the boundary conditions. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, one of these comes from the equivalent 
source flow and source impedance at the hose entry. Two further 
boundary conditions are obtained from the assumption of no axial 
motion at each end of the hose. Two more boundary conditions are 
obtained from the requirement that the pressure amplitude and the 
flow amplitude should be zero at the exit end of the hose. Then 
the boundary conditions are :

.  € %  <7.1)

U/fo) =  <2 (7.2)

iX/f/j =  à  ■ (7.3)

= 0  (7.4)

= 0  (7.5)

Hence, the following five equations can be written by substituting 
equations 2.61, 2.62 and 2.86 into 7.1 to 7.5
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-h (7.6)

Y- f  /f-4 ^ (7.7)

yvêi: y. 4/(9^  +  =^2 -h *2 ^ 3  ~f~ 2
(7.8)

(7.9)

,-jy è f /
'^1; .Y = 2 (7.10)

Equations 7.7 to 7.10 can be satisfied either by putting the 
constants to equal to zero, which would not satisfy equation 7.6, 
or they may be satisfied by non-zero values of the constants if the 
determinant of the coefficients is zero. Equation 7.6 can then be 
satisfied by appropriately scaling the constants. Putting the 
above determinant equal to zero gives.

• r Y f *,

=  0 (7.11)
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The solution of equation 7.11 gives the following condition which 
includes the hose length £ and the wave properties of the fluid 
filled hose.

^  _  ^ 4 ) /  (7.12)

In general, this condition will not be satisfied. However, for 
the special case of a hose with no damping it can be satisfied by 
choosing suitable values of hose length £, and the lengths required 
depend only on the properties of the hose, and do not depend on the 
properties of the upstream and downstream components. Under the 
assumption of zero damping, equation 7.12 becomes the following very 
simple real expression.

^  <7.13)

The solution £ - O is a special case for which it is impossible to 
scale the resulting to so as to satisfy equation 7.6. This 
is shown in Appendix 7. If $ 2  any integer multiple m of 3^, a 
similar situation arises when

2 L  =  i7/7;/7// , a/)u/n/eapr \ (7.14)

other solutions of equation 7.13 give the required hose lengths for 
the conditions of zero pressure and flow amplitude at the exit end.
For this idealised situation of an undamped hose, these lengths
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therefore eliminate pressure fluctuations and flow in any downstream 
circuit.

The lengths which satisfy equation 7.13 are practically quite 
reasonable. For example, using the wave properties of a 10 mm bare 
double steel braid hose but with the damping put equal to zero, the 
lengths which would block a pressure fluctuation at 350 Hz and 50 bar 
mean pressure are 0.79 m, 1.514 m and 2.3 m. However, these values 
do vary somewhat with mean pressure as shown in Table 7.1 so that very 
precise tuning would not be possible if circuit conditions were 
varying.

Since all real hoses introduce damping, the situation represented in 
equation 7.13 cannot be realised exactly. When damping is present 
there is no value of hose length which exactly satisfies equation 7.12 
because all the parameters are then complex except the hose length 
which is the only variable we are considering. It is not possible to 
find a solution which will satisfy the real and the imaginary parts of 
the equation by changing a single parameter. It is reasonable to 
anticipate, however, that at least for very small amounts of damping 
the tuned lengths, as calculated above might give minimum pressures. 
This is investigated numerically and experimentally in the following 
sections.

7.4 Effect of Tuning the Hose Length when Damping is Included

As previously mentioned, unless the damping in the hose is zero, there 
will always be some pressure or flow at the downstream end even if an 
optimum length has been chosen. This implies that the conditions in 
the hose are influenced by the subsequent downstream circuit. The 
benefits of tuning the hose length then need to be considered in 
relation to the effects of overall tuning of the complete circuit.

In order to investigate, for a typical hose with damping, the effects 
of tuning the hose length and the effects of tuning the remainder of 
the circuit, the configuration described in Chapter 5 is considered. 
The circuit consists of an external gear pump, 25 mm bore steel pipe.
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25 mm bore double steel braided hose and a terminating pipe and valve. 
By using the mathematical model of this system, the effects of tuning 
on the pressure amplitude at the exit end of the hose have been 
investigated theoretically.

Experimental measurements have also been made using both the above 
circuit and the other circuit described in Chapter 5 in which the bore 
is 10 mm and an axial piston pump is the pressure source. In the 
latter case the hose used had a single steel braid. Both the 10 mm 
bore single braid hose and the 25 mm bore double braid hose showed 
similar behaviour. High damping hoses have not been tested since 
their potential for tuning is less.

7.4.1 Theoretical investigation of tuning

Figures 7.1 to 7.4 are calculated results for the 25 mm bore circuit 
that has just been described. They show the variation in pressure 
amplitude at the downstream end of the hose as the terminating pipe 
length is varied. The properties of double steel braid hose have 
been used, the loss factor being 0.11. The length of hose for curve B 
is 0.816 m. This is the shortest of the tuned lengths given by 
equation 7.13, so that if the damping in the hose were zero, this 
length would give no pressure or flow amplitude at the downstream end 
at the assumed excitation frequency of 350 Hz. Curve A is for a hose 
length of 1.75 m which is well away from any of the tuned lengths. The 
hose is assumed to be mechanically fixed at both ends.

The curves are calculated for four different fluid impedances terminating 
the downstream steel pipe, as indicated on the four figures. The 
influence of the terminating impedance can be seen by examining equations 
3.27 and 3.28 and by noting that, as far as changes in the circuit 
downstream of the hose are concerned, only the impedance presented 
at the end of the hose is relevant. If the reflection coefficient 
at the end of the steel pipe is written in terms of its magnitude and 
phase cj)̂, and if damping in the steel pipe is neglected, which is 
reasonable, then equation 3.27 can be written
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It can be seen that altering the phase of the reflection coefficient 
has the same effect as changing the pipe length. Since the effect 
of different pipe lengths is shown in Figures 7.1 to 7.4, it is only 
necessary to consider real values of the reflection coefficient.
With damping in the steel pipe neglected, its characteristic 
impedance is real, so a real reflection coefficient is obtained 
by making the terminating impedance real, as can be seen from 
equation 3.28. Furthermore, the full range of possible magnitudes of 
the reflection coefficient namely from zero to one, can be achieved 
by allowing the terminating impedance to range upwards from a value 
equal to the characteristic impedance of the steel pipe. At the 
bottom of this range, when the termination and characteristic impedances 
are equal, the downstream circuit is equivalent to an infinite pipe with 
no reflection. This is the restricted situation common considered when 
comparing the merits of different types of silencers. There is then 
no variation of pressure amplitude at the hose exit when the downstream 
pipe length is varied; the pressure amplitudes for the tuned and 
untuned lengths of hose can be read from Figure 7.5 curve 3. As the 
termination impedance is increased above (or decreased below) the 
characteristic impedance of the downstream pipeline, the variation 
of pressure amplitude with pipe length increases, as shown in 
Figures 7.1 to 7.4.

A number of observations can be made about the curves. For any given 
circuit downstream of the hose, the tuned length of hose always gives 
lower downstream pressures than the untuned length. The actual 
amount of pressure reduction brought about by tuning the hose length 
according to equation 7.13, does, however, depend on the downstream 
circuit. If it is very resonant as a result of strong reflections, 
tuning of the downstream circuit has a big influence on the pressure 
amplitudes, as might be expected. Appropriate tuning of the downstream 
circuit can give very low pressure amplitudes at the hose exit, although 
the flow amplitudes may then be large. Under these circumstances, a 
tuned length of hose gives little benefit. However, this condition only
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occurs over a narrow range of pipe lengths. At other pipe lengths
the tuned length of hose is very beneficial. In Figure 7.4, for
example, the tuned hose length gives a maximum reduction of more than 
6 to 1 compared with the other length chosen. In the case of the 
reflectionless termination, for which no tuning of the downstream 
circuit is possible, the tuned length of hose gives a reduction of 
pressure amplitude of approximately 2 to 1 in comparison with the 
untuned length. Although, as shown below, more highly damped hoses 
show less variation of pressure between tuned and untuned lengths, 
calculations with higher levels of damping still show the same 
general pattern.

Figures 7.1 to 7.4 only show two different hose lengths. In order to 
see what happens at other hose lengths when damping is introduced 
into the hose, Figure 7.5 to 7.8 are plotted. They show the variation 
of pressure amplitude at hose exit as the hose length is changed, again 
using the properties of double steel braid hose. The curves in 
Figure 7.5 are for a reflectionless terminating steel pipe. Curve 1 
is for no damping in the hose; curve 3 is for the measured loss 
factor ; and curve 2 and 4 are for half and three times this loss
factor. The hose lengths at which curve 1 drops to zero are the
solutions of equation 7.13 and are therefore independent of the 
downstream circuit. The variations of exit pressure with hose length 
are reduced as the damping is increased, as would be expected, but the
first solution of equation 7.13 still gives a minimum for the level of
damping typically present in a steel reinforced hose. This has been 
anticipated in the previous figures. The pressure amplitude is also 
low near the third solution of equation 7.13 but the effect is not so 
pronounced, presumably because the longer hose dissipates more energy. 
On the other hand, at the second solution, damping causes the pressure 
amplitude to rise to the point where a minimum becomes no longer 
discernable. At higher solutions damping has progressively more 
effect, and tuning correspondingly less benefit, as can be seen in 
Figures 8.1 to 8.4.

The effect of other fluid impedances at the end of the hose is shown
7.6 to 7.8, in this case only for a loss factor of 0.11. When
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comparing amplitudes on one curve with those on another, it must be 
remembered that if the entry impedance of the downstream circuit is 
low, then even though the pressure amplitude at hose exit may be 
small, the flow amplitude may give high pressures elsewhere. However, 
for any given downstream impedance, the variation of exit pressure with 
hose length is a measure of the effect of the hose throughout the down
stream circuit.

It can be seen that all the curves show a minimum close to the first 
solution of equation 7.13. This would therefore be the length for 
which to aim if tuning were to be attempted in a fixed frequency 
application. Even though accurate tuning might not be possible, a 
hose length close to this optimum would give the best chance of avoiding 
the high peaks shown, for example, in Figure 7.5, curves 1 and 2, Figure 
7.7, curves 1 and 2, and Figure 7.8, curves 1 and 2. The second 
solution is clearly of no value when damping is present in the hose.

The minima in Figure 7.4, at which the tuned length of hose shows little 
advantage, correspond to the curves for low terminating impedance in 
Figure 7.6. On these curves there is a wide range of hose lengths 
which give an exit pressure amplitude virtually as low as that at the 
minimum corresponding to the first tuned length, and lower than the 
pressure at the third solution. However, even with this termination, 
the length of hose given by the first solution of equation 7.13 is as 
good as or better than other lengths.

The higher solutions of equation 7.13 can be regarded as longer hose 
lengths or higher operating frequencies, because the phase constants 
are proportional to frequency for given physical properties. However, 
the attenuation constants similarly tend to increase with frequency, 
so reducing the effect of tuning. Noting also that the successive 
solutions are not, in general, harmonically related, the idea of 
tuning out several harmonics of a disturbing frequency does not seem 
promising.

As mentioned earlier mean pressure alters the tuned length. In 
Table 7.1, when mean pressure is changed from 50 bar to lOO bar, the 
tuned length increases by about 14%. If we assume that the same
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increase occurs for 25 mm bore hose the tuned length at 100 bar mean 
pressure would be 0.93 m. It can be seen from Figures 7.5 to 7.8 
that, even with practical amounts of damping, such a change can in some 
cases cause a significant increase in pressure amplitude compared with 
the minimum value. It can also be seen that the lower amplitudes 
theoretically obtainable with less damping would be nullified by such 
changes of tuning with pressure. Clearly, variability of operating 
condition is a limitation to tuning.

7.4.2 Experimental work on tuning

In order to see experimentally whether the tuned lengths of hose given 
by the solutions of equation 7.13 always give minimum pressure 
amplitudes, some measurements have been made using the two different 
test rigs and instrumentation described in Chapter 5. All the 
experimental work described in this section was performed at the 
same conditions,namely 50 bar mean pressure and 30°C oil temperature.

The first experiments were carried out by using the rig that consisted 
of a gear pump discharging into a composite system of 25 mm bore 
double steel braided hose terminated by a length of steel pipe and 
a restrictor valve. The ends of the hose were attached to large 
masses and the hose was supported by foam rubber pads as in Chapter 5. 
It was also ensured that there was no extra tension and twisting in 
the wall of the hoses.

The dynamic pressure levels were measured for the first harmonic of 
the gear pump tooth frequency by using the frequency response analyser 
locked to a signal from the pump drive shaft as before. The 
measurements were taken at four different sections, namely the outlet 
of the pump, both ends of the hoses, and at the end of the termination 
steel pipe.

The tests were carried out for two different lengths of termination 
steel pipe. They were 25 mm bore, 1.65 m and 1.95 m long. These 
two different pipe lengths with the same restrictor valve 
effectively provided two different fluid impedances at the exit ends 
of the hoses.
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The second test rig consisted of an axial piston pump connected to a 
steel block as explained in Chapter 5. This time the steel block 
was connected to the termination valve by means of a 200 mm of 10 mm 
bore steel pipe, 3 m length of 10 mm bore single, steel braided hose 
and a longer length of 6 mm bore terminating pipe which was slid into 
the hose with a plug on it. The plug had an outer diameter equal to 
the bore of the hose and inner diameter equal to the bore of the 
termination pipe. The plug was 30 mm long and was welded on to the 
pipe end. The termination valve was connected to the tank via 
flexible hose as before.

Sliding the termination pipe into the hose enabled the length of the 
test hose to be varied from zero to 2.97 m, using 50 mm increments.
The hose-pipeline arrangement was supported by clamping onto 50 x 50 mm 
square section tubes as shown in Figure 7.9. This supporting 
structure consisted of two tubes parallel to each other, and a longer
tube between them. The longer tube was free to move with the 
terminating pipe and valves on it. Both ends of the 3 m length of 
flexible hose were clamped onto the ends of the parallel tubes as 
in the figure. The clamping arrangement used at the terminating end 
of the hose also enabled the central square section tube to be clamped 
to the others after the length of the test hose had been adjusted.
The supporting structure and the steel block before the test line 
were isolated from the floor by means of vibration isolation pads.

The short circuit was also used before the hose entry having a 
restrictor valve near to the main line as shown in Figure 7.9. This
short circuit ensured that the test line gradually filled with oil when 
the pump started to discharge into the system. During the measurements 
this valve was kept closed.

These tests were also performed for two different lengths of termination 
pipe, which were 4.08 m and 5.08 m long. Dynamic pressure levels were 
measured at two positions, namely at the entry end of the hose and in 
the terminating pipe as shown in Figure 7.9, by using piezo-electric 
pressure transducers and charge amplifiers as in Chapter 5. The 
transducers were mounted in transducer mounting blocks as before.
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7.4.3 Discussion of experimental results

Figures 7.10 to 7.13 are the plots of pressure amplitudes as a function 
of hose lengths. The solid tines are the calculated results and the 
crosses are experimental observations. The calculated results were 
obtained by using the system parameters which were determined as 
discussed in Chapter 4. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 are the results from 
gear pump test rig at the first harmonic of the pumping frequency,
(i.e. 350 Hz), for two different lengths of terminating steel pipe.
Figures 7.12 and 7.13 are the results from the axial piston pump test 
rig at the second harmonic of the piston frequency (also 350 Hz), for 
two different lengths of terminating pipe.

It can be seen from the figures that the predicted and measured
results are in good agreement for the 10 mm bore rig in which the
single steel braid hose was used. Agreement is also generally 
reasonable for the 25 mm bore rig incorporating the double steel braid 
hose. In both cases the uncertainty in the hose properties is 
sufficient to account for the discrepancies.

For both hoses, and in each case for both terminating impedances at 
their exits, the first and third solutions to equation 7.13 give 
minima in the curves, whereas the second solution does not. This 
supports the theoretical conclusions described earlier.

The benefit of using a tuned length of hose in a system can also be 
seen by comparing Figure 5.13d with Figures 5.16d and 5.23d. Figure 
5.13d shows pressure amplitudes in a system consisting of the 
previously mentioned axial piston pump, a steel pipe, and a termina
tion valve. Figures 5.16d and 5.23d are the results of the same system 
with one tuned length of double steel braid hose and two tuned lengths 
of the same hose in series respectively as described in Chapter 5.
These results are at the second harmonic of the piston frequency and 
at 50 bar mean pressure. All the figures correspond to the same 
measurement point in each system, which is the exit end of the second 
hose in the system with two lengths of hose as shown in Figure 5.1.

Comparison of Figure 5.13d with Figure 5.16d shows that using a tuned
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length of hose in the system decreases the pressure amplitude by 
about 50%. When two tuned lengths are used in the same system 
the pressure amplitude decreases by about 75% as shown in Figure 5.23d 
Comparison of Figures 5.14d and 5.21d which are the results at 100 bar 
mean pressure corresponding to Figure 5.13d and 5.16d also gives the 
same conclusion as above.
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8. REDUCTION OF PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS BY ATTENUATION

8.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter a hose may be used either reactively 
or resistively to reduce pressure fluctuations. The resistive effect 
of a hose can be seen from Figures 8.1 to 8.4 which show the effect of 
different lengths of hose in a typical circuit on the pressure 
amplitudes at the entry and at the exit of the hose. The results are 
calculated as previously for the second harmonic pressure fluctuation
of the piston pump that was used in the experimental work described
earlier. The pump is assumed to be connected to the hose by a 0.13 m
length of steel pipe, and a further 2.0 m length of steel pipe connects
the end of the hose to a restrictor valve. The ends of the hose are 
taken to have no motion. Hose properties are based upon those of 
10 mm bore, double steel braid hose but with loss factors of 0.18 and 
0.27 for Figures 8.1 and 8.2 respectively. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 are 
similar but with the wall stiffnesses reduced by 25%.

The overall attenuation with hose length that is superimposed on the
resonant variation of pressure amplitude is mainly due to damping in 
the hose walls with some contribution from fluid viscosity. It is 
this overall attenuation which is investigated in this chapter.

The reduction of pressure fluctuations by tuning that was considered 
in the previous chapter effectively implied working at one of the
minima near the left hand side of Figures 8.1 to 8.4. It can be seen
that with the loss factors used to plot these figures, lower pressure 
amplitudes can be achieved at the end of the hose by using a reasonably 
long length then by using a short tuned length. More importantly, 
utilising the damping in the hose walls by having a longer length of 
hose means that tuning is no longer required. Pressure fluctuations 
can be reduced over a wide frequency range and performance is not 
sensitive to operating conditions.

In the calculations used to obtain Figures 8.1 to 8.4, hose length 
appears only in the form of a product with the propagation constants
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(Equations 2.62 and 3.33). As discussed in Section 2.2, the prop
agation constants tend to be proportional to frequency. The 
variations shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.4 therefore depend primarily on 
the product of hose length and frequency. Thus overall attenuation is 
seen to be particularly effective at high frequency where shorter 
lengths of hose are adequate to achieve the effect. Increase effect
iveness of high frequency has also been reported by Heron and 
Hansford (6) and Hope (4 6) •

8.2 Theoretical Considerations

If we have a long length of hose with sufficient damping, the two 
forward travelling waves from the source end will be substantially 
attenuated and will have decayed to small values before being reflected 
back to the source. Consequently there will be very little interaction 
between forward and backward waves over most of the hose and the 
conditions can be described as non-resonant. However, no matter how 
much attenuation is present, the pressure at the end of the hose will 
be affected by the amount of reflection, even though the pressure at 
entry may not. The reflection will depend on the particular boundary 
conditions. For complete positive reflection, the termination 
pressure will be doubled; for complete negative reflection the 
incident and reflected waves will cancel out. In practice, terminations 
will be somewhere between these two extremes. In order to examine the 
attenuation produced by the hose itself, it is assumed that the 
termination gives no reflection.

We can now look at the reduction in pressure amplitude along a length 
of hose in a circuit, in the absence of the resonant maxima and minima 
shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.4. Equations 2.61 and 2.62 apply and in the 
absence of reflected waves they become

(8-1)

(8.2)
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The two constants are obtained from the boundary conditions.
If the pressure amplitude at the entry of the hose is at frequency 
0), and if we assume no axial wall motion as we have done before, then 
at X = O

= =  0 (8.3)

= ^ p , K ^  — Ç  (8.4)

These give the two constants as

^ (8.5)

K = / - ------ — -----  (8.6)

If the length of the hose is £, then using equation 8.2 and substituting 
equations 8.5 and 8.6 the pressure amplitude at the exit end of the 
hose is given by

?
where

2  A /4  =    (8.8)
2^^ _  2^2.

(8.9)4 =
2 p2 a/, —

If phase is measured relative to the inlet pressure of the hose, P^ 
becomes real. Normally, the imaginary parts of and will be very 
small so the approximation is made that and are also real. The 
propagation constants y ^ and can be written as (a^ + j 3ĵ ) and 
(a^ + where and are the attenuation constants and and
^ 2  are the phase constants as explained in Chapter 2. The pressure 
variation at the end of the hose P£, is then given by:

^  I  (8.10)
f  / f  /
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which, using equation 8.7, becomes

(9 ' cos^cu/_/9 / )

^ C 0 5 ^ / _ ! ? / J  (8 .11)

If £ were replaced by x, equation 8.11 would also give the pressure 
variation at any distance x along a hose of greater length, because a 
reflectionless termination has been assumed.

is the proportion of the inlet pressure amplitude which forms 
wave 1, and is the proportion of the inlet pressure amplitude which
forms wave 2. The exponentials represent the decay of amplitude of 
each wave, and (6^ - is the phase difference between the two
waves at the termination of the hose.

As the length of the hose is increased, there is a proportional increase 
in this phase difference. The effect of this is to superimpose a 
periodic variation on the decrease of outlet pressure amplitude with 
increasing hose length. A similar variation occurs with increasing 
frequency, since the phase constants 6^ and 6^ are frequency dependent. 
The effect will only be significant when the two waves have comparable 
amplitudes at the hose outlet.

Apart from the periodic variation with length or frequency the 
attenuation achieved by a hose will depend on the values of the 
attenuation constants for each wave, and the relative amounts of each 
wave present at the hose inlet.
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8.3 Attenuation Measurement

Measurements of attenuation of longitudinal waves have been carried 
out on all common types of hose construction. The rig used was the 
one described in Chapter 5 for measurements on 10 mm bore hoses, 
namely a Reyrolle axial piston pump connected to a heavy steel block 
via a bent steel pipe, with the test hose connected between the block 
and a restrictor valve. The block and valve were both attached to 
square section steel tube so that axial motion of the ends of the 
hose was largely eliminated. As in previous tests,hoses were 
supported along their lengths by 50 mm thick soft foam rubber pads, 
arranged at intervals of roughly 0.5 m, so that the hoses were 
virtually unconstrained. Also it was ensured that there was no axial 
tension or twisting in the walls of the hoses tested when they were 
pressurised. For these tests, 3.85 m length (excluding the end 
fittings) of 10 mm bore hose were used so as to give greater 
attenuation than in the previous tests.

The harmonic components of the pressure fluctuations at the inlet and 
outlet of the hoses were measured up to the tenth harmonic of the 
pump piston frequency (1750 Hz) by using the instrumentation and the 
Frequency Response Analyser locked to a signal from a magnetic pick
up on the pump as discussed previously. In order to compare 
different types of hose construction measurements were carried out at 
the same pressure which was chosen as 50 bar to avoid over stressing 
the textile hoses, and the same oil temperature of 30°C. The measured 
values of inlet and outlet pressures of different types of hose are
shown in Figures 8.5 to 8.14. In the figures the pressure amplitudes

5 2are given in decibels relative to 0.15 x lO N/m

As can be seen from the figures, at the higher harmonics, the 
attenuation in all the hose constructions was sufficient to prevent 
resonance effects substantially distorting the results. At these 
frequencies the ratio of outlet to inlet pressure amplitude can there
fore be regarded as reasonable measure of the attenuation due to 
damping and viscous losses in the hose, particularly if the results 
at a number of frequencies are averaged.
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8.4 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Attenuation

Figure 8.15 compares measured and calculated attenuations obtained for 
the range of hose constructions listed in Table 8.1. The measured 
attenuation is the ratio of the pressure amplitudes at each end of 
the 4 m lengths of hose, averaged for the seventh, eigth and ninth 
harmonics of the pumping frequency to minimize the error due to the 
effects of the reflected wave from the termination. The calculated 
attenuation is obtained by putting wave properties derived from 
resonance tests into equation 8.11. The resonance tests were carried 
out as described in Chapters 4 and 5 over the range 50 Hz to 300 Hz. 
The wave properties at 1400 Hz, the average frequency of the 
attenuation measurements, are calculated by assuming that the elastic 
properties of the hoses do not change over that frequency range.
With this assumption the wave propagation constants and displacement 
characteristic impedances are proportional to frequency,and the modal 
ratios are independent of frequency, if the small effect of fluid 
viscosity is neglected.

It can be seen from Figure 8.15 that the values calculated from 
resonance measurements are in reasonable agreement with the directly 
measured attenuation. There is some discrepancy on the nylon braided 
rubber hose. The explanation is probably that the pressure amplitude 
at the end of this hose was so low that much of the apparent signal 
obtained from the transducer was spurious noise.
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8.5 Mechanism of Attenuation

Using equation 8.11 it is possible to see how the differing amounts of 
attenuation arise. Table 8.1 gives the values of , L ^ , and 
for the hoses tested. Imaginary parts of are very small and
have been neglected. Except for the nylon reinforced hoses, is 
greater than • This means that the entry pressure is composed 
mostly of wave 1, which is the wave with the lower attenuation 
constant . Since for these hoses the other wave starts with a lower 
value and decays more rapidly with distance along the hose, the overall 
attenuation is entirely dominated by the smaller attenuation constant. 
This is small in the case of the steel reinforced hoses, being 
smallest for double steel braid construction and four ply spiral 
steel hose. It is much larger for the textile reinforced hose, which 
consequently provides considerable attenuation, albeit with a very low 
working pressure.

The attenuation constants are also high for the two nylon reinforced 
hoses, but in this case attenuation is enhanced by the fact that more 
of the entry pressure is contained in wave 2, which has the higher 
attenuation constant. The high expandable nylon reinforced rubber 
lined hose combines a high proportion of wave 2 with very high 
attenuation constants and consequently gives exceptionally high 
attenuation even though it has a higher working pressure than the 
textile hose. The nylon braided hose with nylon lining does not give 
quite as much attenuation as the nylon braided rubber lined hose, but 
it has a higher working pressure. The effectiveness of the nylon 
reinforced hoses in attenuation of fluid borne noise has also been 
reported by Hughes and Sanders (52) and Crook and Heron (47).

The effect of the phase difference in equation 8.11 is negligible in 
most cases since one wave predominates. It is, however, discernable 
in the measured pressures at lower harmonics for the nylon braided 
nylon lined hose, where the two wave amplitudes are comparable. This 
effect can be seen in Figure 8.14.
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8.5 Influence of the Elastic Properties of the Hose Walls on Attenuation

It is useful to relate attenuation, not just to the wave properties, 
but to the elastic constants of the hose walls. Although the most 
obvious way of specifying these is in terms of the axial and hoop wall 
stiffnesses, more insight is obtained by relating attenuation to the 
extensional and trellissing wall stiffnesses defined in Chapter 6. In 
particular, this provides a more direct link with the construction of 
the hose, and therefore gives a guide to how constructions might be 
changed to improve attenuation.

It has been seen from equation 8.11 that attenuation depends on the 
attenuation constants and on the proportions of the entry pressure 
which go to form the two waves in the hose. The effect on the 
attenuation constants of varying the extensional and trellissing wall 
stiffnesses has already been looked at in Chapter 6, Figures 6.9 and
6.11 . The points to note are that for given extensional and 
trellissing loss factors, decreasing the extensional wall stiffness 
increases the smaller attenuation constant and it is therefore 
beneficial in increasing overall attenuation. In contrast. Figure
6.11 shows that decreasing the trellissing wall stiffness increases 
only the higher attenuation constant; the lower one, which is likely 
to dominate the overall attenuation, gets smaller. Trellissing 
flexibility is therefore unhelpful for increasing overall attenuation.

The effect of different loss factors in extension and in trellissing 
on the attenuation constants has also been shown in Chapter 6, 
Figures 6.13 and 6.14. As can be seen from the figures, for given 
values of the stiffnesses of the hose increasing either the extensional 
or the trellissing loss factor increases both of the attenuation 
constants, and therefore higher attenuation would be achieved. For 
typical hoses the trellissing loss factor has a much bigger effect on 
the attenuation constants than the extensional loss factor.

The other consideration which is relevant is the proportion of the 
entry pressure which forms the lesser attenuated wave. Figure 8.16 
and 8.17 show the ratio of the lesser to the more attenuated wave at
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hose entry, L^/L^/ plotted against the extensional and trellissing wall 
stiffnesses. It can be seen again that decreasing the extensional wall 
stiffness is beneficial, whereas decreasing the trellissing wall 
stiffness is not.

Thus making the cords more extensible or decreasing the extensional 
wall stiffness in any other way has the double benefit of increasing 
the smaller attenuation constant and decreasing the proportion of the 
entry pressure which forms the lesser attenuated wave. It is therefore 
an effective way of obtaining higher attenuation. Increasing the 
trellissing wall stiffness has a somewhat similar effect, as can be 
seen from Figures 6.11 and 8.17, but in this case the amount of 
attenuation which can be achieved is not as high as can be obtained by 
decreasing the extensional wall stiffness. The variation of the 
ratio of trellissing stiffness is not very big at higher
values of trellissing stiffness of the hose walls as shown in Figure 
8.17. It can be seen from Figure 6.11 that the variation in the 
smaller attenuation constant is also not large and, in addition, at 
high trellissing stiffnesses the other attenuation constant drops to 
the point where it becomes the lower of the two. This other wave then 
dominates so that the overall attenuation might be expected to decrease 
at very high trellissing stiffnesses.

In order to see more directly the effects of extensional and trellising 
wall stiffnesses on the attenuation of pressure amplitudes in a circuit, 
an investigation has been made by calculating the pressure at the exit 
end of 20 m length of hose. The ratio of termination pressure to entry 
pressure is shown in Figures 8.18 and 8.19 for different loss factors 
in extension and in trellising. In the calculations, the source was 
taken to be the gear pump which has been described earlier and which 
has a fundamental frequency of 350 Hz. The hose length gives 
sufficient attenatuion for reflected waves to be negligible.

It can be seen from the figures that decreasing the extensional wall 
stiffness decreases the pressure ratio for given extensional and 
trellissing loss factors and that very high attenuation can be 
achieved with the typical loss factors shown, provided that the 
extensional wall stiffness is sufficiently low.
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Increasing the trellissing wall stiffness also decreases the pressure 
ratio as shown in Figure 8.19, but this is a less pronounced effect, 
and only occurs up to a certain value of trellissing stiffness, 
beyond which the pressure ratio increases. The trellissing wall 
stiffness at which the pressure ratio is a minimum corresponds 
closely to the value at which the two attenuation constants cross over 
in Figure 6.11.

Both extensional and trellissing loss factors are seen in Figures 
8.18 and 8.19 to be beneficial in providing attenuation but the 
trellissing loss factor has by far the greater effect.

The foregoing conclusions are in agreement with what was anticipated 
from consideration of the attenuation constants and the ratios of the 
two waves at hose entry.

It is now possible to understand the behaviour of the different 
practical hose constructions tested, in terms of their wave properties 
and construction. It can be seen from Table 6.1 that the extensional 
wall stiffnesses are high for all the steel reinforced hoses giving 
low values for one attenuation constant (ie. a^) and making that wave 
form most of the inlet pressure as shown in Table 8.1. As a result of 
this all the steel reinforced hoses give low attenuation as in Figure 
8.15. The cords are more extensible in the textile and nylon 
reinforced hoses (see Table 6.1), the extensional wall stiffness for 
nylon braided rubber hose being approximately one thirtieth that of 
the double steel braided hose. As can be seen from Table 8.1 the high 
expandability of the cords for textile and nylon hoses gives higher 
values for and a lower proportion of the inlet pressure amplitude 
forming the lesser attenuated wave. This results in high attenuation 
as in Figure 8.15. The high expandibility of the cords appears to be 
main influence, since the loss factors are not very different.

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that the spiral wound hoses have very low 
axial wall stiffnesses compared with corresponding braided hoses. The 
values for the steel spiral wound hose is the lowest of all the steel
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reinforced hoses tested. The axial wall stiffness for the textile 
spiral wound hose is also the lowest of all the low pressure hoses 
tested. It is reasonable to suppose a direct relationship between 
axial wall stiffness and bending stiffness of the hose as a beam. It 
would therefore be expected that spiral wound hoses should give low 
transmission of transverse bending waves, and this has indeed been 
observed (32) for the steel spiral wound hose. However, the ratio of 
hoop wall stiffness, E^, to axial wall stiffness, E^, is high and, 
correspondingly, hoop Poisgon's ratio, v^, is also high. This 
implies that most of the flexibility in a spiral hose is due to 
trellissing. This is why the extensional wall stiffness of the spiral 
steel hose shown in Table 6.1 is comparable with those of the braided 
steel hoses. It is the trellissing wall stiffness which is lower than 
for all the other steel reinforced hoses and this has been shown 
earlier to reduce the lower attenuation constant and increase the 
proportion of that wave, thus reducing the amount of overall atten
uation achieved. Thus, despite being a good isolator of bending 
vibrations, spiral steel reinforced hose is very poor at attenuating 
pressure fluctuations.

8.7 Effect of Temperature and Pressure on Attenuation

Experimental measurements were made of the effect of temperature and 
pressure on the attenuation in different types of hose. The measured 
results given in Figure 8.20 are the ratios of the pressure 
amplitudes at the outlet and inlet of a four meter length of hose in 
the rig previously described. As in Figure 8.15 values are averaged 
for the seventh, eighth and ninth harmonics. They show that there is 
very little change in attenuation with temperature for double steel 
braid hose, but there is a slight reduction in attenuation for a nylon 
hose with increasing temperature.

The measured attenuations for different mean pressures are given in 
Figure 8.21. The results show again that there is little change in 
attenuation for double steel braid and multi-spiral hoses whereas 
there is a slight reduction in attenuation for nylon with increasing 
pressure.
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8.8 Effect of Curvature on Attenuation

All the results given so far in this chapter have been for hoses in 
which the centreline was straight. However, most practical hydraulic 
systems consist of curved hoses rather than straight ones. It is 
therefore necessary to look at the attenuation effect of hoses when 
they are not straight, so that, the results are of general applicability

Experimental work was carried out on three different types of hose 
construction using basically the same test rig and test conditions as 
before. Four metre lengths of hose were used, the mean pressure was 
50 bar, and the temperature of the oil was 30°C.

In these experiments the test hose was suspended above the floor 
using rubber bands. Dynamic pressure levels were measured and analysed 
up to the tenth harmonic of pumping frequency as previously described. 
The tests were carried out, first, when the test hose was straight, 
and then repeated for centreline curvatures of 0.5, 2.0 and 4.0 rad/m 
for each hose. In each case a circle was drawn on the floor and then 
the hose was matched with it. The measurements were taken in random 
order.

The measured values of attenuation (ie. ratio of outlet to inlet 
pressure amplitude) for the first ten harmonics of pumping frequency 
are given in Table 8.2. The values show that there is no significant 
change in attenuation with curvature at the higher frequencies.

The values of pressure attenuation at lower frequencies, ie. in the 
resonance region, show some differences with curvature. This is in 
agreement with the findings of Longmore and Stammers (9) which showed 
that resonant frequencies were modified slightly by curvature when 
this was sufficient to give a large angle change in the direction of 
the hose centreline over one wavelength. At higher frequencies this 
condition did not hold because wavelengths were shorter and so the 
effect of curvature would be expected to be less.
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9. INFLUENCE OF THE MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE AT EACH END OF THE HOSE AND 
EXCITATION OF THE PIPEWORK BY AXIAL FORCES IN THE HOSE

9.1 Introduction

Pressure fluctuations in hoses are coupled to axial motions of the 
hose walls, and consequently, there will be associated fluctuating 
tensions along the hose. At each end of the hose these will appear as 
fluctuating axial forces acting on the adjacent pipework and end 
fixings. It is important to investigate the significance of these end
forces for a number of reasons.

In previous chapters we have considered how a hose may be used to 
reduce pressure fluctuations from a pump or other source, so that these 
fluctuations will not excite vibration and consequent airborne noise 
in the rest of a circuit. However, it has not so far been established 
that the conditions for giving a low pressure fluctuation at the 
circuit end of a hose, will necessarily result in a low end force 
fluctuation. One could therefore imagine a situation in which the 
reduction in excitation of pipework by pressure fluctuation was offset 
by excitation from this fluctuating end force.

Consideration of end forces and motions also enables the isolation 
achieved by a hose to be viewed in a wider context. One could take 
the input at the source end to be both a fluctuating pressure, and
vibration of the end fitting. In most practical situations, lateral
vibration and rotation about a transverse axis will be transmitted as 
bending waves along the hose which can be considered separately (9).
A longitudinal input, however, can be incorporated as a boundary 
condition on the equations of Chapter 3 in just the same way as a 
source flow and source impedance. Calculation of the axial force 
acting on the pipework at the other end of the hose then provides a 
measure of the mechanical isolation given by the hose in the long
itudinal direction. It may be noted that, because of the high degree 
of lateral isolation achieved by even a short length of hose (32, 33), 
longitudinal transmission is probably the more important in practice.
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Quite apart from any input motion due to such factors as pump vibration, 
there will always be some axial motion of the ends of a hose caused by 
the axial end forces generated by the pressure fluctuations in the hose, 
and the fact that the fixings cannot be completely rigid. These end 
motions could, in turn, influence the pressure fluctuations. It is 
necessary therefore, to check the validity of the approximation made 
when calculating pressures in earlier chapters, namely that there is no 
axial motion at the ends of the hose, by considering the effect of 
finite mechanical impedances at each end.

9.2 Total Axial Force at the End of a Hose

In evaluating the force exerted on the pipework at the end of a hose, 
it is necessary to give some consideration to the force exerted
directly by the fluid pressure, as well as to the axial tension in the
hose wall generated by the pressure. Under static conditions, the 
tension will be equal and opposite to the product of the pressure and
the pressurised cross-sectional area, so that the resultant force
exerted by the fluid filled hose on the adjacent fluid filled pipe will 
be zero. Under dynamic conditions this is not necessarily so. Further
more, it is then necessary to distinguish between the force acting on 
the pipework and that acting on, and accelerating, the fluid.

Suppose the hose is connected to a straight pipe of the same bore 
followed by a right angled bend. The axial force acting on the 
straight pipe will then be the resultant of the axial tension at the 
end of the hose and the pressure acting over the area at the bend, 
which in general will be different to the pressure at the end of the 
hose. There will also be an equal perpendicular force at the bend, 
and further forces at any other bends in the pipe. Similarly, at any
changes in section of the pipe there will be forces acting on it
equal to the product of the pressure and the change in area. The 
forces exerted on the pipework by the fluid pressure are clearly 
dependent on the piping arrangement. In trying to draw general 
conclusions about the effect of hoses, one cannot therefore combine
the hose tension with the force due to the pressure at the end of a
hose in a simple way.
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In this chapter, the end force is considered in two ways. On the one 
hand the force due only to the tension in the hose wall is evaluated, 
on the assumption that forces exerted by the fluid will be dealt with 
separately. It is however, necessary to include the force due to the 
pressure acting over the area of lining. This is because the bore of 
the pipe to which the hose is connected will normally correspond to 
the inner diameter of the hose lining rather than to the diameter of 
the reinforcement. So the total force acting on the hose end is the 
difference between the axial tension in the reinforcement and the 
force in the lining due to pressure. Using the same notation as 
previously, the force at the end at which x = £, is therefore given 
by

where 2//

4=YrirV

Combining equations 2.95, 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3 and rearranging gives the 
total axial force at the end of the hose as follows.

(9.2)

(9.4)
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The t e r m s  and ^ ' X u / ^ p 2 in equation 9.4 represent the
effect of the axial motion of the lining relative to the reinforcement 
These terms have a very small effect on the total force. For example, 
in the 10 mm bore double steel braid hose at 350 Hz they contribute 
about 1%. We can therefore'simplify equation 9.4 by neglecting the 
above terms. The total force is then given by

In addition, when examining the influence of the mechanical impedance 
at the ends, the force which would act on a closed ended hose is 
evaluated. Tliis would be a good approximation to the axial component 
of the force acting if either a bend in the pipe or a nearly closed 
valve were very close to the end of the hose. This force is given by

4 =  <  m  -  4 ^  -  4  m  <9-6)

or similarly neglecting the terms representing lining motion;

,,„M . _ 7/7,
%

At the end of the hose specified by x = O, the corresponding forces 
may be obtained by replacing £ by zero in the above expressions.
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9.3 Effect of Hose Length on the Axial Wall Tension at the End

In Chapter 8 the pressure amplitude at the end of the hose in a simple 
circuit was calculated for varying lengths of the hose. The results 
were given in Figures 8.1 to 8.4 for two different hose wall loss 
factors and two different wall stiffnesses. In each case the ratio of 
axial to hoop wall stiffnesses was the same. The corresponding 
calculated values of the amplitude of the wall tension at the end of 
the hose are given in Figures 9.1 to 9.4. The calculations were 
carried out in the manner described in the previous section, assuming 
no motion at the ends of the hose.

Comparing corresponding plots of pressure and tension, it cap be seen 
that there are significant differences in the resonant region. Some 
hose lengths give minimum pressure amplitudes and low tension amplitudes 
but in general minimum pressures and minimum tension do not correspond. 
If, therefore, one were fitting a tuned length of hose into a circuit 
in order to minimise pressure fluctuations, it might be necessary to 
take additional steps to avoid undue excitation of the downstream end 
support by the fluctuating tension. The requirements with regard to 
mechanical impedance of the end support are discussed in later 
sections.

The other feature which can be seen clearly in the plots is the overall 
attenuation with length. If this effect is used to reduce pressure 
fluctuations in the downstream circuit, then the tension fluctuations 
will also be reduced. The extent to which the amplitude of the wall 
tension at the end of the hose is reduced in this way is investigated 
in the following sections.
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9.4 Reduction of Axial Stress Resultant by Attenuation

Making the same assumptions as were made in Chapter 8, equations 2.61 
and 2.93 become, in the absence of reflected waves

,9.8)

—  — —<Kr _
(9.9)

The constants K^, are obtained from the boundary conditions. At 
X = O

(9.10)

T { 0 ) = M , ^  =1" (9.11)

The amplitude of the axial tension at the end of the hose T^ is then
given by

V  4 ?  (9-12)

where

 =-- ---—  (9.14)

Substituting equation 2.95 into 9.13 and 9.14 and again neglecting the
t e r m s , ̂ ' X .  ( j / , and putting = — — —  (i = 1,2) the following
equations will be obtained. ^
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where is the proportion of the axial tension amplitude at the hose
inlet which forms wave 1, and the proportion which forms wave 2.

If phase is now measured relative to the tension at entry end so that 
becomes real and if we assume and to'be real, the variation

of axial tension at the exit end of the hose t^, is given by

(9.17)

^  4 ^  (f ̂ c o s /) (9.18)

Equation 9.18 shows that, at the end of a hose, the axial tension due 
to each of the waves decays with increasing hose length in the same 
way as the corresponding pressure. However, the relative contributions 
of the two waves at the entry of the hose differ when considered in 
terms of tension instead of pressure. The values of and are
given in Table 9.1 for the same hoses as were quoted in Table 8.1. It 
can be seen that at hose entry the lesser attenuated wave is the 
predominant one for all the hose construction. Because of its lesser 
attenuation, this wave will predominate even more at the hose exit.

As for and in Table 8.1, the imaginary parts of and are
small and have been neglected. It can be seen that the tension at 
entry is the difference between the tension due to one wave and the 
compression due to the other.

It has been assumed here, as in previous chapters, that there is no 
mechanical excitation of the hose. The entry end is assumed fixed, 
the excitation coming from the fluid. The extent to which fluctuating 
axial tension are significant therefore depends on the entry stress 
resultant produced by a given entry pressure. If the amplitudes are 
T^ and P^, then equations 9.10, 9.11, 8.3 and 2.75 give

' 2Tr J ' ■ ‘ ztr I (9.19)
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The values of this expression are given in Table 9.1, again neglecting 
the small imaginary part. It can be seen that the axial stress 
resultant produced by a given entry pressure is higher for the spiral 
wound hose constructions.

9.5 Effect of Non-Rigid End Supports: Theory

The importance of the axial force generated at the end of a hose is 
due to the fact that the adjacent pipes are not completely rigid. If 
they were, the end forces would be irrelevant. The higher the axial 
mechanical impedance of the points to which the hose ends are 
connected, the less the likely hood of the end forces exciting 
unacceptable vibration of the pipework. This is something to be 
borne in mind when designing pipe layouts.

However, since the axial mechanical impedance at each end of a hose 
will never be infinite, there will be some axial motion. This, in 
turn, is likely to have some influence on the pressure fluctuations in 
the hose, and indeed, on the end forces. In this section we investigate 
the effect of pressure fluctuations of the mechanical impedances at 
each end of the hose, and in particular we determine how large the 
impedance has to be before the lack of rigidity can be neglected.

The difficulty of incorporating the forces directly exerted on the 
pipework by the fluid when trying to deal with general circuits, has 
been discussed in Section 9.2. Clearly, a proper calculation of the 
motion of the end of a hose would have to take into account the 
dynamic fluid forces exerted at all the bends and constrictions in the 
subsequent pipework, and use these as the input to a dynamic model of 
the distributed mass and stiffness of the structure. Instead of doing 
this, we want only to view the pipework as presenting a mechanical 
impedance and a fluid impedance at the end of the hose. We therefore 
take the force exerted by the hose on the pipework to be given by 
either equation 9.5 or equation 9.7. The general nature of the 
conclusions drawn for these cases are likely to be applicable to 
others.
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Suppose we have a hose of length £ with a source of pressure fluct
ation at frequency w at one end, represented by a flow amplitude
and shunt fluid impedance Z , and at the other end a terminal fluids
impedance Z^. These provide two boundary conditions as in Chapter 3.
Now, however, the other two boundary conditions are given not by the
axial wall motion being zero, but by there being axial mechanical
impedances Z.. and Z,, at the source and termination ends of the hose.M N
We therefore have the following equations relating the complex 
amplitude of the axial force to the complex amplitude of the velocity 
at each end of the hose.

- j c u  i ^ o )  =  O  (9.20)

(9.21)

We consider first the case represented by equation 9.7 where the f o r c e  
acting on the pipework is taken to be due to the tension in the hose 
wall and the pressure at the end of the hose. Substituting equation 
9.7 into the above equations, and using equations 2.61, 2.62 and 2.93 
to put T^, P and W in terms of the constants to K^, we obtain

(9.22) 

‘̂ .23)

where

/-_ / A /  A Z-.’l (9.24)

Thus, the four boundary conditions from w h i c h t o  can be determined 
may be written.
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< Û

0

(9.26)

< 0

If we now consider the case represented by equation 9.5 where the 
force exerted by the hose on the adjacent pipe is assumed to be due 
only to the tension in the hose wall, similar equations may be derived 
except that in this case we have

< -

<r=/2

(9.27)

(9.28)

Comparing equation 9.26 with equation 3.33 it can be seen that the 
conditions for the constants to , and hence the pressures in the 
hose, to be negligibly affected by lack of rigidity at the end supports, 
are as follows

(9.29)

(.30)A/«/V
The first two conditions (9.29) are satisfied by a sufficiently high 
value of the second two (9.30) are satisfied by a sufficiently
high

These conditions can be made more meaningful if we suppose that the 
mechanical impedances are those of concentrated masses attached to the 
ends of the hose. This is not an unreasonable supposition in many 
practical systems when dealing with audible frequencies. Pipework is 
often fairly flexibly supported or the supporting structure itself may
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not be very rigid. Clearly, if the pipework is close to resonance the 
impedance will be very small and large vibrations are likely to build 
up. Conversely, if the pipework is firmly mounted on, perhaps, a 
concrete base, there is unlikely to be any problem of vibration. In 
between these extremes there is the quite likely situation in which 
the pipework is not at resonance but the lowest natural frequency is 
below the exciting frequencies of the pump. There are then likely to 
be exciting frequencies at which the dynamic behaviour approximates to 
mass control. Also, in many practical situations, it may be impossible 
to provide a worthwhile increase in mounting stiffness, whereas it 
would normally not be difficult to provide a modest increase in the 
mass adjacent to the end fittings of the hose. For these reasons, we 
investigate the amount of pure mass which would have to be attached to 
the ends of a hose in order that movement at the ends should have no 
significant effect on the pressure fluctuations within the hose.
Since the requirements are the same at both ends, we consider only the 
termination.

We take first the case in which the effect of the pressure at the end 
of the hose is included in the end force. If for simplicity, damping 
in the hose is neglected, and we use equation 2.89, condition 9.25 for 
wave 1 becomes

ix/ . ^  (9-31)
'fZ! •

If we now take the mechanical impedance to be that of a pure mass m, 
and put the phase constant in terms of wavelength , we can substitute

(9.32)

/ 3  =  ■ (9.33)
A,

we then have

if V- 443 , /a// (9 .34 )

2 i r / r j  /  ' ''
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or, rearranging

(9.35)

where

4 4 ^ ,  (9.36)
2 f

(9.37)
*  2 F

In the same way, condition 9.25 for wave 2, becomes

m ,  . ' ^ 0 1  /  (9.38)
r ’/ , 2 +

where

/y? (9.39)
0 2

(9.40)
2 F

Conditions 9.35 and 9.38 provide a very simple physical interpretation 
of how much mechanical impedance is required before the ends of the 
hose can be effectively considered rigid, if the impedance is due to 
pure mass, and my^^ are the masses of a length of the hose over
which the phase of the corresponding wave would change by one radian, 
mo^and m̂ ,̂  are the masses of similar lengths of the fluid column.

If it is assumed that the end force is due only to the axial tension 
in the hose wall, the conditions become

(9.41)

f n y y r r , ^ ^  (9.42)

In this case the condition relating to the longer wavelength subsumes 
the other. It is less obvious which of conditions 9.41 and 9.42 is 
the more stringent since the longer wavelength corresponds to a
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negative modal ratio. For all four conditions, the mass required is 
proportional to the wavelength and hence, for given physical 
properties, inversely proportional to frequency.

At 350 Hz, the conditions for the 10 mm bore double steel braid hose 
used in the experimental work are as given below. The wavelengths 
are taken as 1.52 m and 3.00 m, and the modal ratios as 0.62 and 
-0.17. Physical properties are given in Table 5.1.

From 9.35 • m >> 0.29 kg
From 9.38 m >> 0.58 kg
From 9.41 m >> 0.13 kg
From 9.42 in >> 0.25 kg

It can be seen that the masses involved are not excessive. In order
to see just how much the pressure and wall tension amplitudes change 
as the mass at the end of the hose is reduced towards and below the 
values given by the foregoing conditions, calculations have been 
carried out for second harmonic pressure variations in a simple 
circuit consisting of the axial piston-pump and steel pipe described 
elsewhere, a 0.88 m length of the above mentioned hose, a 1.5 m 
length of steel pipe and a terminating valve. The pump end of the 
hose is assumed fixed, and the other end connected to different 
masses. Equation 9.26 was used to obtain the constants from the 
boundary conditions, taking the case in which the end force is due 
only wall tension. Figure 9.5 shows the pressure amplitude at the 
end of the hose, and Figure 9.6 the end force, as functions of the 
termination end mass. The masses, 0.13 kg and 0.25 kg, corresponding 
to conditions 9.41 and 9.42 are marked as dotted lines. It can be 
seen that the effect of end mass is small provided it is greater than 
the higher of the marked values.

For a lO mm bore hose, the mass of an end fitting alone is of the 
order of 0.1 kg. Adding to this the mass of the mating fittings on 
the connecting pipe and the mass of the immediately adjacent pipe, it 
is likely that in most practical circuits the end mass will be 
sufficient to meet the above conditions. The approximation of axially
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fixed hose ends is therefore likely to be reasonable in a wide range 
of situations, at least for showing the general nature of how a hose 
influences pressure fluctuations. This conclusion is not likely to 
hold, of course, at a mechanical resonance of the pipework.

9.6 Effect of Non-Rigid End Supports: Experimental Measurements

It was thought desirable to see experimentally the extent to which 
pressure fluctuations were influenced by the mechanical impedance at 
the end of a hose. It was decided that a known variable impedance 
could most easily be achieved in the form of pure mass. This had the 
advantage of relating directly to the conditions derived theoretically 
in the previous section. Mechanically terminating a hose with a pure 
mass is complicated by the fact that the subsequent piping will 
provide additional impedance. In order to create well controlled 
conditions, two 10 mm bore double steel braided hoses, each .88 m long, 
were arranged in line and joined by a 50 mm long connecting block, 
the mass of which could be varied. This double length of hose was 
connected into the axial piston pump rig described in Chapter 5. The 
entry end of the first hose and the exit end of the second were there
fore firmly supported by very large masses, but at the middle the 
joining mass was freely suspended by soft rubber bands, as were the 
hoses themselves.

The central mass in this arrangement was acted upon by the result of 
the tension at the exit end of the first hose and the tension at the 
entry end of the second. The two tensions sometimes differed in 
phase and were often substantially different in magnitude so the 
resultant tended to be of roughly the same order of magnitude as that 
of the individual tensions. This can be seen in Figures 9.11, 9.12 
and 9.13 on which the individual forces are marked. The effect on 
pressures of this central arrangement is therefore not likely to be 
substantially less than that of a simple end mass.

Dynamic pressure levels were measured by piezo-electric pressure 
transducers at the pump end of the first hose , at the central
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connecting block between the two hoses , and at the downstream end 
of the second hose P^. Each signal was analysed in terms of ampli
tude and phase content at the first three harmonics of pumping 
frequency.

Two types of central connecting block were used. These are shown in 
Figure 9.7. Axial acceleration was measured using two piezo-electric 
accelerometers positioned as shown. Their outputs were averaged to 
obtain the acceleration along the centreline of the bore. This was 
done for each harmonic frequency by measuring the amplitude and phase 
of each transducer separately, and then combining them by calculation. 
Specifications of the transducers are given in Appendix 1.

Tests were carried out with the light connecting block, with the 
heavier connecting block, and with additional masses attached 
symmetrically on either side of the heavier block. Mean pressures of 
50 bar and lOO bar were used, with two different lengths of terminating 
steel pipe, namely .84 ra and 1.165 m.

9.6.1 Results

The measured results of pressure fluctuation are shown in Figures 
9.8, 9.9 and 9.10 as plots of pressure amplitude as a function of the 
mass of the connecting block for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd harmonics at 
system pressures of 50 bar and 100 bar. The points are the 
experimental observations. From the figures, it can be seen that the 
pressures at the three positions, (P^, and P^), in the system 
varied very little with central mass. This is consistent with the 
theoretical work of the previous section since the lightest mass used 
was substantially heavier than the mass appearing in condition 9.42 
for the hose used. Conditions 9.35 and 9.38 are not relevant in this 
arrangement since pressure does not exert any force on the connector. 
It should be noted that the mass of the light connector was the 
minimum that could be practically constructed. The range of mass 
covered was therefore realistic.
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Figures 9.11, 9.12 and 9.13 show the total force acting on the 
connecting block, plotted against its mass, at the first three 
harmonics of pumping frequency. The circles are the measured values 
obtained by multiplying the measured acceleration of the block by its 
mass. As can be seen the total forces are also reasonable constant 
for all masses except the lightest one.

The solid lines in Figures 9.8 to 9.13 are the corresponding pressures 
and forces calculated on the assumption of no motion at the junction 
of the two hoses as well as at the other ends. In most cases the 
agreement is acceptably close, indicating that the assumption of 
fixed hose ends made in earlier chapters is likely to be adequate in 
many circumstances.

The only significant discrepancy is in the case of the force acting 
on the lightest connecting mass. There is some information in 
Figures 9.5 and 9.5 of end mass having more effect on end force than 
on pressure; clearly zero end mass impies zero end force. It appears, 
therefore, that the motion of the lightest connecting mass is having 
some effect on the axial tension at the ends of the hoses.
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10. AIRBORNE NOISE DIRECTLY RADIATED AS A RESULT OF RADIAL VIBRATION 
OF THE HOSE WALL

10.1 Introduction

Any surface that is moving periodically radiates pressure waves that 
become airborne noise to the listener. Pressure fluctuations in the 
hydraulic fluid in a reinforced hose cause local radial expansion and 
contraction in the hose walls. This, in turn, causes the surrounding 
air to vibrate with the same velocity as the normal velocity of the 
hose wall to which it is immediately adjacent, so that airborne noise 
is radiated.

Airborne noise radiated from transverdy vibrating steel pipelines has 
been studied by Petrusewicz and Stammers (48). Stammers (49) has also 
derived the theoretical relationship between radial surface velocity 
of a hose and the sound power generated. Crook and Heron (47) have 
made measurements of the sound levels produced by hoses on the 
delivery side of both an axial piston pump and an external gear pump, 
the test section of hose being passed through an anechoic chamber. 
However, the foregoing investigators have not been able to predict 
sound levels from the parameters of the hydraulic circuit because the 
surface velocity of the hose could not be so predicted. The theoretical 
analysis given in Chapter 2 enables this velocity to be determined.
The purpose of the present chapter is to verify this aspect of the 
theory of Chapters 2 and 3.

10.2 Normal Surface Velocity of Hose Wall

Knowing the hoop strain in the hose walls (see equation 2.98) one can 
relate this to the normal surface velocity, , by

i3-̂ ruüfr)c) (10.1)
o y  ̂

where r is the mid-radius of reinforcement and 8^(x) is the hoop strain 
in hose walls.
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The total sound power radiated per unit length of hose is then 
given as follows (49) for sinusoidal axial variation in velocity.

(10.21

If summation is over integral number of wavelengths.

One can calculate the sound power radiated from hoses using these two 
equations. Thus one can determine sound power level and sound pressure 
level.

10.3 Experimental Verification

No proper measurements have been made of sound pressure levels result
ing from radial vibration of hose walls, but calculated values of the 
radial variation itself were checked experimentally as described below.

10.3.1 Test rig and measurements

Experimental work has been carried out on a straight 3.0 m length of 
10 mm bore double steel braid hose. The hose was mechanically fixed 
at both ends in the usual way. The pump was the axial piston pump 
used in Chapter 5, and the pipe work was the same as was described 
there. The hose was suspended along its length by rubber bands.
Pressure fluctuations in the hydraulic oil were measured by piezo
electric transducers and charge amplifiers at the inlet and termination 
of the hose. Radial wall movements were measured at 0.15 m intervals 
over the entire 3.0 m length by means of miniature piezo-electric 
accelerometers, details of which are given in Appendix 1. Each one 
had a mass of 0.40 grams and was held in firm contact with the hose 
wall by rubber bands. The accelerometers were used, one on each side 
of the test hose as shown in Appendix 1, and the sum of the two 
accelerations was used to separate radial expansion from lateral motion.

The amplitude of and phase of the pressure and wall motion signals were 
analysed for the first five harmonics of the piston frequency by using 
the frequency response analyser as discussed in Chapter 5. The measure
ments were taken at 50 bar mean pressure and 30°C oil temperature.
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10.3.2 Comparison of measured and calculated results

The measured radial motion of the hose wall was divided by the radius 
of the reinforcement to give hoop strain and this was compared with 
values calculated from equation 2.98. The measured and calculated 
strains are plotted against the distance along the hose in Figures 10.1 
and 10.2, for the first two harmonics. As can be seen from the figures 
there is fairly good agreement between the measured and calculated 
amplitudes for the first harmonic. The phase of the first harmonic, 
and the results for the second harmonic show less agreement. This is 
not unreasonable if we consider the difficulty of the measurement of 
very small values of strain in hose walls by means of accelerometers. 
Even more error could be introduced by the transverse sensitivity of 
the accelerometers and the fact that axial movements. This could be 
made worse by rocking of the accelerometers. The mounted natural 
frequency of the accelerometers in the radial direction is adequately 
high, as shown in Appendix 1. At higher harmonics the measurement was 
more difficult and the scatter so high that it was not possible to 
determine any reliable values for the measured strain. Nevertheless, 
the order of magnitude of the strain amplitudes shown in Figure 10.2 
are correctly predicted, as also is the general character of the 
variation of phase with distance along the hose.

In order to see the level of sound power and sound pressure radiated 
from the test hose, calculations have been made at four different 
positions along the hose length and the values are given in Table 10.1. 
The values are at the surface of the hose wall. It can be seen from 
the table that the levels of sound power and sound pressure are not 
very high. The measurements made by Crook and Heron are not directly 
comparable, but taking into account the differences involved, their 
results suggest generally similar magnitude of sound power.
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11. CONCLUSIONS

The object of the work described in this thesis has been to investigate 
and to understand the way in which flexible hoses can be used to 
reduce pressure fluctuations in hydraulic circuits.

It had been shown earlier that harmonic pressure fluctuations at 
typical hydraulic frequencies in typical hydraulic hoses are propagated 
by two types of wave each of which can be characterised by a propagation 
constant, by a modal ratio of axial wall motion to axial fluid motion, 
and by a displacement characteristic impedance. The model ratios of 
the two waves have opposite signs; the positive signed one represents 
the wave in which the motion of fluid and wall are in the same 
direction; the negative signed one represents the wave in which the 
motion of fluid and wall are in opposite directions.

In the present work the theory of wave propagation in fluid filled 
reinforced hoses has been extended by including the effect of viscous 
friction and by making an accurate allowance for the inner lining. It 
has been found that the effect of viscous friction is small, the 
effect being the higher in the wave having the negative signed modal 
ratio. The effect of viscous friction increases with frequency.

Wave properties measured by using resonance testing of lengths of 
fluid filled hose have been compared with wave properties calculated 
from the physical properties of the hoses and fluid by using the 
theory. Sufficient agreement was obtained to support the theory, 
although differences in frequency and amplitude between the resonance 
tests and the tests used to obtain the elastic properties, together 
with the general variability of hose properties, prevented a very 
accurate comparison. Including viscous friction enabled the relative 
values of the attenuation constants for the two waves to be predicted 
slightly more accurately.

In order to carry out a complete theoretical analysis of a hydraulic 
system involving hoses, knowledge is required of the impedance of 
source, pipeline and termination, the source of flow, and the 
propagation constant of the pipelines, as well as the wave properties
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of fluid filled reinforced hoses. The methods of determining the 
required parameters of pump, pipeline and termination which have been 
developed by other investigators have been found to be satisfactory.

Methods of developing mathematical models for complete hydraulic 
circuits involving one or more lengths of flexible hose have been 
produced and discussed. The models enable pressure fluctuations to be 
calculated in any section of a circuit. Two basic methods have been 
proposed. The first method can be applied when only a single hose is 
included in a circuit. The upstream components can be regarded as an 
equivalent source flow and shunt fluid impedance at each frequency 
generated by the pump or other source. Likewise the fluid impedance 
presented by the downstream components can be calculated. These fluid 
boundary conditions, together with the motion or mechanical impedances 
at the ends of the hose enable pressure amplitudes to be calculated 
along the hose, and hence elsewhere. The alternative method can be 
used for any number of hoses, but it is necessary to assume their ends 
to be mechanically fixed. In this method, entry fluid impedances are 
calculated at each discontinuity or junction, working successively 
from the terminations to the pump.

Experimental work to verify the methods gave very good agreement with 
predicted results although at higher harmonics the agreement is not as 
good as at lower harmonics. At higher harmonics nonlinear effects and 
consequent inapplicability of superposition may become important when 
the small amplitudes of the higher harmonics are measured in the 
presence of the larger amplitudes of the lower harmonics.

It has been shown that axial movement at the ends of a hose, caused by 
fluctuating tensions and pressures in the hose, will not usually have 
much effect on the pressure fluctuations in the circuit, unless the 
end movement is magnified by resonance of the supports. Assuming the 
mechanical impedance at the end of a hose to be that of a pure mass, 
an estimate has been made of the mass which would be required in order 
that the hose end could, to an adequate approximation, be assumed 
fixed. If the force acting on the end support of the hose were due 
only to the fluctuating tension in the hose wall, the required mass 
would be equal to that of the length of the hose over which the phase
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of the faster wave would change by one radian. For a closed ended 
termination the end force is caused also by the pressure fluctuations 
in the fluid acting directly on the blocked end. For this case a 
simple expression has been given for the mass required to effectively 
fix the hose ends, in terms of the mass of the above length of hose 
and that of a similar length of fluid column. Usually the mass of an 
end fitting, union and adjacent pipe would be greater than the values 
mentioned. This means that the method of calculating pressure 
fluctuations in a circuit containing any number of hoses is satis
factory in most cases, even though it assumes fixed hose ends. Where 
the end of a hose has a large amplitude of axial motion, for example 
as a result of being connected to a vibrating pump, this motion would 
need to be used as a boundary condition. In such a case successive 
entry impedances, including those of hoses, could be calculated back 
from the terminations to the downstream end of the first hose, and 
then the fluid and mechanical boundary conditions on this first hose 
could be used to calculate pressures.

The theory for calculating pressure fluctuations in a circuit has been 
used to investigate the ways in which a hose can be used to reduce 
these fluctuations. There are two possible approaches. A tuned 
length of hose with low damping can be used to block discrete 
frequencies; alternatively, a sufficient length of more highly damped 
hose can give broadband attenuation. Both of these approaches have 
been investigated in some detail.

A simple equation has been derived for the lengths of undamped hose 
which would give zero pressure and flow amplitudes at the downstream 
end at a particular frequency. The required hose lengths are 
independent of the remainder of the circuit. If an amount of damping 
typical of a steel reinforced hose is assumed, the pressure and flow 
amplitudes are no longer reduced to zero and the subsequent circuit 
then influences the performance. Nevertheless, for a given downstream 
circuit a hose length close to the shortest calculated from the above 
mentioned equation still gives a termination pressure amplitude as low 
or lower than that given by other lengths of hose, unless very much 
longer lengths are considered, as discussed subsequently. If the 
downstream circuit is very resonant, that is to say, if the damping
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is low and most of the wave energy is reflected at the final term
ination, tuning of the downstream circuit has more effect than tuning 
the hose length. At the other extreme, if the steel pipe following 
the hose can be considered reflectionless and therefore cannot be 
tuned, a correct choice of hose length can still minimise downstream 
pressure; typically the pressure amplitude might be about a third of 
what it would be with the worst hose length. Unfortunately, the 
problem with tuning is that it can only reduce amplitudes at 
particular frequencies. Even if one only wished to remove one 
harmonic caused by a fixed speed pump, variations in hose properties 
with pressure and other operating conditions could cause significant 
detuning. Experimental measurements have provided confirmation of the 
foregoing theoretical analysis. It can be concluded that in a fixed 
low frequency application if a very long length of hose cannot be used 
it is an advantage for the hose length to be as calculated from the 
equation mentioned, but that this alone may not be a satisfactory 
solution.

An alternative approach to reducing pressure fluctuations is to utilise 
the fact that longer lengths of hose can provide broadband attentuation 
due to the damping in the walls. The amount of attenuation achieved 
depends on the physical properties of the hose and fluid and particularly 
on the loss factor of the hose walls. Also, for given hose properties 
it depends upon the product of hose length and frequency. Broadband 
attenuation is therefore most easily employed at higher frequencies, 
at which excessively long lengths are not necessary.

When a pressure wave travelling along the fluid in a rigid line 
encounters a hose, a small amount is reflected and the remainder of the 
energy is split between the two different waves that continue along the 
hose. Each of these is attenuated according to the magnitude of its 
attenuation constant, i.e. the real part of its propagation constant.
If the attenuation over the length of the hose is substantial, inter
action between forward and reflected waves can be neglected everywhere 
except close to the termination, so standing wave resonances will not 
occur. Some distance from the entry, the more highly attenuated wave 
will become small compared with the less attenuated one. The most 
important wave property of a hose is therefore the lower of the two
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attenuation constants. It has been found that this is very low and 
does not vary a great deal between the standard types of steel 
reinforced hoses so that the amount of attenuation achieved is very 
low and similar for all these hoses. The attenuation constants are 
higher in textile and nylon reinforced hoses and in addition to this, 
most of the incident wave energy is converted into the more highly 
damped wave, whereas the opposite is true for the steel reinforced 
hoses. This is a factor which depends on the relative values of the 
modal ratios and displacement characteristic impedances of the two 
waves in a particular hose. Very high attenuation has been measured 
with textile and nylon reinforced hoses. A special highly expandible 
nylon reinforced rubber hose gave the highest attenuation.

In order to provide guidance for improving hoses, the effects of the 
physical properties of hose and fluid on the wave propagation 
properties have been investigated, and the attenuation behaviour has 
been related to the elastic properties and construction of the hose 
walls. The strain occurring in a hose wall has been split into an 
extensional component resulting from actual or effective cord extension, 
and a trellissing component caused by change of cord angle. Corres
ponding in-plane wall stiffnesses have been defined. This is a 
simplification of the true elastic behaviour, and the limits of 
applicability have been investigated. Although the assumptions involved 
become more approximate as the cords become more extensible, the idea 
of extensional and trellissing flexibility has given a useful insight 
into how the elastic behaviour of the hose walls influences the wave 
properties.

It has been found, both theoretically and experimentally, that the wave 
having a negative signed modal ratio is mostly due to extension in the 
cords whereas the wave having a positive signed modal ratio is mostly 
due to trellissing. For good attenuation, extensibility of the cords 
is required, thereby allowing high volumetric expansion within the hose. 
The trellissing flexibility, which is high in spiral wound constructions, 
is unhelpful for good attenuation. The loss factors in extension and 
in trellissing should be as large as possible for good attenuation.
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The theory given in this thesis can also be used to determine radial 
expansion and contraction of hose walls, and hence the airborne noise 
radiated from hoses.
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APPENDIX 1. ACCELEROMETERS AND THEIR MOUNTING

The measurements of the movements of the hose walls in axial and hoop 
directions were made by means of miniature piezo-electric accelerometers. 
These were manufactured by Bruel and Kjaer, and each one had a mass of
0.4 grams. In order to measure the axial wall movements one accelerometer 
was mounted as in Figure Al.l. The rubber band held the accelerometer 
in firm contact with the hose wall. Because of the shear flexibility 
of the outer covering of the hose, the response of the accelerometer 
varied with frequency. However, it had been found (31) that up to 
1500 Hz this variation was no more than 40% and could be allowed for 
by appropriate calibration.

The movements of hose wall in the radial direction were measured by 
placing two accelerometers on opposite sides of the hose as in 
Figure A1.2. These accelerometers were also held in firm contact with 
the hose walls by rubber bands. Assuming the hardness of outer cover 
to be 65 IRHD, the mounted natural frequency of accelerometer is about 
2400 Hz. Considering this and measurement frequencies, the error 
involved in the measured wall motions is about 2%, which is a reasonable 
level.

The characteristics of the miniature accelerometers are as follows.

Type 8307
Max. working temperature 200°C
Mass 0.40 grams
Max. shock acceleration 10^ ms  ̂ or lO^g
Typical resonant frequency 75 kHz
Reference sensitivity at 50 Hz and 23°C
Max. transverse sensitivity at 30 Hz 1 - 2.5 %
Resistance minimum 2 x 10^ mf2 at room temperature

They had different sensitivities, so that they were individually 
numbered as shown in Figures Al.l and A1.2. The voltage sensitivities 
areas follows.
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Voltage sensitivity

Accelerometer 1 2.40 mV/g

Accelerometer 2 2.37 mV/g

Accelerometer 3 2.39 mV/g

In order to measure the end movements of hose a different type of 
accelerometer was used. This was also manufactured by Bruel and Kjaer, 
and had the following specification.

Type 4 332
Max. working temperature 260°C
Mass 30 grams
Max. shock acceleration 6 x lO^g typical
Undamped natural frequency 46 kHz
Reference sensitivity at 50 Hz and 27°C
Max, transverse sensitivity at 30 Hz 0.8 - 2.8%
Resistance minimum 2 x 10^ mJl at room temperature

Two accelerometers were used having the sensitivities given below.

Voltage sensitivity 

Accelerometer 1 56.4 mV/g

Accelerometer 2 59.0 mV/g
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APPENDIX 2. DETERMINATION OF DAMPING RATIO

When it is necessary to estimate the damping from experimental results 
at frequencies close to resonance as in Chapter 4, then the following 
relationship may be used. If uJ^and are any two frequencies close 
to resonance frequency uj , and if ^  and ^  are the angles shown on a 
Kennedy and Pancu plot as in Figure A2.1 then the damping ratio is 
given by

= __________ ^  ~   (A2.1)

Near the resonance the ratio of pressure at the fixed end to the dis
placement amplitude at the moving end of the hose shown in Figure 4.2, 
can be taken for the first wave, as follows (see equation 4.27)

ffo) _  / _________/  j (A2.2)
m o  y

Substituting equation 4.22 and rearranging gives

(A2.3)

or _ ' 3 l  =  ^ 5 / ^ ( f ^ c o s ^ . u j /

(a/̂-0̂2) sin 6̂, uĵ /  y. ̂  ̂ cû^6;ül/ ̂
J j  B 2 L  =  [~A{(JU,)-I. j S / o j \ 1  (A2.4)

where Û  ■= C  (5

If we consider the two frequencies u^, and the corresponding angles 
^ ^  in Figure A2.1, then at frequency OJ^

) -  Â , 0 > J a ) (A2.5)
( 2 /
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and at frequency UDĵ

A n f A ] ^

so adding equations A2.5 and A2.6 gives

O a n / A ] P a . f A  L

or - / a n 4 - ' A n j =  ^ / a n S - L U ^ / ^ - / a n 6 - u ^  / J

(A2.6)

(A2.7)

(A2.8)

putting L p  =  U J ^ —  6c7

- / a n ( A j p C w ( ^ j

At resonance frequency , phase angle is 90°

i.e. / a n é - ^ ü u ^  / =  <9

/ a n p / a n " j  = £lj^n 6̂ üû / y  76/ ? ^ ^  />

^A2.9)

Hence (A2.10)

Assuming 6 ^ ^  ̂  a n d  6-^OJ^/ are small and considering equations A2.1 and
A2.10 then

?
(A2.ll)

y
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Substituting and b̂  into equation A2.11 and rearranging gives

(A2.12)

But / û / ?  p  / j  = O i . e  . Ç ^ i Ü ^ é - = n ( /  so above equation becomes for
the n^^ mode associated with wave 1.

^  l A \ - / a Y A } (A2.13)
e  \n T  J I Ç, /

In the same way the relationship for wave 2 is given by

1 /7 //
(A2.14)
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APPENDIX 3. INDIVIDUAL COMPCMENTS OF TEST SYSTEM AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A3.1 COMPONENTS OF TEST RIG

A3.1.1 Source of pressure fluctuations

For the experimental work two different types of pump have been used as 
a source of pressure fluctuations and the details are as follows.

i) Piston pump: The piston pump was a Reyrolle Hydraulics variable 
displacement axial piston swash plate pump having the following 
specifications.

The pump was driven by a Newman electric motor of 3 phase with 18.6 kW 
max. power, and running at a speed of 1470 rev/min. The swash control 
was manual, acting on a well. It can be used as a pump or motor. The 
unit has a very compact design, which gives low dead volumes between 
port plate and pump flanges.

Type A 200
Max. theoretical displacement 33 cm^/rev
Max. pressure under continuous operation 275 bar
Number of pistons 7
Weight 12 kg

ii) Gear pump: The gear pump was a Plessey External Gear Pump 
driven by an electric motor with 1500 rev/min and had the following 
specif ications.

Type 2526
Theoretical displacement 26.5 cm^/rev
Max. pressure under continuous operation ^^5 bar
Number of gear teeth 14
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A3.1.2 Pipelines

25 mm bore double steel braided hoses have been used for the suction 
and the return lines of the test rigs. Apart from the test lines, 
all the other connection was made by mild steel pipelines having the 
following dimensions, which were used in order to calculate the 
characteristic impedance , and the propagation constant ^  .

i) In piston pump test rig:

pipeline internal diameter : 10 mm
pipeline wall thickness : 1.2 mm

ii) Gear pump test rig:

pipeline internal diameter : 25.4 mm
pipelines wall thickness : 3.8 mm

A3.1.3 Restrictor valves

The restrictor valves were used as termination to set the mean system 
pressure. They were screw down type having 10 and 25 mm pipe 
connections.

A3.1.4 Flowmeter

For the measurements of mean flows a turbine flowmeter was used with 
electronic output. The flowmeter was produced by Meterflow Limited, 
type No. M2/1000/B60.

The rotation of the turbine, detected by a magnetic sensor was fed into 
a frequency counter to measure the flow. The calibration factor was
0.0046 1/s/Hz.
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A3.1.5 Tank and filter

The tank had a capacity of 200 litres and was positioned 2.5 m above 
the test rigs having a cooling facility.

On the exhaust line a large 10 filter was fitted which was man
ufactured by Pall Europe.

A3.2 INSTRUMENTATION

A3.2.1 Piezo-electric pressure transducers

The piezo-electric pressure transducers used for the measurements of 
pressure fluctuations were manufactured by Vibrometer Limited having 
the following characteristics.

Type 6QP500
Max. working temperature 240°C
Mass negligible
Linearity << ± 1%
Natural frequency 67 kHz
Damping 0.3
Insulation resistance 2 x 10^3 SI

These transducers had different sensitivities and they were individually 
numbered and used with charge amplifiers as a unit. The sensitivities 
of transducers and the gains of corresponding amplifiers are given below.
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Piston pump test rig:

entry of first hose P^ 
exit of first hose P^ 
entry of second hose P^ 
exit of second hose P.

Pressure Trans. Sensitivity
No.

1440
1442
1334
1333

(C/Kn/cm' 
X 10l2

6.18
6.43
7.05
7.38

Amplifier
Gain
(V/pc)

0.0107
0.0101
0.01

0.01

ii) Gear pump test rig:

pump outlet 
entry of hose 
exit of hose 
terminating value

657
1335
754

1339

6.234
7.02
7.048
6.48

0.00975
0.00997
0.00984
0.00984

A3.2.2 Frequency Response Analyser(F.R .A .) :

A solarton 1170 Frequency Response Analyser was used to perform the 
Fourier Analysis of the pressure signals.

This instrumentation is able to analyse a signal up to ten harmonics 
of fundamental frequency displaying the results in one of three forms

Real
amplitude (volts) 
amplitude (dB)

+ imaginary part 
+ phase (deg)
+ phase (deg)

The dB scale is defined relative to lOyV, according to the following
equation:

or

A m p  ̂ c / 6 j  —  2 0 K / O  ^
/o

Annp/AB'j ~ /OOp 20 /o/AsjJ

This instrumentation uses the sine function as the basis for the 
Fourier Analysis. The phase value displayed means the phase advance 
of the evaluated harmonic component compared to the reference (square
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wave) . In engineering work it is common to use the phase log between 
the reference signal and the harmonic. These definitions lead to 
symmetrical values of phase which must be taken into consideration when 
using the recorded data.

A3.3 PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

A3.3.1 Source flow, source impedance and termination impedance 

Piston pump test rig:

Mean pressure 50 bar, oil temperature 30 C

Frequency
Hz

Source flow 
X 10 5 rn^/s

Source impedance
X 10^0 Ns/m^

Termination impedance 
X IcRO Ns/m^

175 (-2.148 + 4.040 j) (0.170 - 0.196 j) (2.896 + 0.152 j)
350 (-0.495 - 0.571 j) (9.008 - 1.427 j) (2.839 + 0.248 j)
525 (-0.314 + 0.819 j) (0.037 - 0.712 j ) (2.416 + 0.602 j)
700 (-0.606 - 0.180 j ) (0.600 + 1.176 j ) (2.259 + 0.867 j)
875 (0.127 + 0.272 j) (0.203 - 1.284 j ) (2.487 + 0.856 j )

Mean pressure 100 bar, oil temperature 30OC.

Frequency
Hz

Source flow 
X 10 5 m^/s

Source impedance 
X 10^ ®Ns/m

Termination impedance
X  loRO Ns/m^

175 (-1.204 + 3.94 j ) (0.421 - 0.392 j ) (5.479 + 0.673 j)
350 (-0.918 - 1.057 j ) (8.550 + 1.662 j ) (5.135 + 1.570 j )
525 (-0.330 + 1.320 j ) (0.054 - 0.775 j ) (3.779 + 2.010 j )
700 (-1.204 + 3.94 j ) (0.347 + 1.138 j ) (3.778 + 1.925 j )
875 (-0.918 - 1.057 j ) (0.294 - 1.512 j ) (3.412 + 2.050 j )

Gear pump test rig:

Mean pressure 50 bar, oil temperature 30°C

Frequency
Hz

Source flow Source impedance 
X 10 4 m^/s X icRO Ns/m^

Termination impedance
X 10^0 Ns/m^

350 (0.6 + 0.0 j) (1.04 + 0.591 j) (0.89 - 0.32 j)
700 (0.25 + 0.0]) (O.113 - 0.31 j) (0.79 - 0.56 j)



A3.3.2 Characteristic impedance and propagation constants of rigid pipes 

10 mm bore steel pipe :

Mean pressure 50 bar, oil temperature 30°C

Frequency
Hz

Characteristic impedance 
X lolO Ns/mS

Propagation constant 
rad/m

175 (1.429 - 0.050 j) (0.029 + 0.829 j)
350 (1.419 - 0.025 j) (0.029 + 1.650 j)
525 (1.410 - 0.025 j) (0.043 + 2.460 j)
700 (1.410 - 0.025 j) (0.057 + 3.270 j)
875 (1.410 - 0.025 j) (0.071 + 4.089 j)

Mean pressure 100 bar, oil temperature 30°C

Frequency
Hz

Characteristic impedance 
X 10^0 Ns/râ

Propagation constant 
rad/m

175 (1.459 - 0.051 j) (0.029 + 0.821 j)
350 (1.440 - 0.025 j) (0.028 + 1.629 j)
525 (1.440 - 0.025 j) (0.042 + 2.430 j)
700 (1.430 - 0.025 j) (0.057 + 3.240 j)
875 (1.430 - 0.025 j) (0.071 + 4.040 j)

25 mm bore steel pipe:

Mean pressure 50 bar, oil temperature 30°C

Frequency
Hz

Characteristic impedance 
X icRO Ns/m^

Propagation constant 
rad/m

350 (0.24 - 0.002 j) (0.0125 + 1.606)
700 (0.236 - 0.001 j) (0.0176 + 3.204)
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A3.3.3 Properties of hose used for gear pump test rig

The physical and the wave properties of 25 mm bore double steel 
braided hose are as follows. The wave properties are calculated from 
the physical properties, and the values are at 50 bar mean pressure,
30°C oil temperature, 350 Hz.

Physical properties:

Axial wall stiffness 0.71 x 10^ N/m

Hoop wall stiffness 2.31 x 10^ N/m

Loss factor for E and E 0.11X y
Axial Poisson's ratio 0.507

Surface density of hose 18.55 kg/m ^ •

Mid radius of reinforcement 1.67 x 10  ̂m

Outer radius of inner lining 1.57 x 10  ̂m

Inner radius of inner lining 1.27 x 10  ̂m

Bulk modulus of hose liner 1.2 x 10^ N/m^
(typical figure)

Bulk modulus of oil 1.86 x 10^ N/m^

Density of oil 872 kg/m^

Wave Properties :

Y, = (0.052 + 2.0 ) = (0.214 + 4.172 )

Z , = (-0.5 X 10^ + 2.11 X 10^ ) Z _ = (-0.46 x 10^ + 1.01 x 10^ )pi P2

N^ = (-0.37 - 0.12 X 10“  ̂ ) N^ = (0.67 - 0.21 x 10 ^ )

Wave properties of lO mm bore double steel braid hose at same 

conditions as above
Y^ = (0.061 + 2.152 ) Y2 " (0.341 + 4.107 )

Z = (-0.56 X 10® + 1.95 X 10® ) Z _ = (-0.85 x 10® + 1.02 x 10® )pi

N^ = (-0.242 - 0.15 X 10~^ ) N^ = (0.654 - 0.40 x 10 ^ )
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A3.4 PROGRAMS DOCUMENTATION

A3.4.1 Main Program

Program Name Library Classification

flex hose' BENSCM mean hose

'Determination of pressure fluctuation in a complete hydraulic circuit'

Fortran IV Honeywell Multics November 1981

Hardware : Subroutine NAG F04adf and Plotter

Author : B . Tuc

Purpose : The program calculates pressure fluctuations in a system 
consisting of the source of pressure fluctuations, a length of steel 
pipe, a length of flexible hose, or two lengths of flexible hoses 
connecting with a steel pipe, a variable length of steel pipe and a 
termination valve. The program also reads the experimental results 
of pressures and gives the two results, predicted and experimental, 
as graphics.

Associated subroutines

constl : calculates four constants for first hose
const2 : calculates four constants for second hose
entry-imp : calculates entry impedance of hose
prex : calculates pressure in upstream and downstream circuit
propnew : calculates wave propagation properties of flexible hose
fluid-prop : calculates pipe resistance due to viscosity, charact

eristic impedance and propagation constant of rigid 
pipe.

Input variable

apl
ap2
ap3
ap4
aqs

experimental pressure amplitude of first hose entry 
experimental pressure amplitude at first hose exit 
experimental pressure amplitude at second hose entry 
experimental pressure amplitude at second hose exit 
amplitude of source flow

(bar)
(bar)
(bar)
(bar)
(m^/s)
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azs
azt
bl
bo
cl
d
el(l) 
el(2) 
el (3)
el(4)
el (5)
el(6)
epl
ep2
ep3
ep4
epl
exr
eyr
freq
hm
hl(l) 
hi (2)
ini

m (n) 
nl
pmean
pqs
pzs
pzt
rb
rho
ri
rm
tanl
temp
th
tmu

amplitude of source impedance
amplitude of termination impedance
bulk modulus of hose lining
bulk modulus of fluid
length of pipe midway between hoses
internal diamter of pipe
length of end fitting of first hose
length of end fitting of first hose
cl - el(6)
cl + hi(2)
length of end fitting of second hose
length of end fitting of second hose
experimental pressure phase at first hose entry
experimental pressure phase at first hose exit
experimental pressure phase at second hose entry
experimental pressure phase at second hose exit
experimental termination pipe length
axial wall stiffness
hoop wall stiffness
fundamental frequency
number of harmonics
length of first hose
length of second hose
length of upstream pipe (from source of Q ,Z, to 
hose inlet)
propagation constant for hose
number of experimental pipe length
mean pressure
phase of source flow
phase of source impedance
phase of source impedance
inner radius of inner lining
density of oil
outer radius of inner lining
mean radius of reinforcement
loss factor
temperature of oil
thickness of wall
surface density of hose

(Ns/m^) 
(Ns/m®) 
(N/râ ) 
(N/m^) 
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(deg)
(deg)
(deg)
(deg)
(m)
(N/m)
(N/m)
(Hz)
(-)
(m)
(m)
(m)

(rad/m)
(-)
(bar)
(deg)
(deg)
(deg)
(m)
(kg/m®)
(m)
(m)
(-)
(°C)
(m)
(kg/m®)
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VI s 

vx
zp(n) 
zw (n)

viscosity of oil 
axial Poisson's ratio 
displacement characteristic impedance 
modal ratio

(Ns/m ) 
(-)
(Ns/m®) 
(-)

Output variables (via plotter)

apnl
apn2
apn3
apn4
epll
tl
ppl
pp2
pp3
pp4
ppnl
ppn2
ppn3
ppn4
prl
pr2
pr3
pr4

experimental pressure amplitude at first hose entry (bar)
experimental pressure amplitude at first hose exit (bar)
experimental pressure amplitude at second hose entry (bar)
experimental pressure amplitude at second hose exit (bar)
termination pipe length used for experiment (m)
variable termination pipe length (m)
calculated pressure phase at first hose entry (deg)
calculated pressure phase at first hose exit (deg)
calculated pressure phase at second hose entry (deg)
calculated pressure phase at second hose exit (deg)
experimental pressure phase at first hose entry (deg)
experimental pressure pahse at first hose exit (deg)
experimental pressure phase at second hose entry (deg)
experimental pressure phase at second hose exit (deg)
calculated pressure amplitude at first hose entry (bar)
calculated pressure amplitude at first hose exit (bar)
calculated pressure amplitude at second hose entry (bar)
calculated pressure amplitude at second hose exit (bar)

Algorithm and Method

Impedance representation of a system consisting of a hose is shown in
Figure 3.1a. The upstream circuit consists of a pump having a source
flow and source shunt impedance Z^. Assuming the pump is connected
to the hose entry by a steel pipe of length 1^ having a propagation
constant T  and characteristic impedance Z , Q and Z at hose entry p o ^s s
provided by the pump and pipeline are given by

(1)
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A _  (2)
r

where P  =

The downstream components in Figure 3.1a, in this case the valve and 
steel pipe of length 1^ connecting it to the hose exit, can be regarded 
as providing a termination fluid impedance at hose exit end. This 
is given as follows.

(3)

The source flow Q^, source impedance Z^ and termination impedance Z^ 
give two boundary conditions. Two other boundary conditions are zero 
wall motion at entry and exit of the hose. Using these boundary 
conditions the four constants, to K^, of the following equation 
can be determined.

-, ( 4)

This equation enables the determination of the pressure at entry and 
exit of hose. Having determined pressure at hose entry, pressure at 
any section of upstream circuit is obtained by using the following 
equation.

Æ  ^ z , p A ^ ' : p z p y  (5,

Similarly, having calculated pressure at hose exit by using equation 
4, the pressure at any section ofdownstream circuit is

(6 )
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When the hydraulic system consists of more than one hose the 
calculation is similar to above, except the effective fluid impedances 
at any discontinuity of section in downstream circuit must be cal
culated until the system reduces to that in Figure 3.1b.
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enti-y inp colculotes entry impédance of hose
prex calculates pressure in upstrear, and

downst,earn circuit 
propnew calculates pcope
fluid_pi^p calcii,.ates pipe resistance due to viscosity 

characteristic imped.,nee and propagation 
constant of rigid pipe

XP'JT VARIABLES
apl enpéi ifisntal pressure amp. at entry of

first hose Lr.r
- ■ , I '
:.. p e rime r. c a 
second hose bar

c ap4 exoerimental p,essure amp at exit of
u st.-ond has; , bar
L clcs amaiitude of source flow mo/s
I azs amplitude of source imoedance Ns/mb
i: azt amplitude of termination impedance Na/nb
c hi bulk modulus of hose lining N/m2
C- b0 bU1 r m0dLi JUS of Oil fi/li2
r cl length of pipe at .midway of ftosec m
I: d pjpe internal diameter M
c e 1 ( 1 , le n q t fi of e r, r: f 1 11 j n w of f i i ̂  v hose m
1 el (2) length uf end , i c i. i n g of first f, o s e m
i  e 1 { 3  ) C 1 -  e i  \ 6 ,* ri

i: c l  ( 4 )  c l  + h l ( 2 )
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Gcg.

beg.
:pl :xp :r ir.c.-.tûl ternir.ut ion pipe length n

axial wall stiffness N/n
c ■ eyr huup wall stiffness N/(;
r freq frequency Hz

hn nunber of harr.̂ nics
c hl ( 1) lu i.gth of f., . hase m
c hl(2', lûi.gsh of secund hose m
c i..il length ofiipbtrean pipe (fron piinp to
i„ il)let of first hose) m

n(n) propagation constant for hosi- i ad/h.
nl number of pipe lengths
pnean nca.i prussure bar
pqs phase of' scarce flow deg.
pzs phase cf ss..rcc inpcdancc deg.

c  ̂zl phase of ternination inpodcxce deg.
(: rb inner radias of in.iur 1 li.i,,̂ m
(: ri oil Lé i radias of inner lining m
c . r, meaii radius uf rci.if ore erne nt m
i: t a n l  l u S u  f l o r
c U.-ip temperature of oil C
Û th thickness of wall j n
c tmu surface density of hose k g/nll
L tpl pipe length at hose exit end M
(: VX ■ aXi a 1 F oi sson s r ato
c vis dyn. vise, of oil at pres.'p' temp.'t Ns/m2
c zp(n) displacement c h a r a c t e rist)c impedance Ns/h3
r zw nodal ratio
c
c OUTPUT VARIABLES (via plotter)
c
c apnl experimental pressure amplitude at first
r hose entry bar
c apn2 exper imenta 1 pr e ssur e amp 1 i tude i f i rst
c hose exit bar
r apn3 experimental preDbure amplitude at second
I hose entry bar
L ap:,4 experimeiiuci pressure amplitude at second
c nose exit bar
r epll termination pipe length used f o i e;.pL i ..u. ,\
L 11 V a r i a b le te r m i n a t i o n pipe le„_ti. m
c ppl c a 1 c u 1 a t e d p r e s s u r e p,',., u.. .,
c f i r s i h 0 s e r ,,.. , d e q .
(. pi p  L L, A 1.. A w ^ X ' ' r c. I C p I I Cl C Cl ‘j

C %, 3 IH  H p i I 3 M 

- — J L _ 1 .
e  il i > 'J V: q  ,

r K
f- ... 4 _ r. î- - - - —

I I • W  l »
p r  — ̂  -  r- ’ — -  ̂  ̂ - -- » l X'-’ .- — 1

 ̂ ’    : phase at s,

deg.

deg.
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4II -' Ir.u .)tul .i pb.i:.t' at aecond 
h::z exit u e g •

... .  -  « K • ' c u 1 c Li U. t e d p, r -. J r e a m p 1 i t u de at 
f i ; st liu .u eiitr: bur

pr2 calcul a t e d p r c a s it r t a n p 1 i t ii d e a t
K~ fir:,t 1,0 se exit b ur
L p;3 calculated pressure amplitude at -
c seen 1,d hose entry bar
c pi ; calculated p,'c:̂ u.e a r, p %  11, j _ at 

secui.ij hose ^ . t bar
INSOURCE VARIABLE (t dù.'.ûtc: Cùh,.:u„ variable)

c.
i. ae a a, .a of Lu,v m 2
u uk o I c ■*
C C e X p  ( n ( Ti ) +hl ( 1 ) )

e X u 2 cexp ( ri { n ) +iil ( 2 ) ) i
c e X p n ] a cexp(Mp + ini) i

u expfilb 1 . /  e X p M1 a 4

C e X p M cexp(mtX ) •■r
c; . c p n 1 ccxpin-: !  1 T

c g a m r . i a y 1 1 ^ m Âl i i  > X
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c M c ‘.1 Tl y V Zi V  I V. i_- X c
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■ - awh^vTI U 1 V L 1 M 1 u ti & 1 p G M

K d L. m, , a .• i a b 1 e
L. p P l; m P pressure at first hose inlet b a r

pter-m pressure at first hose outlet bar
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ü pe2 pi essure at second hose inlet bar
c près pressure at different section bar
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c r h 0 density of oil i(g/ri3
c w frequency r a u /  b

z d U r, V variable
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C zt tei mination inpc u once Ns/m5
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(I Z t  r 1 2 1umDHU termina11on impedance ! < 3 r-i
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c Z S u n L Cl T C V
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if(prop.pq . 0 ) go in 16
Calculate wave properties from tiose 5 oil proper Lies
call prop lieu ( rm , rb , r i, tm u , exr , ey r , v x , t u n l,r,

& bOjbl,rho,u,m,zu,zp)
1f(prop.eq. 1 ) go to 19 

16 . urite(6,620)
620 f 0 r h cl t ( 1 h , "Euler : Real S I mag. parts of n(n),zp(n) 5 zw(n)"l

Iea,1(5,501)n(1),n(2),zp(1),zp(2),zw(1),zu(2 )
m ( 1 ) ” w ■> IIV1 )
M ( 2 / - w r m I 2 ) 
zp(1)=Wi zp(1 ) 
zp(2)-w4zp(2)

il' write(6,630)
w r i t e ( 6 ,6 4 0 ) f r e q 
w rit e(6 , 6 5 0)q s 
write(6,660)zs 
w r i t e ( 6, 6 7 C ) z t 
w r i t e ( 6, 6 8 0 ) z 0 
w r 1 1 e ( 6 , 6 9 0 ) n p

T R E o U K C Y , E b ü r  3 valve earap;e t e r s v )
I - jielT.4,TA,/el4.4/’

_  ̂  ̂ 4 * *\
- - . Û e 1 ‘i . r- I T . T, _ o _ f » • » A , , \»i-ti*. ■t.ut4w4/
- 1 - ' « * . . « '

, iL C ! I . . • T C t 1 .  ^ /

630 format(/1h
640 format 1 CL
650
o A C 1 VJ- 1 1 1 v< V  ̂O  1 1

^ _ 1 /
\ U  \ VI V* ■ I) * ;

63C 1 *j 1 n cl 0 1 o 1 i
670 f 0 r f 1 a t ( 5 h 

w-ite;6,7G 
write 16.71 
write(6,71

7CC _ 1 / f ;
71 2 r  _ ' 4 L

71 1

-
_ t ' !!*.

-  n .*

t  ■u.-. . IhU" )

■ 4- c: 0  1 .

Ç- ̂ - 'IT' D r ; - T c c ' ■' -i
formal: IE ,3x"I:o u/m:",5x/'Eho kg/r,3" 
rc."r.at:ih 2e1 2.4)

: ■’AO 1
fcr.Tzt'/1h ,'LAVE PRCFEETIEE OF ELL:: TILLED HYDRAULIC HOSE V)

Aw i i Le (o,rr:jn
W i A V V O I » Cl v' /

i-i: ,2e14.4,4x,2e14.4)
zp z ,2e14.4,4x,2e14.4) 
Zw = .2e14.4.4x.2e14.4)

calculates effective qsh,zsh at hose luiel

g a r, i IJ n = g a h n ( z s, z 0 , M p, e 1 ( 1 ) ) 
e X p m 1 a = c e x ci ( m o i n 1 ) 
e ;; Î.I m1b = 1 . / e 'x p m 1 a
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q s h  = qs t ( ( P X p m l  b + e x p n  1 a / -i g<.ni, i û » ( t Xp,', lb u ) ; / 2 .
z y 11 - z V / g fi M, I i 11

r
r va, i c i b l e  t e r m r . a t i u , ,  p i p z  I t i . g t b

Î " 0

1 - 1 / A A [UU a-wv a. t , w w u , u

/ If,'.
I.
I. c z l z i i l z t z s  e f f e c t i v e  z t h  . . t  h o s e  o u t l e t

; p  r \ . r  -  %  - ■* ' n r ,  f r *Ài \ ^ U OU lu 4

Z t  !. 1 “  Z 0 /  g a fi r, ( Z t , Z 0 ,  m p , 0 1; 1 1)

c a l l  e . i t I  'y _ i mp ( m , zw , zp , a r e u , w , h l  ( 2 ; .  z 11.1 , z t h 2 : 

z t u 3  = z C / g a m m ( z t h 2 , z C c l  )

 1 ̂ p J- j ' ̂ -r i I — - -I -I - r- -y ̂ 7 h ̂ ( 1 '* r V
V. VI 4̂ Wk -uwU-iv»  k iiy rn_m y y w,»vi y vii v. t.% * W y i I vk S 1 / fi-f*. /

Z f  /  L _ ,___ -  '“i \  .  -  i  ^ * -*7

_  L ^  ^  1 ‘ î f  1 ^
fc-wii *- V > T VI III» I »_v * V t

i t i r . e  c o n s t î  t o  c a l c u l a t e  f o u r  c o n s t a n t s  

c a l l  c o n s t  I 1m, z w , z p , q s h , z s h , z t h , a r e a , w , h l ( 1 ) , c k )

23 do  12 n = 1 , 2
! 2 e x u  { r, ) - c e x p  ( r, i n ) -f h 1 ( 1 )  )

c p r e s s u i  e a t  hosG T n l e t  an d  o . j t l e t  ( e x c l u d i n g

i: e r, d f  i  11 i  r, g = )
c

P p u M p = z p ( 1 ) r  ( C k ( 1 ) - c k ( 2 ) ) -i- z p t 2 ) t  ( c k ( 3  ) -  c k ( 4 ) ) 

p t  e r  fi = z p ( 1 ) 4 ( c M  1 ) /  e x d (1 ) -  c k i 2 ) r  e x d ( 1 ) ) +
3 z p ( 2 ) i ( c k ( 3  ) / e X d ( 2  ) - c k ( 4 ) t e x d ( 2 ) )

c

i  f ( h o s e . e q . 2 )  go t o  24 
c p r e s s u r e  a t  e x i t  e n d  o f  h o s e  and  a t  d o w n s t r e a m  c i r c u i t

d 0 1 3 n = 2 ,  4

c a l l  p r e x ( p t e r m , z t h , z O , mp , e 1 ( n ) , p r e s ( n ) , e x p m x )

13 c o n t i n u e
r

c n r e s s L i r e  a t  e n t r y  o f  f i r s t  h o s e
2 4 c a l l  p r e x  ( ppu. mp, z s h , z O , mp , e 1 ( 1 ) ,  p r e s e x  , e x p m x  )

p r e s  (1 ) = q s h  : z O r  ( e x p f i x - 1  . C / e x p o x )  /  2 . 0 + p r es c ?a  

J f ( h o s e . e o . 1 )  go t o  22 
r  p r 0 s s u r e  a t  d o w n s t r e d m  o f  f i r s t  h o s e  F 2 , P3

u 0 29 n = 2 . c

c a 11 C' r  e x ( p i e  r  m, z t h 3 , ; . v , m o , e 1 ( n ) , p . e s ( n ) ,  e x  pm x )

2 9 c o n t i n u e

c a l 1 pv d X ( p t e r M , z t h 3 , wO, M p , c 1 , p e 2 , e x p M X ) 

g e 2 = p e 2 / z t h 2

c
I C a l l  s u b r u u v i n e  c o n s t l  t o  c a l c u l a t e  f o u r  c o n s t a n t s

v a i l  c 0 n s 1 2 { m, z w , z p , p e 2 , q e 2 , a r  e a , w , h 1 ( 2 ) , c k )

■in I B  n " 1 , 2
e X d 2 ( n ) = c e x p ' m (  n ) t  k, 1 ( 2 ) )

1 E c o n t i  r, ii e

p t e r m 2  = z p ( 1  ) + ( ck  ( 1)  /  e . . d2  ( 1 ) - c .  ( 2 :   ......J 2 , 1  : : t
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» Zp̂ ». \ / /
( C cl  1 i  p i ' - . .  V u  L  .1 A I  Cl « U V I ) I t  '  1 I  I I p  c l  (, 1 J ( ) 4  1 I ■) I. I f .  /■, rt < I I

( S d I u 11 u * * '.V J V I *1
c u e  I f  ■. u  I V  t  I m L ,  u  t ki 1 ,  ..' Ü . n p  ,  P i  V 5 ) , p i n a  i  ^  i , h  .-. 11, i ,

i - 1 I
p  I 1 ( i / = L  Cl  b  r> (  p  Ï  r  A  (  I  )  ) /  I .  A  5

p i  u  . 1 J -  L  cl  M -  V p  I r -  T. I. /  '  ;  I .  M ,1

|.| r  -J ( i / =  I. d  11 y  P i W A , .1 M  .' I .  r- ■ '

p  ' ■4 {
4 '

i cl. ' i 1 : M  4  I 4  > / '

p p : \ i / - rl » rl 11 ii i cl 1 Vi r \ U  L I t 4 r* -J 1 ! / ; , ♦ C(.i .1 ( p l c J V 1 ) 1 y * J / « A- t '.jo
' ' . I ' n ' ' . . _ - / —, \- 2 ) ) ) i.fT 7 1(2 T  1

P p •_ % ♦ * ».. \ V  i. M  v4 ^ ' K  ‘ \- -i % A- t * ft ' (-■' * \ J  / . A- f
/ Z  ̂ - _ n T _ ; J _ _ / _ .

: : ' 3 ; ) , r c : i l ( p v - 2 9 5 3KK O  1. 11 A. \ VI u 11 VI ^ ' K * Î J /
h P

' ' \ — 4 — y- e s : ' ; :  ) , y c d i ( p ? e s ( 4 : ) ) i 5 7 . 2 9 5 8I T f ; V _ . II

,.i _, -I ", A : _ . ..I•»» W I 7 U A. 4 y I i A
- -, - .-•• ; " - .1
; ' c o J ; 2 ? , 5 C 1  )dp1 ,Lp1 . du2 , vp2  , ap3 , ep3 ,...p4,ep4 
k=k4l
r.pi .1 ( k  ; = d p 1  

p  n  2 { ~  a  p  2  

dP„3(!..;-dp3
'I--

i_. I p  I

ppa2 ' I J - ' 1 . -f ep2 
PP..3(I)--1 . iep3 
P  p  n  4 1 1 .  ) -  - 1  . - c p  4

CplI (k)-ep1
c 0 n tIr.ue
c a 11 plot 1 l..:p ( s l/hc_ :/.,t ', ''Termi,icil pipe length
:m)' , r: Ü./ /,i0,0,0)
c a 11 P1L t ; : c a 1 e ( 0., 6 ., :. 0 , 3. 5 )
call plot_(tl,pr1,120,1,".")
call plot_(epll,apii1 ,15,3,'+')
c a 11 p 10 1 _  i 5 e t u p {■■■ s t / h 0 s 9 i s t , '' T A r Ii J n « 1 pipe length
( n ) ■,̂ P2 bar',1,10,0,0)
r a 1 ] P10 1 _  15 c a 1 e ( Û., o., C. C , 3.5 )
call plot_(ll,p.2 , 1 2 2 , ;
c a 1 i p 10 V _  ( e p 1 i, a u Ù 2 ,1 5 , u, + ' )
U  C* i. À 

\ II #

plüL_î setup ( ut/.iüüC/ :t ', Termira 1
If 1 u- *-l »  ̂ f ' v m v y w .

M  I P'W .1 c  * * y  w 11

r l - -  A ~ - - p  - A  / i\ r c  '

- l - i  / 1 - -w 7  i • ■» r :i '
A. w  v \ i. f p  i U  • 4 «1 V y 1 f • I

pAOO VCpil,ClpllO, iu.o, T /
plot iseiup( ■' st/iiüse/ÿt ', 'Terai „c, 1 p  i Ç' e 1 c w y  U M

( ri ) ','P4 ba,',1,10,0,0:
call
call

plot Sscalr- ( 0 .. 6 0 0 ,3 .3:
L * X U 0  m /
. ' * 4 r - »  - . . - I  
i_‘ A Ü  L \ t  U  i 1 y C> f.‘ 11 *t , 1 V* . V» ,

V  .1 X ^ ulat O u c t u p l  ' u v/:,ose/st ' , 'Terminal 
, Fl.rOeq. M  , IG.C.O)

pipe length
p  i 0 1 _ i a c a 1 a(C.,6..-ISO..1B C.)

call plot jtl, p p l  , 120.1. '. ')
call plot" (cal l ,na..1 ,13.3. 't •' :
call plot i ? e 111VI ( st/lioae / t ' , ' T o? r m  ;i n a I pipe length
( % ) ' ,I 'Pb2"ric;.-',1 ,1G,C,D)

p10 t _1 s c a 1e (0.,6 .,- 1 S 0 . , ISO.)
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c a l l  p l G l _ ( t l , p p 2 , 1 2 0 , 1 , % ' )
'  a 1 ] p 1 n 1 _ ( f- p J 1 , p p n ? , 1 J , 7,, " + " )

r r i l j  p 1 o t _ l s p t u p ( ' s t / h o s e / s t T e r n ) n a l  n i n e  I m q t h

( h )  ' P h 3  [ l e g .  ' , 1 , 1 0 , 0 , 0 )

c a l l  p 1 n t  4 s c a ] e ( 0 . , 6 . , - 1 8  0 . , 1 R 0 . )

c a 11 p 1 0 1 _ ( 1 1 ,  p p 3 ,1 ? 0 , 1  , )
c a l l  p l o t _ ( e p l l , p p n 3 , 1 5 , 3 , '  + ' )

c a l l  p l o t  $ 5 e t u p ( ' s t / h o s e / s t \ , ' T e r m i n a l  p i p e  l e n g t h  

( M ) ' , ' P h 4  D e g . ' , 1 , 1 0 , 0 , 0 )  
c a l l  p l o t _ $ s c a l e ( 0 . , 6 . , - 1 B 0 . , 1 8 0 . )  

c a l l  p 1 0 1 _ ( 1 1 , p p 4 , 1  ? 0 , 1 , ' .  '  ) 

c a l l  p 1 Ü t  _ ( e p 1 1 , p p n 4 , 1 5 , 3 , ' + ' )  

s t o p  

n . j

c 0 rt p 1 e f  LI a c t i o n  g a m m ( :  a , ^ , m , 1 ) 

r  e cl 1 1

C O Mp l e X  2 cl , Z 0 , h , e a |J n 1 , ZSl IM , Z d l  f  

e x u n l  = c e x p  wT / I  ) 

z s um = i c . TzO 

z d i  r - 1 a -  z 0

yciMn= ( zsLi r .  + expm 1 - z d i f / e x p m l  ) /  ( z s um + e x p n l  +zd : i  f / e ' , ; p r - i l }
r  e t  LI r  n

e n d

s u b r o u t i i i e  p i - ex  ( p , z , z 0 , m, x , p r e s e x , e x p n x  ;

c o m p l e x  p , z , zO , m , e x p m x , p r e s e x  

e X p n X = c e p ( m T X )

p r e s e x ^  ( ( z + zO ) / e x p n a + ; z- z Z • u ) - c p / ( 2 . 0 + z ) 

r e t u r i i  
e ii ci

V I -  f l  L '  J C  • ( '■ Ù y .  V “  i  i l  .  a  U  ‘- U  S i J ,  ,1 y  .  Û  V ,  ■ r  A  ' '  •• C ! « Ci

J . L 1 _   I / n • • ' . ! ; - I / y •
•_i w Li i  U L* I c: •_ i .> J. *J 11 u V A , "I , I • cl , "t / , w I*. _> j_* ‘ T ? , J L I"'*, t ' i•------_ 1 .. / A Aj W cl - L. I • U A I-. \ ,• . -• , *r • Cl • Cl '
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du 13 .
. ;o i :  : ,M

b ( 1 , ; , j  ; r e . i l  ( . ,  ( I , ,i / ) 

b i  . j  ) )

i  f  i  1 = 0

e n ]  1 f  0 4 n d f  ( h , 4 , , 4  , 1 ,  l , w k s p , :
do  12 n = 1 , 4

c k ( n ) = c M p I x ( s n ÿ l ( J : !.. ! '  , o ) } ,  : ^ 1 ( d l { 2 , n ) ) )

T & l u r n

pr,.j

SL i b r o o  t  : , ie c o , ; .  L2 !  ̂ , : p , p e 2 , q e 2 , a r e a , w , d i  s t , ck  )

r  d  cl  i. . i l  L  c l ,  H  p l u 1 0 ) ,

c c n ^  l c .  . i ( 2 )  y Z u i 2 )  , Z ^ . ( 2 )  . p e 2 , q e 2 , c k ( 4 )  , e x d < 2 )  , a ( 4 , 4 >  
c o m p l e x  j w n , d 3 , d 4

d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  b ( 2 ,  4 , 4 ) ,  e ( 2 ,  4 ) ,  w k. s p ( 4 ) , de k ( 2 ,  4 )

j u û = c n p 1X ( 0.0. u ■+ ü r e h ) 
do 11 n = 1 , 2  

e x d ( n ) = c e x p ( m ( n ) f u i s t ) 

n 2 = 2 + n  

n 1 = n 2 - 1
ù (  1 , r i 1 ) = z w (  II)

û ( 1 , il 2 ) = 2 W ( Il ) 
ù ( 2 f ti1 ) - zw ( il ) / e x d  ( Il ) 
il ( 2 , il 2 ) = 2 w ( n ) i  e , ,d ( n ) 

il {3, il I ; ■ j w ü

i ( 4 , ï i 1  ; - z p i i i )

j j *! C

e( i, j; = 0 
d3=qe2
ü 4 - p e 2
e(:,3) real(d3)
s \ 2 , 3 ) = ü 1 n ü y ( d3 ) 
e V I . 4 ) = renl(d4;
e ( 2 p 4 ) = i .  i m û ÿ ' l G ' 4 )

do 1 3  i = 1 . 4

dû 1 3  j  =  1 , 4

b f 1 , i ,  i } ^ i i ,  i l :

b ( Z , i , J ) = ; i  o  ci ci w  » 1 # '

v c l i i  * V “» ci U i \ u  m -y f ^  f  "i  T i
‘ •* '“i .

' u ü  , ^  U i f

Cl-.  \ it r "* V r» p  J.
. 3 ' ' ' •*
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(sT/i^r )

/?FAd A / a ^ a f / r  o f
F A F a ^ O A / / C S  FA/Û F/fif 
l£ F fT F S  USF6 FOA. FXfi.

R£ad PR ess. re  MR
PtPE V/FM . F F 6 ^
FUFPFpTEA/TFL F f i£ d .

F F F D  F 05F  F F Ù  fi(P £  
i  F F £TF  O F UPSTA£F M
ciRcair̂  efFfTF of F/pé 
M /D ^ P Y  ic T W £ £ F F o $ £ S  
FFÔ £ F Ù  F ^ T ( F 65.

F£AÔ PFYS/CFl P P o P  O f  
FOSE AM P U  r a t e  f f 6 
PAAS'e O F Os , Z , , Ï TI
o rr eA M /M e  FPeQ^io^AFtA 
Of éAOse eOK£ , £(?), /Y<>)

U /F fT £ /F £ F D  FFIC ^  
P P O P  FFÙ  FOSE ^

Û E TE FM /FE  A £O U /A E t 
K^AVE PROP. OF P /P 6  
FFA PES/STFFCF F

S E T  FES/STFFCE F = 0  
O E FS /ry  f i - 9 ? 0  ^I
coyi/é^«T ra
C a M P L E f  P O F M  £FP^Ae>A)

v e r e p M f F E  \f f y £  p a û P.
O F F O S £ , i C z , K 2 , ^ ^ . 2

P P û P ^

W P , T £ / F £ F 0 ^ ^ A ( ^ ^

v f t s f m / f e  %  , 2^,z 
I

w

®
O F rF A M /F £  EFFFCr/VF 
^ s X  'PY.ST

F o e /F T £F  mO

00 200 
VFFPY TEFM/A/FT/OF  
P/PE /.EF£TF_FFÙ  
D ETEA M /FE  Fy

û £ r E F A i / p £ l j  F T  E F C P  
D/SCOA/T/FUATV / F
oowa/stfefa^ E/pcorr 
OF F/RSTF05£, F F é  
Û ET EA f AA F £  F > u F  Coa/STFFTS

FOSE=

VE 'TEFaF /F F  PPFSS.
A T  FOSE / F I E T  Af S 
OFT let

* < ^ o s e = 2 ^

V E T £ R M /A /£  PReSSU RES  
/F-RX>W FSrREFAA U R C U F

P E T £ R M /F E  P R  e s s  u p  e  /F  
u P s t F e F a^  C /R C u r /

d e t e r M tF£ PA£S%UA£S 
M fO FP i EETweEF poses

oET. PA ess UPS A F i Flow
FT /PL£T OFSêCÛFÔ FÙSâ 
CAL e u  LATE FOUR COFST.

UET PRESSURE ATOUTOT 
OP SECOFV AOSe AAA /F  
v o \f f S7R£Fp i  c /R c u r r

K o a u T  = K o u ^ n  -f /
c o f y e r t  c o m p l e t  press
TO AMP. FFP PRASE 
COMP.,set.uA TO $£ PianeA

c o f l T f N u e > *

V o  too
REAO £XP. PiPE lEFSlAi^ 
Pm P. AFO PAFSe Of PR£SS.

F O U Y / r ^ K O U f / T e f

SET.  U P  EXP. RESULTS 

TO BE P lO T T E l

C O A /T /A /U E

F io r  cFLCULPTEà 
AFD m ea su r ed  press.
F/̂ P. F F  PR FSE

Figure 1 Flowchart for flex hose
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A3.4. 2 Subroutine__fluid prop

Program Name Library Classification

'fluid_prop' BENSCM visc_resist.

Evaluation of hose or pipe resistance, propagation constant and 
characterStic impedance of pipe.

New Fortran 7a Multics November 1981

Hardware; No special requirements 

Author : B. Tuc

Purpose : The program evaluates the pipe resistance due to viscous
friction effect. Also it predicts the wave propagation constant 
and characterstic impedance of pipe.

No Associated Subroutines

All variables transferred via argument list;
call fluid prop(freq,p,t,th,idia, denf,mu,gamma,zo,r)

Input Variable (via argument list)

freq frequency Hz
idia internal diameter of hose or pipe m
mu dyn.visc.of oil at working conditions Ns/m
P mean pressure bar
t mean temperature °C
th thickness of pipe wall m

Output Variable (via argument list)

gamma wave propagation constant rad/m
r pipe resistance due to fluid viscosity Ns/m^
zo pipe characteristic impedance Ns/m^

No Inbuilt Messages
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Algorithm and Method

The purpose of this subroutine is to predict the characteristic 
impedance and propagation constant of a rigid pipe and the frequency 
dependent pipe resistance per unit length of line.

The propagation constant of the sinusoidal wave motion in a steel 
pipe can be calculated from the properties of the fluid by using the 
following equation.

The characteristic impedance of fluid in a rigid pipe can be 
calculated by using the following equation.

(2)

When flow is steady and laminar, for lines having a circular cross- 
section, the velocity distribution across the pipe is parabolic, and 
the resistance coefficient of line is given by

/ P = (3)

where is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

However, an oscillatory flow has the effect of making the velocity 
distribution tend to a plain profile as the frequency of the 
oscillation increases.

The actual shape of the wave form depends on the non-dimensionless 
quantity H^ where :

(4)
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As the derivation of the wave propagation equations assumes that the 
wave front is plain, it is necessary to make adjustments to the 
density and absolute viscosity.

/ " - / ' A \ (5)

The effect of these modifications is that the line resistance given by
equation 3 will increase as increases.

The effective bulk modulus used in equations 1 and 2 is dependent on 
the pipe properties and is given by

J -  =  J - +  ^  (7)
^  4  f^h
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20̂

subroutine fluid_prop(freq,p,t,th,idi;i,denf,MU,
X gâMMd,zo,r)

(- = = = = = z = = = = = = = = z = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = z=:z = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = :
C
c subroutine nnme:fluidprop.fortrnn
c
c library classification:BENSCM fluidprop. -
c
c title:eval nation of hose or pipe r e s i s t a ne e, pr op ag a t :i o n
c constant X characteristic impedance of rigid pipe
(:
c Fortran IV Honeywell Multics Nov. 1981
(:
c No special hardware requirements
c
c Author : B.Tuc
c
c Revisions:-
c
c Purpose: The program calculates the pipe resistance due to
c viscous friction effect.Also it predicts the wave
c propagation constant & characteristic impedance
r. of rigid pipe
c
c Rev is ions:-

INPUT VARIABLES (via argument list)
c freq frequency , Hz
c idia internal diameter of hose or pipe M
c mu dyn. vise, of oil at working conditions Ns/m2
c P mean pressure bar
c t temperature of oil C
c th thickness of pipe wall
c
c OUTPUT VARIABLES (via argument list)
c
c denf density of oil at frequency ''freq' Kg/m3
c gamma wave propagation constant rad/m
c r pipe resistance due to viscosity Ns/n6
c zo pipe characteristic impedanse Ns/m5
c
c INSOURCE VARIABLES (excluding input/output variables)
c
•; ap area of hose or pipe bore m2
c bT tang.bulk. mod. at press. ̂p temp, t' bar
r bo sec. bulk. mod. at atm. press. X 20C bar
c bot sec. bulk, mod. at atm. press. X temp.t bar
c bp sec. bulk mod. at press.'p'' temp.'t'' bar
r beff eff. bulk mod. at press, "p'' temp, ''t̂ bar
c beff eff bulk mod. of oil in pipe
r ha correction factor
c muf dyn. vise, of oil at frequency ''freq̂  Ns/m2
c w frequency rad/s
r
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r No inbuilt error messages 
c
(

real mu,idia,muf 
complex gamma,zo

c
r. initial values of bulk modulus X density

bo=1.85e4 
den=870.

c
pi=3.14159 
w = 2.♦pi <freq 
ap=idia*idiaipi/4. 
ba=idia*sqrt(w*den/mu)/2.

c
if(ha.le.10.)write(6,10) 
denf=den+(1.+(sqrt(2.)/hd)) 
muf=mut(.425+.175*ha) 
r = 128.♦muf/(pi + (idia + t4. ) )

c
bot = bo/(10.tt(.0024t(t-20. ) ) ) 
bp=bot+5.6*p
bT=(bp*(bp-p)/bot)*.97e5
beff = bT/(1. + bT*idia/(thr2.1g11))

c
gamma = csqrt(cmplx((w + w<denf/(-beff)),(ap*r+w/beff ) ) )

c
ZQ=csqrt(cmplx((denf»beff/ap**2.),((-r)+beff/(ap+w) ) ) )

c
10 formatdh , "DARNING: variable ha< = 10.")

return 
end
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A3.4.3 Subroutine Propnew

Program Name Library Classification

'propnew' BENSCM propnew

Evaluation of Wave Propagation Properties of Fluid Filled Hoses

Fortran IV Honeywell Multics November 1981

Hardware^: No special requirements

Author : B. Tuc

Purpose : The program predicts the wave propagation properties,
namely the two propagation constants, the two modal ratios and the 
two displacement characteristic impedances either including fluid 
viscosity or not, for a given frequency.

No Associated Subroutines

The resistance of hose due to viscosity used as input variable for 
this subroutine may be evaluated using subroutine 'fluid prop'.
All variables transferred via argument list:
call propnew (rm, rb, ri, tmu, exr, eyr, v%, tanl, r , bo, bl, rho, w ,m , zw, zp) 

Input Variabj^es (via argument list)

bl bulk modulus of hose lining (N/m^)
bo bulk modulus of fluid (N/m^)
exr axial wall stiffness (N/m)
eyr hoop wall stiffness (N/m)
r pipe resistance (Ns/m^ )
rb inner radius of inner lining (m)
ri outer radius of inner lining (m)
rm mean radius of reinforcement (m)
rho density of fluid (kg/m^)
tanl loss factor (-)
tmu surface density of hose (kg/m^)
vz axial Poisson's ratio (-)
w frequency (rad/s)
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Output Variables (via argument list)

m propagation constant (rad/m)
zw modal ratio (-)
zp displacement characteristic impedance (Ns/m^)

No Inbuilt Messages

Algorithm and Method

The wave propagation properties of fluid filled hose can be obtained 
from the physical properties of hose and fluid by using the basic 
theory.

It has been found in Chapter 2 that the equations of wave propagation 
properties are as follows with consideration of tie effect of fluid 
viscosity. The two propagation constants ;

" I 2A,
where —  ji/lC C ^ J

(1)

4

c u ‘
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The effective bulk modulus :

where

and

/ /
â£ c
/ -  Vo

4 4
;/ =  A

4

V . A4 '<T

-h

4

-h

The two modal ratios ;

f =

4

(2)

The two displacement characteristic impedances

& (3)
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subroutine p r o p n e w ( r m , r u, i i, i n li , e a i , e- y i , v , t ii n 1, r, !.i ̂ 
bi,rhu,w.n,zw,zpj

SUD r 0 u t ; „ c i . c* n c : p i g p r. ;• 'z. : c r t r d n
c '  - ' - - 1, X X ■ v< 1 , L i u s s i f i::iticr:P[M5CM propnow.

L. t 1 t ’ 'alusticv: cf propagation properties of fluid
L.

f  ; lied 1.0 ses
1 w i u i Li 11 IV Honeywell Multics Nov. 1921

L Nû special hardware requirenents
C

B.Tuc
c Purpose : The pro9 ran calculates the wave propagation
c properties,nanely the two prupagatior.
c cc.-.stanti>,the two nodal ration Ô the two
il displvtcenent characiei istic impédances eitheir

xi.cludir.g fluid viscosity or not,for a giveu
il
L

f requeue y
il X Af w . V X A p L E 5 ( V i a a i g u n e n t list)
J b 1 bulk modulus of hose lining N/tt2
C uO bulk nodulus 0 f fluid N/M2
(1 exi axial wall stiffness N/h
i" e y r hoop wall stiffness N/m

r pipe resistance N s / m 6
C rb inner radlus of inner lining h
c ri outer radius of inner lining rt
c rp) mean radius of reinforcement m
il rhû density of fluid Kg/ ' n o

C 10 n i loss factor -

r t ri u surface density of hose Kg/m2
t: vx axial P0 i^30 n's ratio -

i-
(-
(
(:
(1

w frequency rad / s

OUTPUT VAR IABLES (via argument list)
M Propayation c ons tant . ,_,.i/..

c : p displacement c 1,ai a.  t , x .  t ic impedance h S./ n 3

il zw n Ü *j ci A 1 VI V X

il INSu U K w X. » 111̂ X 11 *-• \ td L i u u i Ù ÿ i ilL* li t / Ü111* p Li v v ci f* i ci i  ̂•*
i _ f L _ . L _ . 

U 1 t* cl U I H U - C L' U r  H

vi » f Cl
n _ . . .  _i_._ ±_ 
X. U VJ 11 => L ci 11 0 3

il cl ô Ÿ C* -

V. bc ,b _ r  r  . _ - 1, -  .-I ■' N/m2
e t « X

, — 1. '  ^   ̂ «. 
vvl* XUC*XC I w i  ww«iP#x*wi<.« Ci wxOM JL 1 11 i I i y -

-- “ - - - - - - I -  - - * -

- -  T ' - -,. -  •-

complc;. axial wall stiffness N/m
: V complex hoop wall stiff ness K/m
jwr C u p  1 X (0 . , w *, ) -
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p r, U nos s of lining per unit area of

r p 11, f ÜI c e M E n !, K g /' m 2
P5 i u a.: A of bo:L J., i dw d by ar eu of bore'

V* I • -w i. A « 4 A « I y  ~

pJ1 1 area of lining divided by area of bore
and lining

rbl rbtrb mil
rb2 rbl •< rbl m l
vy boop P Û1 : : j r ratio

A s : : : i t g : subrc'.:ti,ie:Tbc resistance of hose duo to fluid
viscosity used as input Voriaislo for 
this SLibruutint may be évalua,ted using 
Subroutx i,e ' f 1L,id_pr0p '

>! n 4 .. L , , ; 11 ......
I (  U  X l l i J v i A X O  Ù « t A J i

e o r . p l t À  e x , e ,  f . - . l P l  , z « v ' 2 ) , z p i 2 ) , a1  , a 2 , a 3 , a4 , b e , J w r  

e e M P 1 C ,\ e l  , c 2 , c 3

p i - 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  

ci o -  p i  + r  b i  r  b 
p s i o = r b i r b / ( r i i r i ) 

p s i 1 = I . - p s i o
pMii = 1 .1 e 3 i p i  :} ( r  i  ( r  i  -  r b-: r b  )

V y - v x ) e v r / e x r  

r  = I •{ a 0 1 a o

j « r  = c m p l , . ( 0 .  , w * r  )

e x = L n p l x ( e x r , e x r t l n n l ) . 
e y - c f i p l x  ( t y r  , e y r t t a n l  )

r  L; I = I- ti :t r  b 

r  b 2 -  r  b 1 Ÿ r  b 1
be = 1 . / ( ( ps  1 o / h o ) + ( p s i 1 / b l ) )

be  = 1 . /  ( 11 . / b e  ) -r2 .  t r  i  i- ( 1.  - v x X ' w  ) / e y  )

c h i  = ( ( r i t r  i - 3 . + r b 1  ) + ( ( 4 . + r b 2 ) /  ( r i - ^ r : i - r b  I ) ) t a i o g (
& r i / r b )  ) / 8 . 8 p 6

c 1 = j w r t a o

c 2 = ,j w r  •4- ( a o + a o ) /  2 .  t  p i  t  r  n 

c 3 = r h o t w i u - c 1

c 4 - .  5 r r  i  r ( 2 .  - v x - p s i  1 v i  / rm ) -  omux c h i  i w  ) w

a 1 = ( p s  i  o - p s  i 1 fL h i  r c  3 ; * e x
a2 =  ( e x  r r  3 / b e  ) + < a 1 / e x  )  ̂ ( t n i i  + w + w-t-c 1 i i .  4 - r .  2 ) +

£■ { c 3 c 4 + c '/ ) r i ( X . -Î- V A -  ( 1 . -  L 1 ■» L h i  ; r  p s i  1 ) )
a3 = ( ( c t + L 4 - c 2 ) ; c3 -  { c3 T L 4 + c 2  ) i  c IT ( t mu^^w+u^ - c3 )  ) / b e

cl ‘i -  C b Q i V •. a X r cl 2 -  4 . 4 cl l a 3 )

n ( 1 ) = c s 4 r  t  ( ( -  a 2 -  ci -I ) /  ( 2 .  r  a 1 ) ) 

n ( 2 ) = c s 4 i I  ( ( -  a 2 + a 4 ) /  ( 2 . 4  a 1 ) )

du 10 n = I , 2

zw ( n ) = ( ( ( a1 /  ex  ) + m ( n ) * m ( n ) ) + c 3 / i j e  ) /  ( ( ( 2 .  f  v x -  
3 ( p s i  1 1 ( 1 . -  c h i  ) ) ) ipi  ( 11 ) + m( n ) ) -  c 1 / b e )

zp  ( n ) = -  ( r  ho * w » w-  ( 1 . - z w  ( n ) ) +c ! ) / r .  1 

1 0 CO 111 i  n u e 

r e t u r n  

e nd
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A3.4.4 Subroutine entry imp

Program Name Library Classification

'entry imp' BENSCM entry imp.

'Evaluation of Entry Impedance of Hoses'

Fortran IV Honeywell Multics 

Hardware: No special requirements

November 1981

Author B. Tuc

Purpose : The program calculates the entry impedance of hoses for a
given hose length and termination fluid impedance.

No Associated Subroutines

All variables transferred via argument list: 

call entry_imp (m,zw,zp,area,w,hl,zt,ze)

Input Variables (via argument list)

area
hi
m
w

bore area of hose 
length of hose
propagation constant of hose 
frequency

(m^)
(m)
(rad/m)
(rad/s)

zp

zt
zw

displacement characterstic 
impedance

termination fluid impedance
modal ratio

(Ns/m ) 
(Ns/m^) 
(-)

Output Variable (via argument list) 

ze entry impedance of hose (Ns/m^)

No Inbuilt Messages
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Algorithm and Method

The program calculates the entry impedance of the hose from the wave 
propagation properties, for a given length and termination 
impedance. The equations used for the determination of entry 
impedance are as given below.

Entry impedance of hose

7  ^ 2

where

y '/

J U >

f t

s . . e K ê ' ^ ^er '

f ,
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subroutine entry_iMp(M,zw,zp,area,w,hl,zt,ze)

subroutine namecentryiMp.fortran 
library classifie ation:BENSCM entry_i«p. 
titleievaluation of entry iMpedance of hoses 

Fortran IV Honeywell Multics Nov. 1981
NO special hardware requirements 
Author: B.Tuc
Purpose : The program calculates the entry iMpedance of hoses

for a given hose length and termination fluid impedance
Revisions:-
INPUT VARIABLES (via argument list)

c a r e a bore area of hose m 2
c hi length of hose M
c M propagation constant rad/m
(: W f requency rad/s
(: Zp displacement characteristic impedance Ns/m3
c zt termination fluid impedance Ns / m 5
c zw modal ratio -

OUTPUT VARIABLES (via argument list) 
ze entry impedance of hose

INSOURCE VARIABLES (excluding input/output variables)
Ns/m5

c e(n) el(n)+l./el(n) -
c e e ( n ) el(n)-l./el(n) -

c e 1 ( n ) cexp(m(n)thl) -
c elel l./el(2)-1./el(l)
c h constant -

(' hi ,h2 constants -

c h3,h4 constants -
r zpn(1) zp(1)izw(2) -
c zpn(2) zp(2)+zw(1) -

No inbuilt, error messages

10

complex m(2),zw(2),zp(2),el(2),e(2),ee(2),zpn(2)
complex h,hl ,h2,h3,h4,jwa,zt,elel ,ze
jwa=cmplx(0.,w+area)
do 10 n=l,2
el(n)=cexp(m(n)$hl)
e(n)=el(n)+l./el(n)
ee(n)=el(n)-1./el(n)
continue
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7-pn(1 ) = 2p(1 )t2 u(?) 
zpn(?)=zp(2)♦zw(1) 
elel = 1 ./p1(2)-1 ./eld)

h=(zpn(1)-zpn(2) )/(jwa+(zw<2)-zw(1 ) ) ) 
h1=-((e(2)-p(1))4zpnd)*zpn(2)*plel+(zpn(1)*ee(2)- 
zpn(2)+ee(1))»((zpn(2)/el(2))-(2pn(1)/el(1))))/w4w+drea 
h2 = (zwd)*zw(2)t(zpd)*ee(2)-zp(2)*ee(1))*elel +
(zpn (2) teed )-zpnd ) iee ( 2 ) ) * ( ( zw d )/el(2) )-
(zw(2)/eld))))/jwa
h3=(zw(2)-zw(1))i(zpn(1)(1 )*ee(2)-
zpn(2)te(2)tee(1))/Jwa
h4 = (zw(2)-zw(1))t(zw(2)-zwd) ) tee( 1 )=+ee(2)
ze=h+2.+((hi+h2*zt)/(h3+h4*zt))
return 
end
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APPENDIX 4. RESONANT MEASUREMENTS ON FLUID FILLED HOSES

In order to enable a direct measurement of wave properties of a fluid 
filled reinforced hose, resonant measurements have been made by using 
the test rig shown in Figure 4.2 diagrammatically. The test rig 
basically consisted of a vibrator, a 2 m length of fluid filled test 
hose which is attached to a ball valve via a short length of rigid 
pipe and firmly fixed to a large concrete block, a hand pump connect
ing to the ball valve via a length of flexible hose. The free end of 
the hose is closed by a plug and attached to the vibrator so as to 
provide controlled axial motion. The closing plug ensures that the 
end of the fluid column coincides with the junction between the hose 
and its end fitting. Also, different fluid entry impedances can be 
achieved at the fixed end of the hose simply by changing the length of 
the rigid pipe which is connecting the hose end to the ball valve.
The hand pump is used to obtain the required mean pressure and the 
valve is then closed. The test line and the valve are enclosed and 
controlled temperatures are achieved by blowing heated air through the 
enclosure. The heating Is controlled from a thermocouple taped to the 
surface of the hose. The hose was suspended along its length by rubber 
bands, so that it was virtually unconstrained.

Pressure variations in the fluid were measured by piezo-electric 
transducer/charge amplifier unit at the fixed end of the hose. The 
axial wall movements at three different points on the hose wall, i.e. 
at a distance of f/4, f/2 and 3^/4 m from the fixed end, were measured
by means of miniature piezo-electric accelerometers. These were held 
in firm contact with the hose wall by rubber bands. The vibrator is 
driven and the signals registered from the pressure transducer and 
accelerometers analysed by a Solarton Frequency Response Analyser 
controlled by a mini-computer, and the results are fed to an X-Y 
plotter.

The resonance frequencies, damping ratios, the ratios of
P(oy\X/(̂ /2) and the acceleration amplitudes obtained from the resonant
measurements for different type of hoses are given in Table A4.1.
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APPENDIX 5. CONDITION OF ZERO EXTENSION IN HOSE LENGTH

One important elastic constant of hose wall is the axial Poisson's
ratio which controls the extension of hose under static pressure. As
shown below when the value of axial Poisson's ratio is exactly 0.5
there would not be any extension in the hose. Assuming a length of
reinforced hose is under static pressure p then the axial strain ism
given by equation 2.1 as below.

where E^, E^ are the wall stiffnesses, is the hoop Poisson's ratio
and T , T are the stress resultant in axial and hoop direction.X y ^
Considering static pressure p^ and mid-radius of reinforcement; the 
two stress resultants are

( 2 ) 
z

(3)

If we consider the case of zero extension must be equal to zero, so 
putting equation 1 to zero and substituting equations 2 and 3, and 
combining with equation 2.3 gives

or

r  (4)
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APPENDIX 6. ERRORS INVOLVED IN THE CALCULATIONS OF ELASTIC CONSTANTS

As discussed in Chapter 6 the actual errors involved in neglecting the
*̂ 12expressions in { 1 brackets in equations 6.74 to 6.76 depend on ---

E^ ^2
as well as on and 'Oio. Table A6.1 to A6.3 give the indicationE2
of the magnitude of the grrors for different gy , together with the 
corresponding values of xt for '^i2~ 0*25 and different values of G

xe 12

Table A6.1 Errors in the calculations of elastic constants for
'̂ 12 = °-25 and = 2 ^

^2
h

\ t
Exe

(E )X approx.
(E )X exact

(E )y approx.
(E )y exact

(V )X approx.
(0 )X exact

0.01 0.010 0.991 1.027 0 . 9 8 2

0. 10 0.040 0.931 1.198 0.844
0 . 2 0 0.154 0.889 1. 301 0 . 7 4 1

0 . 3 0 0.219 0.851 1.393 0.634
0.40 0.258 0.830 1.445 0.568
0.50 0 . 2 9 0 0.814 1.487 0.512
0.60 0 . 3 2 5 0.797 1.534 0.446
0.70 0. 347 0 . 7 8 6 1.563 0.403
0.80 0. 365 0 . 7 7 8 1.589 0 . 3 6 4

1.00 0.400 0 . 7 6 2 1.641 0 . 2 8 6
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Table A6.2 Errors in the calculations of elastic constants for 
'^12 = and = T

^2 Ext
Exe

(E )X approx.
(E )X exact

(E )y approx.
(E ) y exact

(S) )X approx.
(S) )X exact

0.01 0.009 0 .9 9 2 1.030 0.982
0.10 0.079 0 . 9 3 4 1.210 0.845
0.20 0.134 0.894 1.325 O. 743
O. 30 0.191 0 .8 5 6 1.431 0.641
0.40 0 . 2 2 5 0.836 1.491 0 . 5 8 0

0.50 0 . 2 5 3 0.819 1.540 0.529
«0.60 0 . 2 8 4 0.802 1 . 5 9 6 0.472

0.70 0 . 3 0 3 0.791 1 . 6 3 1 0.436
0.80 0 . 3 2 0 0 . 7 8 3 1.662 0.404
0.90 0.338 0.773 1.700 0. 368
1.00 0.350 0 . 7 6 7 1.725 0.343

Table A6.3 Errors in the calculations of elastic constants for

^2
h

®xt
®xe

(E )X approx.
(E )X exact

(E )y approx.
(E )y exact

N  )X approx.
W  )X exact

0.01 0.007 0.993 1.029 0.982
0.10 0.065 0.941 1.228 0.845
0.20 0.110 0.904 1.362 0.745
0. 30 0.157 0.868 1.492 0.647
0.40 0.184 0.849 1.567 0.590
0. 50 0.208 0.833 1.631 0.544
0.60 0.233 0.816 1.702 0.493
0.70 0.249 0.806 1.748 0.462
0.80 0.262 0.797 1.790 0.435
0.90 0.278 0.7888 1.839 0.405
1.00 0.288 0.782 1.872 0.385
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APPENDIX 7. SOLUTION TO EQUATION 7.13

The solution £ = O for equation 7.13 is a special case for which it 
is impossible to scale the resulting to so as to satisfy equati 
7.6. If we put £ = O equations 7.9 and 7.10 become,

11)

from these two equations the following relations can be obtained 
between the constants.

2)

3)

4)

and ^  (5)

Substituting these into equation 7.6 gives is equal to zero
which indicates that solution of £ = O in equation 7.13 is impossible.
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TABLE 6.1 Extensional and trellissing wall stiffnesses of hoses
calculated from the elastic constants obtained from low 
frequency cycling test.

Reinforcement Lining/Cover Exe
xloG N/m

\ t  
xlO^ N/m

1. Four ply spiral steel Rubber 20.15 .87

2. Double braid steel Rubber 15.60 1.30

3. Double braid steel Rubber 31.37 2.77

4. Single braid steel Rubber 22.60 1.18

5. Single braid steel Rubber 20.3 1.05

6. Single braid steel Polyester/
Urethane

13.64 1.61

7. Double braid textile Rubber 4.19 .62

8. Two ply spiral textile Rubber 2.74 .56

9, Double braid nylon Rubber 1.20 .86

10. Double braid nylon Nylon/
Urethane

2.28 .76
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TABLE 7.1 : Tuned lengths for 10 mm bore double steel braid hose 
at 350 Hz and different mean pressure

Mean pressure 
(bar)

Tuned length 
(m)

25 0.715
50 0.79

100 0.895
150 0.953

Table 8.1 Properties of the Hose Constructions Tested 50 bar 30°C 
frequency 1400 Hz.

Reinforcement Lining/
Cover ^2 raj/m rad^m

1. Four ply spiral steel Rubber .96 .04 .33 11.08

2. Double braid steel Rubber .87 -13 .29 8.55

3. Double braid steel Rubber .86 .14 .46 9.10

4. Single braid steel Rubber .88 .12 .44 9.76

5. Single braid steel Rubber .88 .12 .44 9.45

6. Single braid steel Polyester/
Urethane

.63 . 37 .35 9.50

7. Double braid textile Rubber .70 .30 1.08 15.33

8. Two ply spiral textile Rubber i .83 .17 1.17 15.42

9. Double braid nylon Rubber .37 .63 1.31 19.88

10. Double braid nylon Nylon/
Urethane

.42 .58 1.11 11.79
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TABLE 9.1 Values of L^^, L^^ —  for different types of hose

. oConstruction .(see equations 9.15 9.16 and 9.19)

Reinforcement Lining/
Cover ^T2 T /P o o

1. Four ply spiral steel Rubber 1.43 -0.43 1.62

2. Double braid steel Rubber 2.06 -1.06 .14

3. Double braid steel Rubber 2.48 -1.48 .10

4. Single braid steel Rubber 1.86 -0.86 .17

5. Single braid steel Rubber 1.75 -0. 75 .26

6. Single braid steel
Polyester/
Urethane 2.14 -1.14 .36

7. Double braid textile Rubber 2.35 -1.35 .37

8. Two ply spiral textile Rubber 1.62 -0.62 1.82

9. Double braid nylon Rubber 2.25 -1.25 1.04

10. Double braid nylon
Nylon/ 
Urethane 1.97 -0.97 .20

Table 10.1 Calculated sound power level and sound pressure level 
for the test hose

Hose length 
(m)

1st Harmonic 2nd Harmonic

PWL
(dB)

SPL
(dB)

PWL
(dB)

SPL
(db)

0 49 67 50 67

1 38 55 44 61

2 44 61 39 56

3 42 59 43 60
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Figure 1.3 Construction of a double steel braid hydraulic hose.
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Figure 1.4 Construction of a single steel braid hydraulic hose.
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Figure 1.5 Construction of a four ply spiral steel hydraulic hose.
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b) An annular element of hose inner lining.

Figure 2.1 A section of reinforced hose and axial forces acting 
on an annular element of lining.
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Figure d.1 Imnedance renresentation of a hydraulic circuit 
including a length of flexible hose



a) A length of rigid pipe.

-62

b) Series connection.

c) Single branch line.

2

d) Valve in series.

Figure 3.2 Various types of circuit elements downstream circuit of 
the hose.
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Figure 4.1 Method of obtaining a known cyclic change in the enclosed 
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Figure 4.2 Resonance test rig.
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Figure 5.4 Coulomb friction model for reinforced hydraulic hose.
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Figure 9.12 As Figure 9.11 but with terminal pipe length 1.165
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Figure 9.13 As Figure 9.11 with mean pressure lOO bar.
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Figure 10.1 Variation of hoop strain in hose wall along the length.
The system consists of an axial piston pump, a length of 
10 mm bore steel pipe 3 m of double steel braid hose, a 
0.84 m terminal steel pipe and a restrictor valve.
Mean pressure 50 bar and oil temperature 30°C. Fundamental 
frequency 175 Hz. First harmonic results. Solid lines 
are calculated results; crosses are measured values.
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Figure 10.2 Variation of hoop strain in hose wall along the length.
All conditions are as for Figure 10.1. Second harmonic 
results.
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Figure Al.l Accelerometer mounting to measure axial wall movement of 
hose.
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Figure A 1 .2 Accelerometer mounting to measure radial wall movement 
of hose.
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Figure A2.1 Kennedy and Pancu plot for a system with one degree of 
freedom.


